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VIOLATIONS OF FREGE'S PRINCIPLE
AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE FOR CONTRASTIVE SEMANTICS

DABYDD GIBBON

//flimsily of GOitingonitinivensily of Bier Weld

1. Preliminary remarks

The content of this paper has developed from more specialised investig-
ation in other areas of semantics,, particularly those of idiomaticity and
prosodic meaning. Much of it has been said beforeby others, though in different
and more heter-ogeneous contexts. The central point, that natural languages
violate Frege's Principle (cf. § 2), has been a commonplace of logic for a
century (Frege's Begriffeschrift appeared just one hundred years ago); many of
the specific examples, too, have also received extensive, if not definitive,
attention in many quarters. A unified account of these problems within a
practical descriptive framework is lacking, however, and this paper is in-
tended to contribute towards delimiting the scope of such an account. It is
suggested in the final section that there may be a unified strategy for solving
this apparently heterogeneous set of problems, using a specific conception of
context-sensitivity.

Neither is the descriptive field of contrastive semantics a new subject;
like other domains of linguistic discourse, it is nevertheless constantly in need of
systematic re-statement. There have been many detailed studies of semantic
similarities and dissimilarities between languages, in contrastive and in general
linguistics, particularly in lexical areas (e.g. verb valenoies) but also on pro-
blems of sentence semantics such as quantification, propositional attitudes,
presuppositions. In this paper I shall present a slightly more general perspective,
and in order to do this I shall distinguish three of the possible views of what
the term contrastive semantics may mean before starting on the main body
of the paper. These views are:



6 D. Gibbon

(1) i. that contrastive semantics is plain semantics used to describe
two rather than one or nineteen languages;

ii. that contrastive semantics is essentially the description and expla-
nation of translation;

iii. that contrastive semantics is the description and explanation of the
semantic system underlying the use of more than one language by
persons in communities.

These three perspectives may be thought of as being arranged roughly on
a scale of idealisation. The first has the least ambitious empirical goals, but
the greatest chance of providing explanation rather than just description.
The last is empirically tl.e most ambitious, and the least amenable at present
to stringent explanatory description; it underlies approaches to second lan-
guage learning, bilingualism and diglossia. The intermediate category is
not located on a simple straight line of idealisation between these two, but
it does provide a bridge between th mm: translation may be seen at the 'upper'
end on this scale as a semantic operation over two languages; at the `laver'
end it may be seen as a form of bilingual language activity. There are other
ways of bridging this idealisation gap; such notions as control of contextually
determined language variation, stylistic and fimctional 'code' switching, would
also provide bridges of different kinds. Translation provides a convenient
perspective for present purposes, however, and also in many ways a realistic
goal for contrastive semantics, whether theoretical or applied. The present
discussion has been developed with this perspective in mind, though particular
arguments have 'been drawn mainly from the first of the above perspectives,
and an explicit model of translation which includes non- Fregean translation
is not developed.

2. Frege's Principle, idiemzaticity and analysis

In a discussion of Montague grammar, Partee states the following (1976:52):

the task of the semantic,' [associated with a particular syntax] is to assign interpretations
to the smallest units and then to give rules which determine the interpretation of larger
units on the basis of the interpretation of their parts.

Similar formulations are given by Cresswell (1973.75f.), who introduces the
.term Trege's Principle' for this fundamental inductive principle of composi-
sitional semantics, defining it as

the principle that the meaning of any complex expression is determined by the meanings
of its parts. Or to be more precise, the meaning of the whole upression is a function of the
meanings of its parts.

He provides two explications of the principle, a weaker one simply stating
the function involved, and a stronger one based on the substitutability of

6



Violations of Frege's Principle

synonymous constituents with preservation of the meaning of the i,hole con-
struction. The first will be used in this paper. In Frege's works, the principle
was more implicit than explicit; it seems clear (1892 (1962.49f.)) that he took
it to hold for the compositional aspects of sense (Sinn), but although in
introducing his 'conceptual notation' (Begriffisschrift) he uses an inductive
definition of the notion of having reference (e.g. 1893:46), it does not seem
that he goes so far as to claim that the reference of a sentence when asserted,
i.e. its truth value, is a function of the references of its parts (i.e. objects),
contrary to Cresswell's note (1973:75). Reference assignment to sentences
presupposes such references (cf. `Voraussetzung' in 1892 (1962.54)), but would
presumably not be taken to be a function of these presuppositions. Further-s,

more, Frege points out in the same study (p. 52)

dos die Bedeutung des Satzes nicht immer rein Wahrheitswert ist.

This being the ease, the reference of a sentence calmot be said to be a function
of the references of its parts; in oblique (indirect, reported) contexts, its re-
ference is said to be its normal sense (gewohnlicher Sinn). Both sense and
reference, our intension and extension, will be considered in the following
discussion. The paper is not concerned with Frege exegesis, however; the Partee
and Cresswell formulations will be taken to be suitable starting points. Other
terms associated with extensional aspects of Frege's Principle are the following:
Leibniz' Law; the principle of extensionality; the substitutability of equiva-
lents; substitution salva veritate. They refer to the fundamental notion in
extensional semantics that if a term with a given referent is substituted for
a term with the identical referent in some sentence, then the truth value of the
sentence is not aFected by this substitution. Logics fog which this aspect of the
principle of eompositionality does not hold are called 'intensional'.

Aralogous principles have served from time to time in linguistic semantics;
Bloomfield's semantics (1933) appears to be based on this principle, for instan-
ce. More recently, it has characterised the theories of Katz and Fodor (1963),
Weinreich (1966) and others within the generative approach, where the
principle has been discussed as a solution to the 'projection problem'. It is
hard to decide whether generatil e semantics conforms to Frege's Principle
or not, in view of its apparently uninterpreted deductive structure; it is
probably intended to conform to the principle in mans of its central concerns,
however.

Perhaps surprisingly, the standard dictionary definitions of one sense
of the w ord 'idiom' amount simply to the claim that idioms are those composite
expressions which do not conform to Frege's Principle, as in the second part
of the Webster's Collegiate Dictionary definition (taking 'conjoined' non-
technically):

an expression, in the usage of a language, that i8 peculiar to itself either in grammatical
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construction or in having a meaning which cannot be derived as a whole from the conjoined
meanings of its elements.

This kind of idiom definition is quite common in linguistics, note B:ockett's
well-known definition (1958:172):

.Let us momentarily use the term "y., for any grammatical form the meaning of which
is not dedudible from its structure. Any Y, any in occurrence in which it is not a con-
stituent of a larger Y, is an idiom.

This definition ignorep non-wellformed 'idioms', and forces Hockett to regard
non-composite items, i.e. morphemes, as idioms, a highly debatable point;
the phrase "in which it is not a constituent of a larger Y" deprives putative
idioms of this status when embedded in a larger idiom. Similarly, Fraser sta-
ted (1970:22):

For the purpose of this discussion I shall regard an idiom as a constituent or series of
constituents for which the semantic interpretation is not a compositional function of
the formatives of which it is composed.

Since there are many other kinds of violation of Frege's Principle than idio-
maticity (cf. §3), and since the descriptions of idiomaticity gis en here amount
to simple denials of Frege's Principle, they cannot be regarded as sufficient
conditions for idiomaticity, though they are necessary conditions. They are
therefore not, in any strict sense, definitions of idiomaticity at all. A similar
point, though not in these .terms and in a more restricted context, was made
1.y Voitl (1969:206), who noted that the definitions also apply to metaphor;
one might add irony, allusion and a host of other systematic and stylistic
devices. It is interesting to observe that Hockett included a variety of lin-
guistic forms in the category of idiom which at first sight seem to overstretch
the meaning of the term: substitutes (i.e. indexical and anaphoric expressions),
proper names, abbreviations, compounds (with qualifications) figures of speech
and slang But however counter-intuitive some of these categories may be
as types of idiom, as Hockett described them they are all violations of Frege's
Principle and tefr heterogeneity is simply a consequence of taking this prin-
ciple to be a sufficient condition for idiomaticity.

More will be said on the subject of idiomaticity in the following two sections.
The main area of application of Frege's Principle has been in the construc-

tion of 'ideal' or 'perfect' formal languages to explicate and replace suppo-
sedly inadequate natural languages for certain logical and methodological
purposes; it formed the basis of the programme of analysis whose earliest
representatives were Rego and Russell, and which initiated one main branch
of analytic philosophy. Cresswoll uses FiNe's Principle to mark a boundary
between natural and ideal languages (19U:70);

Frege's Principle does not hold for ordinary language. Indeed, it might be plausible to
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maintain that this is the most crucial difference between the aqificial languagmue have
been describing and the language we use in everyday communication.

It is intuitively evident that, given two artificial interpreted languages,
conforming to Frege's Principle and having the same domain, the prob;ems
of translation (cf. lii. in §1) are easily stated. Either the smallest constituents
in each language may be translated definitionally as in word-for-word transla-
tion, with the principle of compositionality looked after by the syntax, or if
the primes of the two languages are differently 'decomposed' or `componen-
tialised' with respect to the domain, then translation may take place between
constituents at different compositional levels. Then, in the words of Haas
(1962 (1968:107)):

The discipline of translation consists %cry largely in t,hoosing the smallest possible
unit that will admit of adequate matching.

In natural languages this problem of 'adequate matching', i.e. an inter lan-
guage version of the synonymy problem, is far more complex. The point at
issue in the present paper is that there arc areas where the criterion of 'ade-
quate matching' of constituents which have the same meaning in some sense
may not guarantee the translatability of the whole. This may be illustrated
by means of a referentially opaque context (cf. §3. 1.). What is the best trans-
lation of "Ceasar dixit, vidi, vici"'? Is it (1) "Caesar said, Teni, vidi,
vici"', or (2) "Caesar said, 'I came, I saw, 1 conquered' ", or (3) "Caesar
said he came, raw and conquered", or es en (4) "Caesar reported on his arrival,
his observations and his conquest"? Wherever further contextual considera-
tions are required in order to make a choice, Frege's Principle is infringed;
this applies to puns, metaphors, idioms and related areas, being particularly
obvious with regard to loan idioms such as vice versa, chacun rl son gotit, hoi.
poloi,&c.

This is not to claim that Frege's Principle is irrelevant to natural language
semantics. It i3 essential for characterising the clear eases where common
sense, too, accepts compositionality, its function here is the complementary
one of delimiting the unclear cases.

3. Violations of Frege's Principle in natural languages

The first thing to clarify in this context is the meaning of "meaning".
Since a full discussion of this problem is not possible here, the simple Fregean
distinction between sign, sense and reference w ill be used. The notions of asso-
ciative or connotative and natural meaning may be taken as being oatside
the scope of Frege's Principle in the first place, while to many who hold
functional or instrumental theories of 'meaning as use', the principle will
seem to be a complete red herring; I shall use it as a heuristic tool. Each of the
following subsections will be oriented towaEds the Fregean meaning triad.

9



10 D. Gibbon

The second thing to clarify is what counts, in a general sense, as a viola-
tion of Frege's Principle. There are a number of ways in which meaning compo-
sition as a function of component meanings may fail; they will be numbered
according to the following failure types:

63%-I i. absence of a value for a given set of arguments (opacity);
ii. presence of more than one value for a given set of argunents

(ambiguity);
iii. absence of one or more arguments (context-sensitivity);
iv. indeterminacy about whether arguments or values are present,

and if so which (vagueness, fuzziness).

This means taking Frege's Principle quite literally as a statement about
a function in its strict technical sense in NV hick the meaning of et, given construc-
tion C is a function of the meanings of its constituents CI, Cn:

(3) For On], 3/ (C)=3/1(3/ (CI) , 3/ (CO)

The subtleties involved in interpreting this kind of formal conception in terms
of particular problems of natural language semantics were first, and perhaps
most clearly, aired by Weinrpich (1966, 1960a), who also attempted to account
for some types of violation of the principle such as metaphor and idiom.

3.1. Opacity

If the range of the function contains no value for a given set of arguments,
this may mean, extensionally, that a composite (e.g. a sentence) has no ex-
tension (e.g. truth value), or, intensionally, that it quite literally makes no
sense. In the former ease, t his holds with non-constative sentences if one accepts
Austin's analysis of speech at. is (1962), since it is the defining feature ofnon-
eonstatives to have no truth value. The Principle can be saved hero, however,
if (a) all utterances arc reduced to constathes; or (b) sentence extensions
are genorali.Jed to cover appropriateness N alues of other kinds, a more, Austi-
nian solution.

Similar ace Frego's `ungeradel, Quine's 'opaque' (1960:§30) contexts suoh
as the embedding of sentences in quotation or reported speech, or in state-
ments of propositional attitude (o.g. belief) or in modal, future or other in-
determinate statements. la these areas, no truth value may be assignable
because what is expressed bt he sentence in the opaque context is not literally
asserted to be the case. Furthermore, the interpretation of sentences ir, suoli
contexts requires reference to ti' context, whether of higher sentences or of
the situation, and thus removes the inductive basis of Frcge's Principle (of.
§3.3, §4). Such contexts, if N erbal at all, are indicated by a variety of locutions
aligned on a scale of explicitness from full superordinate clauses with verbs

10



Violations of Frege's Principle 11

dicendi &c., to sentence adverbs, particles, parenthetic items and tags of
various kinds. Sonie features of opaque contexts may also be conveyed by
intonation, though this does not occur on anything like the same level of ex-
plicitness as with locutions but more allusively, by picking out a limited coin-
ponent of the context concerned. A survey of some of the lesa explicit devices
in German and English wl..ich are often used for signalling opaque contexts
is to be found in Bublitz (1978; cf. also Gibbon, 1976a).

Table 1.

Samples of objections to assorted preposition (P), to assortion of
propositioufbeliof (B), and, to pejoration (A).

English German

Objootion

comp off it
how could you.
steady on a bit
oh no
no
no: (i.o. overlong)
that's hot true
do you really
woll I don't
woll ho isn't
you'ro crazy
what? him lying?
how do you know?

P B A.

(deviant)

?

?

Objection P B A

wio lamnst du nur? +
abor nicht loch
also noo
moinst du wirklich?
noo ?

das stimmt nioht
das glaubo Mt nicht +
du spinnst wohl
was, dor soil lugono ?

dor and
wio kommat du dorm
darauf?

It is instructive to examine how opaque contexts may be dealt with in
dialogue in cases where the truth value or the assigmnent of any truth value
at all is queried. Assertion of the sentence I:11 glaube, &IP Hans Mgt in German,
or I think John is lying in English can meet with doubt or outright contradic-
tion in a munber of ways. The contradiction of particular constihents in
contrastive contexts will be excluded here, even so, there are still three main
aspects of elause.lev el meaning in this example which may be called into
question. (I) denial of the proposition that John is lying, or (2) of the speaker's
holding of the belief, or (3) objection to utterance of a pejorative statement,
interpretable as denial of the appropriateness of the value judgment.

A short selection of such rejoinders is given in Table 1; o'ajection t the truth
value assigned is symbolised by "P", to the basis for assignment of the truth
value by "B" and to the appraisive component by "A". The lists, which are
obviously not systematically correlated and are incomplete, show that the
stereotypic expressions involved vary considerably from the one language
to the other, as do their applications as objections, but they do illustrate the
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simple point that opaque contexts have systematisable, if formally elusive
status in natural languages and are not just logical constructs.

An illustration of the differing treatment of opaque contexts in German
and English may be found in the use of-the disagreement, particles neininee
(and (loch) as against no (and yes) when used in isolation. The English particles
tend to be used as answers to questions; in other contexts they are expanded,
e.g. to no, he isn't. The German particles may be used with a broader range of
contexts, as Table 1 shows for nee atd no. I recall being surprised atone time
by their use in German to operate into the narrower scope inside an opaque
context:

k4) A. Es handelt sieh um einen statistischen Norrabegrilf.
B. Das glaubo ich nicht.
A. Doch!

The related English sequence is odd, a disambiguating response is required,
such as "Yes, it is":

(5) A. His conception of the norm is a statistical ono.
B. I don't agree.
A. Yes!

The isolated "Yes!" is interpreted as operating on the opaque context itself,
not penetrating into it, under the pressure of interference from English
dialogue conventions I took the wider scope (though lam assured that German
native speakers often has e similar reactions). The problem is closely related to
the Ise!! known 'not transportation' situation in English and German, where
the scope of negation is narrower than would be expected from the surface
syntax of the opaque context (6ii):

(6) i. Ich glaube, daB es sien nicht um einen statistischen Norrnbegrjff
hnadelt.

ii. Ich glaube nicht, daB es sieh um einen statistischen Normbegriff
handelt.

The ambiguity is between the 'P' and the 13' readings of Table 1, with the
'B' or truth value gap reading overridden a property of natural language
which would no doubt have delighted Russell.

These examples illustrate something about opaque contexts in the some-
what extended sense of the term used here which is often left unspoken.
This is that in ordinary give-and-take dialogue, as opposed to logic text-
books in which an omniscient logician may judge beliefs assigned to third
persons to be true or false by the 3 ardstick of his own knowledge, statements
(whether of 'belief' Jr of 'knowledge') are always relative to the speaker making
them and thus for the other participants always opaque errare humanum est.

12



No foams of Fregee Principle 13

The isolated quotation contexts of text-book examples abstract away from
Pragmatic considerations (a case of meta-opacity, perhaps) and thereby
obscure this point; opacity is clearly not a purely semantic problem.

The preceding discussion has touched mainly on referential opacity,
where intensional and extensional problems come into conflict .More purely
intensional cases where a composite is lacking in (literal) meaning are certain
types of idiom and metaphor, and semantic anomalies, which require the use
of additional principles of interpretation. The provision of contexts for ano-
malous readings has been discussed briefly by Katz (1972:95f.); the contexts
arc metalinguistic and therefore (intensionally) opaque:

(7) i. Prepositions feel oily. (Odd)
ii. The sentence "Prepositions feel oily" is conceptually absurd (Accep-

table)

Weinreich (1966, 1966a) has attempted to come to grips with such selectional
flexibility problems, in metaphorical and idiomatic contexts. And even
Chomsky's notorious colourless green ideas sleep furiously has found its way
in various supposedly ungrammatical permutations into a number of poetastic
(and in a less tangible sense opaque) contexts in which it appears to make sense
and regain, grammaticality.

3.2. Ambiguity

If the range of the supposed function has more than one value for each
argument, then there is no function at all, but a relation of some other kind.
In terms of language, this case is essentially that of ambiguity, of whioh there
are many kinds, which cannot all be accounted for in detail here. Some of the
most popular targets have been the verb be, quantitfiers and articles, con-
junctions, and the ambiguous scope of operators. There, are of course, many
uses of ambiguity (such as metaphor, irony, punning, &c.), which can only be
mentioned in passing. '

Restoration of function status can occur by stipulating one relatum to be
the value of the function; in the linguistic frame of reference this amounts
to disambiguation, and the most common disambiguation procedure is to
augment the verbal arguments of the function by an additional contextual
argument in order to increase the selectional restrictions on possible values,
as when it is claimed that, for example visiting aunts can be dangerous is
unambiguous in context. If disambiguation is reconstructed in this way, fhb
irrelevance of objections that such sentences are 'unambiguous in context'
to the problem of constructional ambiguity becomes obvious. The items be,
any and or will be used to illustrate this point; the disambiguating contexts
involved will not be commented on explicitly, but in general they involve

13



14 D. Gibbon

the selectional restrictions of lexical entries in the immediate sentential con-
text in the case of be, the auxiliary complex and syntactic function in the case
of any, and the categorial context in the case of or.

In the case of be the following main kinds of context can be provided.

(8) i. Identity: John is Brian's father;
ii. Class-membership/property ascription: Rosie is pregnant;

iii. Role-ascription: Tim is a teacher (treated in practice for many
purposes like ii.);

iv. Class inclusion/material implication: men are mammals;
r. Simple definition: A philatelist is a stamp-collector;
vi. Definition by genus proximum et differentia spec(fica: Tunkanlagera

wind elektrische Sendeeinrichtungen sowie elektrische Empfangsein-
richtungen, bei den en die Cbermittlung oder der Empfang von Nach-
richten, Zeichen, Bildern oder Tonen ohne V erbinclungsleitungen oder
enter- Verwendung elektrischer, an einem Leiter entlang gelithrter
Schwing :ngen stattfinden kann (BED ,Gesetz caber Fernmeldenanlagen),
in which the meanings of the constituents of the definiens are
assumed to be evident or known by previous definition.

Quantifiers and articles provide the broadest and trickiest field, since their
ambiguity is often coupled with use in opaque and vague contexts. The most
notorious example in Englidh is any, whose major uses are as follows:

(9) i. universal quantifier in general, opaque modal or future contexts:
any philosopher knows his Aristotle, anyone can do that (or the next
to the last sentence in §3.4. below);

ii. explicitly or implicitly universal quantifier in non-opaque contexts:
he accepted anything he was given, anyone came;

iii. ` existentiai' quantifier in non-assertive contexts: he didn't see
anybody, did you see anybody?;

iv. as an appraisal/quality-marked existential quantifier in contras-
. tive dialogue contexts, as in A: Did you manage-to get any cheese?

B: Yes, but not just any cheese I got Red Windsor.

Note that in the last example it is not sufficient simply to specify 'contrastive
intonation' here, since the variety of intonation contours which may occur
are not per se contrastive. It is the dialogue context which defines contrasti-
vity; assignment of contrastivity to intonation alone is a typical case of the
notional fallacy in intonation description, in which notional terms are used to
label intonation forms which are then assumed to be identified and are then
adduced to illustrate the notion: a vicious circle (cf. Gibbon 1981).

The fact that several different factors, each of which may contribute
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to violation of Frege's Principle, simultaneously determine the meaning of
quantified items nukes the translation problem extremely complex and pre-
haps even of the same order as idiom translation, as the following examples
show. ,-

(10) E. Any philosopher knows his Aristotle.
G. Wer Philosoph ist, kennt semen Aristoteles.

(11) E. Anyone can do that.
G. Das kann doch jeder.

(12) E. Anyone came.
G. Alles/jeder kam.

(13) E. He accepted anything he was offered.
G. Er nahm alles, an, was ihm geboten wurde.

(14) E. He didn't see anybody.
G. Er hat niemand(en) gesehen.

(15) E. ... but not just any cheese...
G. ... aber nicht irgendeinen Kase ...

These problems are related to the question of context-sensitivity dealt with
in the following section.

The ambiguity of conjunctions may be illustrated by or, as follows (in.
German, oder additionally occurs as a question tag):

(16) i. truth function: p:-=_. g (inclusive or);
ii. truth function: ( aq) (exclusive or);

iii. pragmatic negative conditional: stop it or I'll leave;
iv. appositive definition: the turdus musicus, or songthrush;
v. discourse correction: Torn, or rather his dad, ...

Vi. other non-sentential disjunction: is it in or on the box?

A fourth type of logical ambiguity, scope ambiguity, was discussed above
in connexion with opaque contexts and is particularly interesting when the
scopes of two operators (e.g. two quantifiers, or quantification and negation),
are concerned, as in (18) and (19).

(17) He's not leaving because it's late.
(18) Everybody isn't coming.
(19) i. Everybody loves somebody.

ii. Somebody is loved by everybody.

In (19), each of the examples is potentially ambiguous, though the linear order

. 15
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of the quantifiers tends to create preferential interpretations. Judgments vary
greatly here, however.

The more narrowly linguistic types of ambiguity, i.e. lexical, phrasal and
transformational ambiguity, require no special mention here; they overlap in
pit with the types of ambiguity mentioned above (e.g. phrasal ambiguity is
scope ambiguity of lexical items, roughly speaking).

A number of natunl language ambiguities often seem to be beyond the
,scope of formal explication or at least at the edge of the range of present
techniques. Idioms have already been mentioned as not conforming to Frege's
Principle, one of the reasons for this is that many of them, especially the more
conspicuously idiomatic `tournures' (Makkai, 1972), are ambiguous between
their literal and idiomatic meanings. In fact, in the idiom theory of Chafe
(1968; 1970) idiomaticity was reduced in effect to a special form of paraphrase
and, complementarily, ambiguity, which may be represented by the following
arrangement:

(20)
(put the cart before LIT--- put the earl before
the horse) the horse

ID

(set false priorities) LIT -set false priorities

The abbreN iatios 'LIT and mean literal and idiomatic meaning-form
relations respectively.

These intentional ambiguities may be supplemented by the types of exten-
sion tl ambiguity found in llockett's discussion of monomorphemic 'idioms'
(11)5-i . 310ff), mentioned in §2 above, in particular 'substitutes' (items such as
pronouns, and other ideNical or class terms such as numerals, which have
anaphoric and other 'constant shifting' of reference), and personal proper
nan,,es Ilia, in addition to non unique reference (differing in this from st yrictl

proper names, which do not exist in natural, languages), often have
hitt idiomatic status by virtue of the difference between etymology and
act :..al use Smith, Baker, etc. Though this has been suggested for my own

.l 1 I IC it is, perhaps fortunately, meld) a diminutive of Gilbert and homo-
ny moos s ith a loan word from a South East Asian language, rather than an
idiom or eN 0' a metaphor. Extensional ambiguity has been seen as a 2roperty
of the indefinite quantifiers a, any, some, many, fat, &c. (cf. Russell (1919.167)

on 'indefinite (or ambiguous)* descriptions). There is a well-known .crass of
role ascription terms (cf. Siii. above) in which German, French and other
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languages differ from English in lacking the 'ambiguously referring' article:

(21) E. He is a teacher.
G. Er ist Lehrer.
F. Il est professeur.

The subclass covers socially fixed, (positively or negatively) appraisive
characteristic roles, and even affliction by chronic ailments. Such role ascrip-
tions are language (or culture) specific and some of the following German role
ascriptions would have an article in French or be expressed by a non-substan-
tival circumlocution in English (e.g. 'suffers from asthma' for 'ist Asthma-
tiker'):

(22) Er 1st Lehrer/Ingenieur /Politiker/Sozialist/Vater/Briefmarken-
samniler/Hobbyjagerarinker (i.e. alcoholi c) Spieler (i.e. gamb ler) Asth-
matiker.

This 'ambiguous' use of the indefinite article is rerhaps better thought of as a
non-referring use, the nominal being a general term. There are referential
(so-called [-I-specific] but ambiguous, 'unidentified' (so-called [definite] uses
(cf. also $trawson, 1950 (1968:83)) such as I came across a rabid fox, where a
referent exists or existed, but further identification is considered irrelevant.
In dialogue contexts, such non - identifying refererces may be said to be pragma-
tically unambiguous for the speaker but pragmatically ambiguous for the
bearer; a detailed pragmatic rather than semantic explanation cannot be
given here, however.

3.3. Context-sensitivity

If one or more arguments are absent, there can be no value assignment by
the function. Examples have been given at various points under the previous
subheadings, and, taken at face value, this is precisely the kind of problem
which Frege's Principle was designed to delimit; tLe case which most readily
springs to mind is that of truth value gaps due to simple presupposition failuri
(note also the opacity discussion in §3.1.). Outside +Le immediate scope of the
principle, and considerably more interesting from the linguistic point of view
(Chomsky 1981), are absent but recoverable argument names, i.e. ellipsis,
whether overtly context-determined by anaphora of various kinds, or determi-
ned by general conventions of other types as with referentially 'ambiguous'
objects, cf. Jack's eating (something), or imperatives, as in (You(will)) close
your eyes.

A marginal, and anecdotal, case in which presupposition failure is some-
times deliberately used in a natural latguige context may be seen in what
counts as 'permitted' verbal deceptions on April Fools' Day. In some areas the

2 Payed and Studley
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only permitted verbal deceptions are those based on presupposition failure,
not on assertion of a falsehood; this is.true of the West Riding of Yorkshire,
where I grew up. One could say, for instance, Look out of the window!, or What's
that? and, if the addressee looked and there was nothing there, exclaim April
fool! Should he protest But there's nothing there, you liar! the standard escape
would be I never said there was, did I? It was considered unfair to assert some-
thing falsely, as in Look, there's a circus just, going past! In many places the
rules of the game appear to be less egid, and falsehood rather than presuppo-
sition failure is permitted. In German, where the ritual unmasking phrase
April, April! is used, similar considerations apply.

The most import ant property of solutions for cases in which arguments or
argument names are lacking is, as has already been noted, sensith ity to con-
text: the remaining arguments,' or an additionally adduced contextual argu-
ment, are ut'lised in order to recover the 'missing' information. This approach
may perhaps be seen as an attempt to bridge the divide between contextual
and non-contextual theories of meaning. One special area which may be exa-
mined with this strategy in mind is that of speech act idioms.

Sadock (1974) sugges ed that amongst the indirect speech acts two types
may be dist'nguished which have the properties of idioms and metal hors
respectively His conceit on of idiomaticity is not entirely explicit; it is partly
diael runic, with idioms (his example is down in the dumps) originating in the
metaphc-'cal use of a loct.t'on which in time because its fixed meaning. Syn-
chronically, the tre d 'ional definition by denial of Frege's Principle (cf. §2)
seems to be implied by the formulation 'aspects of semantic structure can be
idiosyncrat'eally substituted for to form idioms'. A synchronic distinction
between met tphor and idiom is ascribed to the syntactic frozenness of idioms in
contrast to the syntactic freedoms available to metaphors. Sadock shows that
the indirect speech act tyke Will you shut the window is more 'frozen' than the
type When wilt you Mu. the window, each being superficially ambiguous, though
intended as requests. The queition which arises here is whether the notion of
meaning used in Frege's Principle can be stretched to cover illocutionary force.
With explicit performatives there is no problem: meaning and illocutionary
force coincide. It seems to me that the answer to the question for other speech
act types must be negative, since the only relatively explicit attempt to
characterise illocutionary force (Searle, 1969) is clearly a pragmatic theory
which refers to speaker, hearer, normal input/output conditions, and other
contextual factors. Both 'speech act idioms' and 'speech act Lactaphors' are
explainable as being sensitive to context, the idiom criterion of 'frozenness'
being syntactic stereotypy rather than semantic idirmaticity. Searle (1976) has
also criticised Sadock's view, pointing out that there are other kinds of locu-
tion which would qualify .as speech act idioms in a stricter sense; an example
would be How about a coffee break? Indirect speech acts, whether stereotypic or

18
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not, share with other violations of Frege's Principle the property of ambiguity;
the addition of a contextual argt ment to the function (specifiable in an si pro-
priate theory of conversational ellipsis, cf. Grice's 'conversational implicature',
1976) makes this kind of violation of the principle soluble by analogy with
treatment of other kinds.

3.4. Vagueness

Next to ambiguity, vagueness in natural languages has been most frowned
on by logicians and is perhaps the most general kind of violation of Frege's
Princip, Vagueness amounts to not being able to give boundary criteria for
membership of a set: where does acquaintanceship stop and friendship begin, or
(assuming the scale is a simple one) where does friendship stop and love
begin? Or, to take an example from relative terms with more concrete domains,
when does an object cease to be warm and become hot? Vagueness (indetermi-
nacy, fuzziness) was pointed out as e, problem for linguistic semantics by
Bolinger (1961; 1966), and the removal of natural language vagueness by
`analysis' or 'explication' was part of the programme of the constructivistio
branches of analytic philosophy. It has received much attention by logicians and
linguistic semantioisis in the past two decades (cf. Lewis (1972) and the survey
and elaboration in Eikmeyer and Rieser (1978)). Vagueness should not he
confused with ambiguity, where the choice between membership of two sets is
determinate, or with hyperonymy (generality), as with it was an animal vs.
it was a more. There are vagueness markers in many areas of language, from
degree adverbs (about, fairly, somewhat, &c.), to the natural existential
quantifiers (some, many, most, &c.) and metacommunicative parentheses
like...or something, you know, &e., or dummy nouns (e.g. thingummy). Structu-
ral vagueness, or 'squishes' (e.g. 'nouniness' from proper names to de-senten-
tial NPs), will not be considered.here.

For contrastive semantics, some of the greatest problems to do with
vagueness occur in word semantics, particularly in the fact that different
vocabularies (whether different technical registers of the se]me language, or
different dialects and languages) not only `slice up' the world in different ways,
they alst anchor the words they contain at different points on various semantic
scales such as those of magnitude, generality, and vagueness, which represent
possible parametrisations for the 'adequate matching' problem of §2.

A suitable illustration may be found in English political, with relatively
restricted collocability, in contrast to German politisch which may be collocated
in compounds with a wide variety of terms referring to different aspects- of
social structure for which a government may feel itself responsible: familien-
politisch, aussenpolitisch, kirchenpolitisch, verkehrspolitisch, steturpolitiEch,
parteipolitisch, &c., of which only the last has a close cognate in English. The
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borders are further delimited in English by policy vs. politics, implying, by
dubious bilingual criteria, that German Politik is ambiguous. As any teacher of
English knows, it is often hard to persuade German str dents of this 'ambi-
guity', which is in fact a complex distinction of generality, vagueness and
ambiguity. It would be too complex a task to explicate the relation of va-
gueness to context-sensitivity here; a detailed analysis on such lines is given by
Eikmeyer and Rieser (1978).

4. Conspectus end conclusions

Frege's Principle was used :a the preceding sections to provide a backcloth
to a systematisation of some problems of contrastive semantics, in particular
ambiguity, idiomaticity and contextual recoverability of meaning. The in-
formal contrastive perspective was provided by the field of translation. One of
the methodological points raised at the beginning of de paper was whether the
Lion of a violation of Frege's Principle provided a unified domain of investiga-
tion; the complementary domain, that of Frege's Principle itself does provide
such a unified domain with respect to the 'clear cases' of semantics. In the light
of the discussion of particular types of possible violation of the principle it
appeared that the key to this point was the notion of context-sensitivity: a kind
of contextual 're-Fregeanisation' was suggested for the interpretation of ambi-
guities, idioms, opaque contexts and vogue contexts. The inductive Fregean
type of interpretation may be illustrated by means of the structural schema
(23i), and that of contextual interpretation by means of schema (23ii):

(23) i.

A

B/ \C E/ \A

B/ \C

In (23i) the meaning of A is assigned as a function of the meanings of B and C;
in (23ii) the meaning of A is assigned as a functior. of the meanings of B, C and
E; the schemata may be illustrated with reference to examples (7i) and (Iii)
respectively, where the unacceptability reading of prepositions feel oily in the
first case does not hold in the (opaque) metalinguistic context the sentence ... is
conceptually absurd. In such cases the interpretation function has to reach
outride the cyclical dcmain of application in order to provide a reading for

this domain.
The notion of context was systematically used in the Katz & Fodor theory
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of semantic interpretation (1963; 1972) for the specific purpose of disambigua-
tion. Their use of context was strictly Fregean, however: within the domain A,

was taken as a context for the possible readings of B; in Weinreich's theory
of idioms a central point was mutual selection of B readings by C and of C
readings by B (1966). Oddity of the reading for A resulted from incompatibility
of the readings for B and C. This kind of context-sensitivity may be termed
local context-sensitivity. In schema (7ii), on the other hand, a different kind of
context-sensitivity is involved, which may be termed non-local context-sen-
sitivity. The suggestion may therefore be made that it is just such a notion of
non-local context-sensitivity of semantic interpretation which characterises
the various violations of Frege's. Principle. This suggestion cannot be taken
further here, but it seems likely that some problems of domain-bounding which
lie on the borders of syntax and semantics and which Lave received considerable
attention within generative linguistics in recent years (cf. Koster 1978;
Chomsky 1981) have more than a superficial structural similarity to the
problems of violation of Frege's Principle which have been discussed here, and
that the notions of local and non-local context-sensitivity may provide a con-
ceptual bridge between tl.e two areas. If this is so, then a generalised notion of
locality as postulated here must be explicated, as a next step, in terms of
possible well-defined domains: subcategorisational, clausal, sentential and
discourse dontailis, each relevant for a subset of violations of Fregean semantic
interpretation.

The Katz and Fodor theory may be taken as a point of orientation for the
aspect of translation, too, despite tl.e reservations. which have been expressed
on many sides about the structure and scope of the theory, and turning into
a virtue one criticism which Lewis (1972:169) made:

Semantic markers are symbols; items in the vocabulary of an artificial language we
may call Semantic Markerese. Semantic interpretation by means of them amounts merely
to a translation algorithm from the object language tc the auxiliary language Markerese.

Critics of the theory overlook the model-tl.eoretic intentions of Katz and Fodor
(1963:183); the realisation of tl.ese is not immune from criticism but, does
indicate a possible line of investigation for translation theory which is not
unrelated to earlier work on idioms in the context of translation by Bar-Hillel
(1955), who was later one of tl.e strongest critics of the Katz and Fodor ap-
proach. Dictionary entries (cf. also Katz, 1972) are sets of functions (i.e. sets
of 'paths') from words to sets of semantic components (markers, distinguisl ers,
disjunctions of local context - restrictions) and projection rules are functions
from pairs (ir. a binary P-marker) of sets of components to sets of components;
the projection' functions take local context-sensitivity into account. This
formulation makes clear both tl.e model-tl.eoretic character of the ti (spry and
the import of Lewis' description: intensions in the Katz & Fodor theory are
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paths and projection rules; extensions are sets of components. :f, as with
Lewis, the markers are given linguistic rather than some other ontological
status, then we have an elementary and inexplicit model theory interpreted as
a translation theory. If, as Katz & Fodor presum.bly intended, they have
some other kind of status, then the semantic model may be associated with, for
instance, a psychologistic ontology.

The ontological issue is not of central importance in linguistic semantics,
however, though it is certainly in need of more clarification than it generally
gets. The most appropriate stance for a linguist on this issue is probably that of
the agnostic. If a semantic theory makes it possible to state problems and
seek solutions in such areas as translation, or idiomaticity and other areas
where Frege's Principle is violated, or in developing a useful notion of context
in semantic interpretation, then this is juRtification enough. Ontological
issues need not be too worrying; indeed, the linguist might derive comfort
from the fact that these problems are not completely solved either in the Tar-
skian or Carnapian leaps between formal and material modes of speech, or
between state descriptions and states, in logical semantics itself.

Postscript

The first version of this paper was presented in Boszkowo, Poland in May 1979;
credit for whatever improvements there may be in this version is duo to thoso who con-
tributed critical inter% entions on that occasion, particularly Bob Borsloy, and to Thomas
Gardner, for innumerable extensive discussions.
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WRITING A CONTRASTIVE GRAMMAR OF ENGLISH AND DUTCH-
THE TREATMENT OF MODAL NOTIONS

Ron Atarrs and HERMAN WEEICER

Unit-aria, 01141(Intems

A. The Nijmegen Contrastive Grammar

Anyone setting out to write a contrastive grammar of two languages should'
take at least two questions into account:

1. what is the purpose of the grammar?
2. what students is it intended for?

Since to a large extent the answers to these questions determine the grammar's,
nature and scope, we shall use them as our startir.g point to explain what we
think a contrastive grammar of English and Dutch might look like.
It is necessary to distinguish in principle between two kinds of contrastive
grammars:

1. pedagogical contrastive grammars
2. theoretical contrastive grammars

We believe that pedagogical contrastive grammars should start virtually from
scratch, taking little for granted. They should be written for intermediate
student!: who know some of the basic facts of the grammar of the target
language, but have not yet mastered it completely. The purpose of this type of
grammar, in other words, is threefold:

1. to provide information about the facts of the target language
2. to illustrate similarities nd differences between the two linguistic sys-

tems involved
3. to facilitate the teaching and learning of the target language

A pedagogical contrastive grammar is thus an attempt to achieve several-goals
simultaneously. The views underlying it were formulated by Fries in Teaching
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and learning English as a foreign language, who damns that

"only with sound materials based upon an adequate descriptive analysis of both the
language to be studied and the native language of the student (or with the continued
expert guidance of a trained linguist) can an adult make the maximum progress toward
the satisfactory mastery of a foreign language" (1946: 5);

as well as by Ledo in Linguistics across cultures: applied linguistics for language
teachers, who argues that

"The teacher who has made a comparison of the foreign language uto
language of the students will know better what the real learning pnbiorita are c.nd
can better provide for teaching them. He gains an insight into the linguistic problems
involved that cannot easily be achieved otherwise". (1967: 2).

Theoretical contrastive grammars, on the other hand, are based on a particular
theoretical framework (say transformational grammar or case grammar.
Cf. Fisiak, Liphiska-Grzegorek and Zabroeki 1978). This kind of approach is
.advocated, for example, by Stockwell, who writes:

"the least one could ask for is the display of a wide range of deep structures and an
exemplification, perhaps rather loose, of the major syntactic rules that convert these
to appropriate surface structures in the two languages. At least for the languages of most
interest in American schools, the deep structures share an enormous amount of similarity
and the differences of surface structure result from the existence of different transforma-
tional rules" (1968 : 22).

Since the solo purpose of such grammars is to provide explanations for and
insights into contrastive problems, and since the treatment of such problems
will only be understood by advanced students familiar with not only the
linguistic theory being applied but also the granimatical systems of the two
languages involved, it is clear that a theoretical contrastive grammar is quite
unsuitable for teaching the grammar of the target language.

The Nijmegen Contrastive Grammar of English and Dutch is a pedagogical
contrastive grammar. It is only concerned with syntax, not with phonology or
the lexicon, and is primarily designed to meet the needs of first-year university
students of English. Given this category of students, the first question to be
answered is which approach to adopt in the presentation of the material.
Theoretically there are two possibilities:

1. either the (bask) facts of English grammar are presented
by a discussion of contrastive problems

2. or the (basic) facts of English grammar are from the outset systemati-
cally related to the corresponding facts in Dutch.

Since first year students have no more than a fairly elementary knowledge of
English grammar, we believe that it is pedagogically more useful to adopt the
non-integrated approach.
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Accordingly the Nijmegen Contrastive Grammar of English and Dutch consists
of three main parts:

I. Introduction
II. The Structures of English and Dutch compared

III. Notions and functions

I. Introduction

After a brief discussion of general questions such as 'What is grammar?' and
`What is contrastive grammar?' (1.0), we present an outline of the grammar of
English based on the units of grammatical description (1.1). The purpose of
Part I is to provide the beginning student with the necessary information about
English structures and with clear working definitions of the most important
grammatical terms, so as to enable him to read Parts II and III without too,
much difficulty. Using Halliday's notion of the rankscale, we discuss the mor-
phemei the word, the phrase, the clause and the sentence, together with relevant
grammatical categories such as number, gender, person, case, mood, voice,
aspect, etc. In 1.2 we deal with the functions in the English sentence (subject,
direct object, etc.) and the various linguistic structures by means of which
these functions can be realized. Part I therefore looks as follows.

1.0 What is grammar? What is a contrastive grammar?
.1 The Units of grammatical description

1.1.0 Introductory: the grammatical rankscale
1.1.1 The morpheme
1.1.2 The word
1.1.3 The phrase
1.1.4 The clause
1.1.5 The sentence

1.2 Functions and their realizations
Naturally we do not claim that, if students know the facts presented here,.they
know enough about English grammar. What we do claim is that this outline
can serve as a basis for Part's II and III and as an adequate introduction to mo-
re comprehensive grammars, which will have to be studied later, such as
Quirk & Greenbaum, A university grammar of English and Quirk et al., A
grammar of contemporary English.

Our grammar is theoretically a compromise and so is its terminology,
although in very general terms it falls within the tradition of British linguistics;
it is compatible with the compromise position adopted by the Quirkgrammars.
Although we believe that, at some stage, students should be introduced to
linguistic theories, we think that they should first thoroughly familiarize
themselves with the facts of English grammar before attempting to tackle
questions that have to do with the explanation of these facts.
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II. The Structures of English and Dutch compared

Part II is the central part of our grammar, in which we attempt to syste-
matically discuss those structures of aglish and Dutch that £ itesr to us to be
relevant from a contrastive point of view. On tl.e whole the emphasis is on.
differences rather than similarities.
We have adopted the following provisional outline of Part II:
1. the noun and the noun phrase
2. the adjective and the adjective phrase
3. the adverb and the adverb phrase
4. the verb and the verb phrase
5. the preposition and the prepositional phrase
6. the simple sentence
7. the complex sentence
In order to illustrate the kind of approach we have in mind we shall give some
examples:

The Structure of the noun phrase in English and Dutch

Among the most striking differences between English and Dutch noun
phrases is tl.e fact that Dutch INP's can have very complex premodificational
structures which English does not allow. Compare:

Een door mijn vader in 1950 geschreven A letter written by my father
brief in 1950 (lit.* A by my father

in 1950 written letter)
Een van alle humor ontblote beschrij- A description devoid of all
ving humour (lit.* An of all humor

devoid description)
Een voor dit doel ongeschikt bock A book unsuitable for this

purpose (lit.* A for this pur-
pose unsuitable book)

The Tense-systems of English and Dutch

Among the differences that deserve comment are the use of the past tense
in English in sentences with an adjunct referring to past time, where Dutch
employs the present perfect (e.g. Du. heb geschreven and is... gestorven):

Ik heb die brief gisteren geschreven I wrote that letter yesterday
Mijn vader is in 1976 gestorven My father died in 1976

Equally important is the use in English of the present perfect, the past perfect
and the future perfect in sentences like tl.o following, where Dutch employs
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the present or the past tense (e.g. is and woonde):
Jan is al 5 jaar professor Jan has been a professor for

5 years .

Vorige maand woonde hij precies 10 ja,ar Last month he had lived
in Amsterdam _ in Amsterdam for exactly

10 years
Volgend jaar is zij 25 jaar getrouwd Next year she will have been

married for 25 years

Relative clauses in English and Dutch

Unlike English, Dutch does not allow non-introduced restrictive relative
clauses, nor relative clauses with extreposed prepositions:

The book you bought is too expensive Het boek dat je gekocht hebt
is to duur

The way he did it was perfect De manier waarop hij het deed
was perfect

The man you gave your telephone num- De man aan wie jij je tele-
ber to was my boss foonnummer gaf was mijn

baas
Is this the address you were looking for? Is dit het adres waarnaar je

zocht?

Word-order in English and Dutch

Sentence-initial adjuncts cause inversion in Dutch, but not, as a rule, in
English:

Then he told me that ho was ill Then vertelde hij me dat hij
ziek was (*lit ... then told he
me)

Somo Imes I am lazy Soms ben ik' lui (*lit ... am
I lazy)

In subordinate clauses, Dutch, unlike English, often has special word-order:
I know that John is ill Ik weet dat Jan ziek is (*lit.

... that John ill is)
You don't understand why I admire her Jij begrijpt niet waarom ik

Naar bewonder (*lit. ... why I
her mike)

Concord of number in English and Dutch

There is no subject-complement concord in Dutch in sentences like the
following:
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His brothers are officers in the army Zijn brows zijn officier in het
lager (*lit. ... are officer in
the army)

Mary and Susan are actresses Mary en Susan zijn actrice
(*lit.... are actress)

So far we have briefly discussed the first two Parts of our proposed grammar:
I, the Introduction, and II, The Structures of English and Dutch compared.
In the second half of our paper, we shall devote some attention to Part III of
the Nijmegen Contrastive Grammar of English and Dutch, and illustrate, in
particular, how we deal with modal notions and the language functions associa-

..
ted with them.

B. The Treatment of Modal Notions: Exemplification

Modality is recognized as one of the major notional categories. Thus, accord-
ing to Wilkins (1976:21-22), modality is one of three distinct types of
meaning that can be conveyed in the uttering of a sentence. The otter two are
the "ideational' or "propositional" meaning (expressing our perceptions of
events, processes, states and abstractions) and the "interat'ional" meaning
(involving the role an utterance performs as part of the interactive processes
between the participants, i.e. what we can do with language). Modal meaning,
on the other hand, has to do with the speaker's attitude towards what he is
saying. As Wilkins puts it, the speaker may, for example, wish to express the
degree of validity that his statement has, either representing it as simply an
objective truth, or indicating that the ideational meaning is subject to some
contingency, is desired rather than positively asserted or is potential rather
than actual.

Following Wilkins (1976:38), we will thus define a modal sentence (utte-
rance) as one in which the truth of the predication is subject to some kind of
contingency or modification. The utterances we have mind are those in which
the speaker wants to express, for example, that there is an obligation; a
necessity, a possibility or an intention that something should be so (should have
been so). The two main categories of modal meaning usually distinguisl ed are
called logical and moral, or epidemic and non -epiatemic respectively. Epistemic
modality involves objective and personal assessments of the validity of t.le pre-
dication, and includes such notions as certainty, logical necessity, probability,
possibility, conviction, conjecture, doubt and disbelief. Philosophers and
linguists have associated these modal meanings with a "scale of certainty".
Non-epistemic modality, on the other hand, has to do with degrees of moral
undertaking and responsibility, whether on the speaker's or on scmeone else's
part, and involves a "scale of commitment". This scale includes notions like
intention, volition, permission, rrohibition, obligation/necessity, duty, etc:

One interesting syntactic difference between the epistemic and non-
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epistemic user of modal auxiliaries in English is that with epistemic modals it is.
the full verb, not the modal itself, which is normally marked for past tense..
There are some exceptions to this rule, but it emerges clearly as a general
pattern. Thus, Plc past time equivalent of John may do it tomorrow is not *John
might do it yesterday but John may have done it yesterday, with have as the
verbal marker of the past. Similar cases are John will have done it yesterday,.
John must have done it yesterday and John can't have done it yesterday. When
used non-epistemically, modal auxiliaries cannot normally. occur in the past
tense either, unless the past tense form is used in a tentative sense or occurs in
reported speech. In such cases, the may of permission changes into was allowed
to for past time reference, not into might. Similarly, the must of obligation
becomes had to or was obliged to.

Another difference is that epistemic modals, or rather the epistemic uses of
modals, usually co-occur with main verbs denoting a present state or habit, or
with main verbs in the progressive. Must, for example, which may be epistemic
or non epistemic, is epistemic (denoting logical necessity) in examples like
John must be at home now and in Paul must be leaving tomorrow. Otherwise, in
John must go home now or Paul must leave immediately, must can only be inter-
preted non-epistemically, expressing an obligation or a command.

Epistemic modal notions are parallelled by language-functions such as.
"expressing/inquiring whether something is considered a logical conclusion
(deduction)", "expressing how certain/uncertain one is of something" and
"inquiring how certain/uncertain others are of something". Non - epistemic
modal notions correspond with language-functions suchas "expressing that one
is/is not obliged to do something", "inquiring whether one is obliged to do
something", "giving and seeking permission to do something", "inquiring
whether others have permission to do something", and "stE ting that permission
is withheld" (see Van Ek (1975:19-20)).

Both English and Dutch possess a great variety of grammatical, lexical and
phonological devices to express modal notions. The exponents of these notions
include such distinct categories as modal particles, moods of the verb, modal
auxiliaries, modal uses of some of the tenses, and lists of lexical items expres-
sing the various modal meanings. It is clear that the two lant,uages do not
have the same set of linguistic devices at their disposal for the expression of
modal notions. ,

By way of illustration, we shall briefly discuss our treatment of one epi-
stemic and one non-epistemic notion. The epistemic notion that we have
chosen for our present purposes is that of possibility and the non-epistemic
one is permission. They are representative of the way in which we deal with
logical necessity and probability on the one hand, and obligation /necessity and
prohibition on the other. Our two sections possibility and permission are added
here as an appendix. We wish to emphasize that these are, ofcourse, prelimin-
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ary versions. Each section is subdivided into three parts. The first part is a
short introduction, in which MI attempt is made to describe the notion and,
if necessary, to distinguish it from related notions. Thus. is the case of permis-
sion we state that this notion and tl.e language-f..nction related to it normally
imply two human participants with different roles: one that gives permission
and another who gets permission to do something. Apart from giving or
seeking permission, speakers may also report permission or inquire whether
permission exists.

Epistemic notions like possibility are less easy to define, apart from saying,
per'iaps rather vaguely, that they have to do with the speaker's assessment of
the validity of what he is saying. We have refrained from such definitions
and have decided to warn our students that there is no one-to-one relationship
between this notion and a particular lingdstic form, and that this may lead
to ambiguity.

The second part of each section is devoted to theways in which the n otion can
be expressed in English. Possibility, for example, can be expressed by means of
the modal auxiliaries can (could) and may (might), by means of phrases like
it is possible that ... , it is possible to , there is a possibility that ... and is there
any possibility that ... , and also by means of the adverbs possibly, perhaps
and maybe. In our section on permission we discuss the differences in meaning
between the exponents can (could) and may (might) in statements in ques-
tions, then go on to talk about the use of be allowed to and be permitted to,
the use of the negative phrase not be supposed to, as in I am not supposed to tell
sou, and the use of the verbs let and mind, as in Do you mind if I smoke?
Finally, under f, g and h, we deal with a number of formal and informal
expressions that can be used to give or seek permission.

Part 3 of each section is always entitled English and Dutch c.rmpared.
Contrastive points are arranged according to relative importance and fre-
quency, but structures or expressions belonging to tLe some lir.guistic cate-
gory are graped together. In die way we provide a survey of all the important
devices that English and Dutch pcssess to express a notion, pointing out what
tne differences between the two languages are, both semantically and syn-
tactically. The kinds of facts that we draw our students' attention to in this
part of the grammar are:
(1) the formal difference& between the modals in English and Dutch and the

use of suppletive forms in English,
(2) the various meanings of certain English verb forms and their Dutch

equivalents,
(3) the range of devices in the two languages to express modal notions, and
(4) translation. problems on a lexical level, such as the translation of Dutch

onmogelijk by not possibly, rather than *impossibly, in sentences like
I cannot possibly come (Du. Ik kan onmogelijk kcmen).
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APPENDIX

POSSIBILITY

1. In what follows en attempt is made to separate the notion of possibility from other
notions such as permission and ability, which are often expressed in the same way.
The following sentence, for instance, is triply ambiguous, since the auxiliary can
can express possibility as well as permission and ability:

Can you tell us whore he is now?
It is usually the context that disambiguates such sentences.

2. Possibility can be expressed in the following ways:

a. by moans of the auxiliary can (could) .
Examples:

Such things can happen
Students can be called up for military service in this country
I can tell you later, if you like
This park can be closed in the evening
You cannot be serious about this
I don't know whore he is, but can he be reading in the library?

Could is used with reference to past time and to express hypothetical and tentative
pousibility.
Examples:

Last year you could buy that car for less than £ 3000 .
In those days you could bo arrested for critizing the Government
Since our neighbours had a swimmingpool, the children could SU.:11 all day
If you removed that wall, the luiuse could collapse
Wo could go and see them tonight
That information could bo valuable

b. by moans of the auxiliary may (might), which often expresses possibility and
uncertainty at the same time.
Examples:

If you leave now, you may got there in time
Geoffrey may finish his dissertation before the end of the year
Aspirin may cure your headache
You may be right

A distinction is sometimes drawn between 'factual possibility' (expressed by may)
and 'theoretical possibility' (expressed by can). For example:

This park may be closed in the evening (=It is possible that this park will bo
closed in the evening)

This park can be closed in the evening (=It is possible for this park to bo
closed in the evening)

In formal English 'theoretical possibility' can also bo expressed by may.
-When followed by a perfect infinitive may is normally used rather than can:

We may have made a mistake
* *e can have made a mistake

I may have told you this
* I can have told you this

3 Papua and Studies
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On the other hand, can is used rather than may in questions and in negative sea
tences expressing impossibility:

Can he be serious about this (=Is it possible that ...?)
May he be serious about this?
He cannot be serious about this (=It is impossible that...)

He may not be serious about this.
The last sentence is of course correct when the meaning is It is possible that
he Is not serious about this'.

Might is used to express hypothetical and tentative possibility:
If you did that, ho might get very angry
We might go to the picture§ next Sunday
It might rain tomorrow
Do you think he might refuse?

o. By means of the phrases it is possible that ... , it is possible (for ...) to, there is theft;
possibility of ... , is there mush /any possibility of ...?
Examples:

It is possible for students to rogister from the beginning of next week
It is possible that you fail a second time
It is possible (for him) to sit the exam again
There is the possbility of an accident
Is there any possibility of your going tomorrow?

Note the difference between
It is possible for him to sit the exam again ( =theoretical possibility)
It is possible that he sits the exam again (=factual possibility)

d. By means of the adverbs possibly, perhaps and maybe
13 John intelligent? Possibly.
Can you possibly lend me a fiver?
I cannot possibly come
Perhaps ho is ill
Maybe he doesn't like you

3. English and Dutch compared

The following points deserve comment:
a. the examples below show that Dutch cap use the verb kunnen independently
(i.e. without an infinitive) to express possibility. The auxiliaries can and may cannot
bo used in this way, except in cases of ellipsis (as in the last two examples). The cos.
responding English sentences require the phrase be possible:

Dot kan That is possible
Vroeger kon dat That used to be possible
Kon dat maar If only that was/wore possible
Dat hoeft ooit gekund That was possible at one time
Dat zal niet kunnen That will not be possible
Had dad maar gokund If only that had been possible
Dat kan heql good That's quite possible
Kan dit roam open? Natuurlijk Can this window be opened? Of course

it can.
Donk je dat ze vanmiddag komt? Do you think she'll come this after.
Miss2hion. noon? She may.
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b. Note the independent use of the verb kunnen in cases like the following:
Kan jo koffor nog dicht? Will your suitcase still shut?

Can this rubbish be thrown out?
Can't you knock off something?
This roofrack comes off in no time

Kan die ronunel weg?
Kan die prijs niet wat omlitag?
Deze imporiaal kan er in cen
mum van tijd of

o. Since the Dutch verb kunnen is a fully conjugated verb, whereas the English
auxiliary can is defective, English requires the phrase be possible in sentences
with future reference:

Dit artikel zal niet voor het eindo
van de maa.nd goleverd kunnen
worden
Zoiets zal nooit moor kunnen go-
b6uren
Zal mon do inflatie ooit kunnen be
tougelen?

It won't be possible to supply this
article before the end of the month

It will never be possible for such a
thing to happen again
Will it ever be possible to check in-
flation?

d. Note the various meanings of English might have and could have, which can be
used in the following ways:

1. Might have /could have are used as tentative variants of may have to express
the present possibility of a past event or action: it is just possible that an event
or action (has) occurred.

Dutch uses:

kan wel -I- perfect infinitive
perfect -I- mizschien (wel)
a construction with zou(den)

^Examples:
She may have made it all up/
She might have made it all up/
She could have made it all up

He may have hit her/He micht have
hit her/He could have hit her

They may have left yesterday/
Jey might have loft yesterday

They could have left yesterday

Ze ken allos wel verzonnen hobben/Zij
heeft missohien allee wel verzonnen/Ze
zou idles wel 'eons verzonnen kunnen
hobben
Hij ken hear wel geelagen hobben/
Misechien heeft hij hear wel goelagon/
Hij zou hear wel eons goslagen kunnen
hebben
Ze kunnen gisteron wel vortrokken zijn/
Zo zijn missehion gisteren wel ver-
troldcen/
Zo zouden gisteren wel eons vortrokken
kunnen zijn.

Note that might have and could have can also occur in interrogative sentences.
Examples:

Might she have made it all up?

M

Hoeft ze misschion elks verzonnen?/
Zou zo (misschion) alles verzonnen
hebben?
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Could they have left yesterday? Zijn ze misschion gisteron vortrokkoni/
Zouden zo (misschion) gisteron ver-
trokkon zijn?

Note that in negative sentences co. dd not have is used as a tentative variant of
can't have to express that it is not possible that ai event or action (has) occurred.
When both could and not are accented could not have, like may not have and
might not have, expressos that it is (just) possible that an event or action has
not occurred.
Examples:

He couldn't have noticed her ab- Hij kan hear afwozigheid onmogelijk
opgemorkt hebben
Hij lieoft hear afwozighoid mis-
schien (wel) niet opgemorkt/Hij kan
hear aanwozighoid wel niot opge-
merkt hobben

In all those cases might have and could have can be said to be ignorance-based,
i.e. the speaker does not know whether a possible action or event actually
occurred in the past.

sem°
Ho could not have noticed her
absence /He may not have noticed
her absenco/He might not have
noticed her absence

2. In conditional contexts might have and could have are knowledgobased, i.o.
the speaker knows that the event or action did not actually occur. Knowledge-
based might have and could have are not freely interchangeable. Might have
expressos the present possibility of a past contingency: it is possible that an
event or action would have occurred (if...). Could have, on the other hand,
expressos a past possibility that did not materialize: it would have been possible
for an event or notion to occur (if...). For knowledge-based could have Dutch
uses had kunnen, for might have:

pluperfect + miaschien wel
had wel eens kunnen + infinitive
a construction with zou (den)

Examples:

might have
She might have invited you (if you
had been there)

It might have happened to you (if
you had been in that situation)

Tho train might have been cheaper
(if wo had taken it)

could have
Sho could have invited you (if you
had been there)

36

Zo had jo miseohion wol uitgonodigd
/Zo zou jo misschion wol uitgonodigd
liebbon (als...)
Hot was U wollicht ook ovorkomon/
Hot had U ook we' kunnon over-
komon (als...)
Do trein was wollicht goodkopor
geweest/Do trein had wol (eons) good-
honor kunnen zijn/Do troin zou
wollicht goodkopor gowoest zijn
(als...)

Zij had jo kunnon uitnodigon (ale...)
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It could havo happenod to you (if
you had beon unlucky enough)
Tho train could havo boon choaper

Hot had 15 ook kunnon ovorkomon
(als...)
Do train had goedkopor kunnon zijn

(if we had bought a soasontickot) (als ...)
Note again that in could not have tho auxiliary is nogatod, whilo in might not have
it is the porfoct infinitho that is nogatod. Honco could not have oquals It would
not havo boon possiblo for whilo might not have moans It is possiblo that an
evont or action would not havo occurrod'.

Examples:

Such moasuros could not havo had
any offoct
Such moasuros might not have had
any effoct

Zak() maatrogolon hadden onkol
offokt gohad kunnon hobben
Zulko maatrogolon zoudon wollicht
goon onkol offokt gohad hobben/
Zulko maatrogolon haddon misschien
goon onkel ()Mkt gohad.

3. Might have and could have are frooly interchangoablo when Choy express a
reproach. Dutch uses had wel cane mogenlkunnen -}- infinitive.
Examples:

You might havo kissod me!

You could havo sent me a postcard!

It might havo boon a bit shorter!

Jo had mo wol oens mogen/laumon
kusson!
Jo had mo wol oens eon kaartje
mogon/kunnon sturen!
Hot had wol wat kortor gekund!

e. It is worth whilo noting that Dutch loarnors of English tond to use perhaps/maybe
almost to the oxclusion of may/might. oto. In Eng Hell one often finds possibility
oxprossod by ono of thoso modal auxiliaries.

Examples:

Ilisschion hooft hij wol golijk Ho may/might bo right/Maybo ho is
right/Porhaps ho is right

Hot was misschion to donkor It may havo beon too dark/Porhaps
it was too dark

f. Tho Dutch advorb onmogelijk corresponds to not poniky in English
Ik kan onmogolijk komon I cannot possibly comp

PERMISSION

I. Permission in its normal use implies two human participants with different rolee:
a person who gives permission (A) and is in a position of authority ovor arothor
person (B), who is givon permission in rospoct of w hat tho permission is about (X).
Characteristic situations aro: Boss (A) omployoo (B) bay° a day of (X); Parent
(A) child (B) have a chocolate bar (X), oto.

Speakers can grant permission or ask for pormission. ns wcll as report permission
(i.o. state that permission oxists or does not exist) or inquire after pormission (i.o. ask
whother pormission exists or does not exist). In Dutch those four cases can bo oxona
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plifiod as follows:

Jij mag (van mij) gaan
Mag ik (van jou) gam?
Dat mag/Ik mag
Mag datt/Mag jij?

Absence of permission is also discussed in the !section on prohibition (see section

2. Permission can be expressed in the following ways:

s. by mama of the auxiliaries can (could) and may (might). May is considered to be
moro formal and polite than can. Some opeakers prefer may to can as being the moro
'correct' form for the expression of permission, but many plople today tend to
avoid the use of may as being too authoritarian in statemonts, and unduly unmoor-
tive in questions. 'The story of "Can I come in?" "You can, but you may not"
belongs to a different age', as Palmer observes (1974:118).
The tendenoy to avoid the use of may may be related to tho fact that may stresses the
unequal statue of A and B in relation to X: in statements it implies that it is the
speaker who gives or refuses permission, in *questions that it is up to the hearer to
give or refuse permission. Can, on the othor hand, eorvee to give or refuse permi-
ssion without acknowledging tho source of permission; in questions can serves to ask
for permission, again without tho implication that it is up to tho hearer to grant
permission (although this is in fact the case). Tho use of can rather than may in
statements may therefore bo due to the wish to avoid authoritarian overtones in
giving or refusing permission and, in quostions, to the &eke to savo tho hearer
tho embarrassment of appearing authoritarian when answering tho question.
Apart from this, can is also used to roport permission, i.o. to state or deny that
permission oxists and to_inquiro after permission, i.o. to aak whether permission
exists. Examples:

Statements:

giving /refusing permission (porformativo utteranco): can/may
You may watch Match of tho Day tonight (I allow you...)
You can watch Match of tho Day tonight (You havq (my)

permission...)
Johnny may watch Match of tho Day tonight (I allow him...)
Johnny can watch Match of tho Day tonight (He has (my)

pormission...)
Although all four sentences indicate that permission is granted to the subjoot,
tho can examples imply that tho epoaker's role as pormittor is disguised, hone
tho use of parenthoses around my.

Moro is at least ono excoption to tho rule that may in statements implies
that permission ie givon or refused by tho speaker. Tho combinations I may/lire
may morely report that permission exists for tho subjeot of the sontonco. Thus, We
may cross the border again morely states that it is (onto moro) pormissiblo for us to
cress tho bordor.

roporting permission: can
I can watch Match of tho Day tonight (I have pormission...)
You can't go out tonight (Yoti don't hy° permission)
Johnny can watch Match of tho Day tonight (Ho has permission...)
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( ueatiotun

asking for permission: can/may
May I use your phono (Will you allow me...)
Can I use your phono? (It it all right (by you) if.,)
May Johnny watch Match of the Day tonight? (Will you allow him...)
Can Johnny watch Match of the Day tonight? (Is it all right

(by you) if...)
Note that in the can sentence it is the hearer who figures as the disguised
pormitter.

inquiring after permission: can
Can I watch Match of the Day tonight? (Have I got permission...?)
Can you stay up late tonight? (Have you got permission...?)
Can Johnny watch Match of the Day tonight? (Has he got

permission...?)
It is worth noting that questions with May you...? are rare, presumably because
the hearer cannot give himself permission. To inquire after permission for the hearer
Ars you allowed to/Can you / Will they let you, etc. are more common (Du. Mag jij...?)
Could and might combinod with a first person subject are freqiently used in polite,
tentative requests for permission. The main difference is that might is more formal
than could:

Examples:

Could I have a copy of this letter?
Could I see your drivinglicenco, please
Might I make a suggost ion?

Could can also oxprees hypothetical permission and permission in tho past:
If you wore an OAP, you could got on free
When I was your ago, I could go out every evening

!flight can express permission in the past in reported speech only:
You said that I might /could use your phono
He asked if ho might/could use a dictionary

b. by moans of the verbs allow (be allowed to) and permit (be permitted to). Permit
is considered to be more formal than a//pw.

Examples:

I cannot allow you to continue liko that
Please allow me to finish what I am saying
invoking is not allowed in this school
Vext year you will not bo allowed to take the exam in May

Undergraduates nro not permitted to entertain loadies in their rooms
The rube do not permit us to elect a foreigner.

Note that the forms be allowed tolbe permitted to aro also used when the modals
can and may, which are not fully conjugated verbs in English, cannot bo used.

In the simple present and past there sooms to be a difference in mean-
ing between be allowed to, etc. and can. Thus Is Dick allowed to take the
Friday afternoon off ? would bo a way of inquiring after the existence of
a permanent permission, while the sontonco Can Dick take the Friday afternoon og?
is more likely to bo a reguest for permission on a particular occasion. Cf.:
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A; Can I offor you a drink, inspector?
B: No, I'm afraid I can't accept your kind invitation,

sir. Wo policomen aro not allowed . ...ink on duty.

o. by moans of the negative phrase not be supposed to (in present and past tenses)
Examples:

I am not supposod to toll you
Wo wore not supposed to toll you (, but...)

Tho phraso not be supposed to is very closo in moaning to Du. eigenlijk niet molten.
Note that tho positivo form be supposed to, does not oxpross pormission. One of
its meanings is obligation (see section...).

d. by moans of the verb let.
Examples;:

John won't lot his daughter go to that party
Tho policomun would not lot us pass
Will you let me explain this, ploaso
Don't lot him got away with it

The passive construction be let+ infinitive is very rare. Instead we usually find
be allowed/permitted to:

After waiting for two hours at the bordor, wo wore lot go
wo wore allowod to go

e. by moans of the verb mind (in questions and negative sentences).
Examples:

I dont' mind if you toll hor
Would you mind my opening that door?
Do you mind (if I smoke

Imy smoking?
You don't mind mo using your phono, do you?

f. by means of tho oxprossions Is it all right/okay if...? Will /Would it be all rightlokay
if...?

Examples:
Is it all right if I use your phono?
Will it bo okay if do it tomorrow?

g. by moans of (formal) oxprossions liko to give (grant) somebody permission, to have
somebody's permission (leave) to ask (request) permission:
Examples:

I givo you permission to leave early today
Will you grant me permission to go away for two days?
You had my permission to stay until the and of the party
Do I havo your loavo to be absent tomorrow?

h. by moans of expressions like Yes of course, By all means, Please do,. I suppose so,
Be my guest, and informal phrases such as all right, okay and sure, all of which aro
used as positive roaotions to requests for permission. Novo that utterances such as
I don't mind, Please yourself and Do as you like express indifforonce on tho part
of tho epoakor, or his roluctanco to grant permission.

To deny permission, English has expressions liko No, I'm qfraid not, No, you
can't, Of course not, You can't be serious and You must be joking. Forget it and
No way are often hoard in colloquial convoreation.
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3. English and Dutch compared

The following points dosorvo comment:

a. Since the auxiliaries can and may laekfinito forms, -whereas the Dutch verb mogen.
is a fully conjugated verb, wo find that in the perfect and future tenses English
uses tho supplotive forms be allowed /permitted to:

Ik hob hem tot nu toe twoo hoer mogon bozoekon
So far I havo boon permitted to see him twice

Hij was blij dat hij haar had mogon kusson toer, zo wogging
He was glad that he had been allowed to kiss hor when she loft

Wo zullon wol mogen rnoecloon, dunk ik
Wo will bo allowed to join in, I oxpoct

English also uses the supplotive forms when the corresponding
Dutch sentence contains the infinitive to mogen:

Zo schoen to mogon komon
Sho seemed to bo allowed to come

b. Be allowedlpermitted to is also used to express hypothetical permission:

Zou jij morgon naar Amsterdam mogon (gaan)?
Would you be allowed to go to Amsterdam tomorrow?

Had jij mogon gaan als jo zo oud was geweost als ik?
Would you have boon allowed to go if you had been my ago?

As appears from the examples above Dutch had mogen corresponds to:

1. had been allowed /permitted to when the reference is to
permission that was actually granted.

2. should /would have been allowedlpeirnitted to when the
reference is to hypothetical permission in the past.

o. The Dutch past tense mocht(en) corresponds to English

1. wan /were allowed/permitted to in direct speech:
Moohton jullio terugkomon?
Wore you allowed to come back?

Ik mocht niot blijvon
I was not allowed to stay

2. could in diroot speech:
Mocht je gisteron mot hem sprekon?
Could you talk to him yesterday?

This use of could is comparatively rare, be be allowed permitted to boing far more
common

3. might /could in indirect speech
Hij zei dat hij niot aan boord mocht gaan
Ho said that ho might/could not go on board
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Zij beloofde dat ik morgen mocht uitslapen
She promised that I might/could have a liein tomorrow

Note that Dutch also uses mocht(en) to express tentative condition, in which case
English has should.

Mocht hij komen, last hem dan niet binnen
Should he come, don't let him in

d. The English equivalen of Dutch zou(den) mogen in polite requests for permission
is could or might:

Zou ik mom weten waarom je niot komt?
Might I know why you are not coming?

Zoudon wij meer inlichtingen over dit punt mogen hebben?
Could we have more information on this point?

e. English uses the subject-forms of the personal pronouns in sentences of the type
I (he, she) was
You (we, they) weroj not allowed/permitted to attend the mooting

Dutch uses the objectforms mij, hem. har, a ons, etc.:
Mij glom, hoar, ons...) word niot toegestaan de vergadering
bij to wonen.

f. A striking difference between English and Dutch is the fact that when there is a
further complement of some kind in X (usually an object) the verb may some-
times be left out in Dutch but not in English. This kind of "ellipsis" is often found
in Dutch questions.

Examples:

May I have an iceoream
Can I go away now?
You may have/take a sweet
You cannot do it

Mag ik con ijsje (hebben)?
Kan /:nag ik nu wog (gaan)?
Jo mag eon snoepjo (pakken/hebben)
Jo mag (het) niet (doen)

g. In English ellipsis is possible in short-form questions and answers, provided the
linguistic or extralinguistio context makes clear what is supposed to be loft out.

Examples:

May I? Of course you may,(B picks up a cigarette sad lights it)

No, you may not (B puts tho cigarette back)
In Dutch ellipsis is common in questions (Mag ik?). In declarative sentences
an indefmite objoot is required. Ja, dat mag je; Nee, dat mag je

Alternatively, B (the person who is given permission) may be left unexpressed,
the indefinite object may then come out as the grammatical subjeot.
Cf.: Ja, dat/hot mag. Noe, het/dat mag niot.
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h. Note also the following:

Het mag niet, woes ik
It is not allowed, I'm afraid

Dat :nag je niet, Mary
You are not allowed/permitted/supposed to do that, Mary

Dat mag niet van mijn wader
My father won't allow me to/ My father won't let me

Van mij mag je
I don't mind if you do / It's all right by me

We mogen de grans weer over
We may cross tho border again
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THE THEORY AND METHODOLOGY OF SPEECH SCIENCE
AND CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

JAASKO LEH'IVNEN

Univertity of Jyalakyllt

1. Contrastive linguistics is a discipline which can be considered either
to belong to pure, autonomous linguistics or to be a representative of, applied
type of research. All depends on the definition of linguistics, and applied
linguistics. In this paper, contrastive linguistics is taken to mean the scientific
study of how people use language to communicate in two or more languages
and what are the consequences when the two communicative systems clash
in the foreign language learning situation. This kind of contrastive analysis of
human speech communication is necessarily a branch of applied linguistics.

This does not mean that CA is an activity whose only aim is to apply
linguistics for some practical purposes outside the scope of pure linguistics.
It is a discipline which cannot rely on linguistics alone; it with similar-
ities and differences in various human verbal, and even non-verbal, codes.
In view of what is expected of CA today, it will have to be able to absorb
both theoretical perspectives and methods for practical analysis' from all
branches of the disciplines which deal with language and speech or human
behaviour in general. One of the more important neighbouring sciences is the
science of speech, traditionally called phonetics. In this paper, an attempt
it made to discuss the question of how the science of speech can contribute
to CA.

The first chapter deals with ^nme theoretical aspects of the interrelation-
ship between grammar and speech and the nature of the speech chain. In the
concluding chapter a brief summary is given of some methods of the instru-
mental analysis of speech which may have some relevance for CA.

The term speech science (or the science of speech) is here preferred to 'phone-
tics' for several reasons. In structural linguistics the term phonetics refers
to the output level of phonology (cf. figure 1), which often carries along several
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linguistic implications. Some of these will be discussed in chapter 3 below.
Pl.onetics is often defined as a scientific activity w Lose aim is to reveal and
describe Low pLonological information is conveyed tLrotgh tLe sound waves of
speech in each language. The term speech science, on tl.e other hand, being
free from similar biases and connotations, will be used in this papertto refer
to the study of the entire chain of human speech. It includes aspects of com-
munication technology, psycho- and neurolinguisties, and discourse analysis,
as well as various other aspects of tLe study of human verbal and non-verbal
behaviour in general. According to Ladefcged (1977:409), the linguist is
trying to describe the patterns that occur within each language, whereas
speech scientist. are concerned with Low people communicate: "They went
to explain wl. people are doing when they talk and listen; and perhaps
even what tl.ey are doing when they think and talk, an 1 when they listen
and understand".

The choice in terminology thus, for its part, reflects a distinction between
the code-centered approach of linguistic pl.onetics and tl.e communicative
or psycholingaistic perspective in which attention is paid to the communica-
tive behaviour of individual speakers instead of abstracted structures.

2. Expanding the Contrastive Analysis Framework

The limitations of traditional contrastive analysis are evident to:lay (cf.
Sajavaara and Lehtonen (1979)). For several reasons its method of describing
the grammars of two languages as abstract collections of rules divorced from
their users is insufficient. T1.e fundamental role of a human language is to
function as a means of communication in human interaction. Accordingly,
the task of CA is not a mere parallel description of two grammatical structures
but also the description of the chains of communication in the two languages.
This means that the analyst must, in addition to the description of the gram-
matical structures, make an attempt to map the differences and similarities
in the processes which take place in the speaker and in the listener during
speech communication. Language is used by individuals for definite purposes.
Its use is linked with the intentions of the speaker in some specific time and
environment. The use of language is always part of human interaction. This
aspect of language, the similarities and Jifferences in the rules of discourse
in interaction, must also be included in CA.

Contrastive analysis may no longer be the best label for this kind of re-
search. It does not mean the description of the equivalent patterns of two
languages but an analysis of cross-language interaction and a search for the
reasons for the difficulties and failures in the use of the foreign language by
the student. In such a work, contrastive analyses of grammatical structures
a:a still necessary but they must be supplemented by an analysis of the
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psychological and sociological aspects of linguistic interaction. Tl.e former
comprise the study of differences and similarities in the information-bearing
features of the acoustic speech signal, differences and similarities in, tl.e cues of
perception, and sources in the perceptual patterning of speech and foreign
accent from the viewpoint of the foreign speaker-hearer and tLe native hearer,.
and differences and simihrities in linguistic interaction, which will cover the
discourse behavior of native and non-native speakers, indicting features
such as tempo, pauses, paralinguistic and kinetic elements, and various
pragmatic, structural and semantic paradigms in their communicative function
within discourse. The sociological aspects involve the social context, the
environmental relations or proxemics, and otl.er factors which affect the
choice of the discourse register and modify the attitudes, communicative
intentions, and responses of the participant in the discourse.

This description of the objectives of contrastive analysis leads to the fact,
mentioned above, that CA is not just a special branch of pure linguistics.
In addition to the theory and methods of linguistics, it must inevitably be
supplemented by the metl.ods of disciplines such as sociology, psychology
and neurology, and applied mathematics, as concerns tLe analysis, and de-
scription of pragmatic patterning, cognitive mechanic ms, perception, and the
information-processing systems in man. The expanded objecti -es of contrastive
analysis are thus, to a large extent, parallel to tLe goals of tl.f modern science of
speech, which has the analysis of various aspects of speech communication
as its objective.

3. The Static and Dynamic View of Language

Throughout the first decades of the present century there was an open.
conflict in the phonetic sciences between instrumentalists, who referred to
the physical manifestations of speech, on the one hand, and advocates of
'auditory' phonetics, wl.o based their claims on sophisticated auditory ob-
servations, on the other. The observations of these two factions were never
identical; however, neither of them was wrong. one described the properties of
the physical stimulus, the other observed the result of auditory perception.
Early phoneticians never saw the core of the problem. they did not ask what
the processes are which lead to the auditory perception of linguistic structures,.
or how the linguistic information is conveyed by the sound-waves of speech,
and thus the conflict remained unresolved.

In a way, the same dichotomy is repeated today in the relationship be-
tween phonologists, on the one hand, and representatives of speech science,
on the otLer. Phonologists engage in a dispute among themselves about the
reference level of classificatory features: one of the schools claims that the
features are prinipally acoustic, another :.chool- is of the opinion that the
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reference level should be that of the articulatory settings. The third choice
is the view brought forward by the psycholinguist or tl.e speech scientist,
that the features are principally neitl.er acoustic nor articulatory but phono-
logical and linguistic; the phonological rules which operate with the feature
matrices have as little to do with actual neurological and physiological pro-
cesses in speech as the rules of generative syntax have with actual processes
in the human brain in the production and perception of linguistic messages
(cf. Buckingham and Hollien 1978, esp. p. 294). Grammars, including pl.ono-
logy, are always descriptions of structures, not of processes. A grammatical
rule, whether it is traditional or 'generative', is only a description of a given
regularity in the structure of the language and not a model for the actual
processes that are found in the brain of the speaker and the listener (cf. Clark
and Clark (1977:190 ff.); For modelling of transforniational grammar, see
Bresnan (1978:4-5). Therefore, they can never predict all of the inter-
ference phenomena that result from tl.e clash of two different information
processing systems for a clash is evidently what takes place in foreign
language speech communication.

One of the crucial questions in the discussion concerning contrastive
analysis has been tl.e choice of tl.e reference model: should CA be based
on traditional structural or generative grammar, and if so, which variety?
In applied contrastive studies tLe choice is often eclectic: tl.ose grammatical
theories are exploited It Lich stun to give the best explanation in each problem.
The alternative is to describe tl.e structures of tLe two languages consistently
within the framework of a given grammatical theory irrespectively of how
efficiently the theory can explain the problems of the cross-language analysis.
However, the choice of the reference model does not concern only the model
to be used in the description of grammar. It should also comprise the choice
between a static and a dynamic view of language or, in other words, the choice
between a linguistic and a psycholinguistic description, or between a structural
and operational modelling of language and communication. The former (the
structural model) aims at describing the abstracted and idealized structure of
language, which, in the case of CA, means similarities and differences in the
structures, or gronmars, of two or more languages. Independently of the
choice in the linguistic model, taxonomic or generative, the objective of this
kind of description is always the structure of the language instead of the
actual processes.

The target (,f an operational model of language is not an abstracted static
structure but language in action. This does not mean pragmatics or descrip-
tion of linguistic interaction only, but also observation of the entire set of
communicative means, both verbal and ,non-verbal, which are applied in hu-
man interaction.

The final goal of the dynamic model is not a comprehensive description of
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language as a paradigm of rules for structures, where actual messages have
only the value of raw-material. The objective of the description and analysis
is the vehicle of human communication, both from the perspective of the
speaker and the listener, and that of the society. The fact that the description
is not focussed on language but also on messages also reflects the content of
several basic concepts: a lir.guist, when speaking of a proposition, for instance,
lu 8 the meaning of a sentence in mind. In real communication, however, the
proper meaning, or the intended logical basic content of the message, may be
conveyed through another channel, not language, eg. through gestures,
body movements, or paralanguage. There rray or may not be a concomitant
linguistic utterance, either in accordance with, or contradiction to, the proper
meaning. As is well known, the listener normally resorts, in the latter ease,
to the non-verbal information and thus receives the intended, or proposi-
tional, meaning of the message (cf. Knapp 1978:20-26).

4. Modelling of Speech and Language: a New Approach

There is certainly no exaggeration in the claim that, during the last ten
years, speech science together with some related brancl.es of science such as
experimental neurological and psychological studies of language and speech
(ie. neuro- and psycholinguistics) has radically changed the traditional view
held by linguists of the structure of actual speech and of the transmission of
linguistic information through the speech chain. Figure 1 illustrates the
traditional view of the hierarchy in the perception of speech: the speech
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Figure I. An imaginary 'hierarchical' model of speech porcpetion or a 'model of successive
transformations' (this model is not supposed to represent the actual statements of any
'school').
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signal undergoes a series of successive transformations whereby the informa-
tion is recoded into mure abstract forms of representation. There is no reason,
however, to assume that perception of speech is based on the phonological
information conveyed through the acotate speech signal only or that the
recognition process should proceed in a one-way manner from left to right
or from sound-wave to meaning. As a matter of fact, there is plenty of ex-
perimental evidence that language perception does not work in the way
described in Figure 1.

Both the recent data from psycholinguistics and the progress in developing
automatic speech understanding systems allow for the rejection of a strict
serial organization, and support, instead, the view that tl.e listener processes
the message simultaneously, or in some overall way, on several 'levels' of
perception.
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Figure 2. A "hotorarohical" model of speech recognition (Ainsworth 1076: 118).

Figure 2 represents an alternative model of the speech recognition system.
The figure does not represent a real human information-processing system;
it is derived from a work dealing with automatic speech understanding sys-
tems (Ainsworth 1976.118). However, it comprises several features typical of
recent psycholinguistic models of human speech perception. As compared with
the hierarchical or input-driven model given in Figure 1, it is characteristic of
the present model that the recognition of the message is not based on the
acoustic signal only. Instead, recognition is a result of active guess-work
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in which the input signal, ie. the message received, is compared with the
'synthesized' alternatives. According to this model, understanding is not
passive decoding but active processing, where the listener's knowledge of the
phonetic, syntactic, semantic, and social constraints and probabilities play an
essential role (cf. Mars len-Wilson and Welsh 1978).

The modern view of speech implies that there are in the flow of the sound
waves of speech certain cues for various levels of 'grammar' and that the
grammatical and semantic information is not present in the speech waves
coded through segmental phonology only, but also in the features which
directly refer to 'higher-level' structures. Thus, the flow of speech is not
just a manifestation of strir_gs of phonemes but also of words, word groups,
and sentences as well. But it should not be forgotten that in a normal face-to-
-face situation langurge and messeges coded linguistically are only one of the
channels avaible for the speaker to transfer information. To a certain extent
he can choose between a non-verbal and a verbal cl.annel and between a
variety of paralinguistic modifications to the phoneme string of the linguistic
signal.

5. Speech and the Observer

Conscious Perception of the Physical Parameters of Speech

Many of our impressions of speech events are if not theoretically ac-
quired as in the case of linguists and phoneticians simplified generalizations
derived from the categories of the inter! alized patterns of rules and structures
which we call phonology. What is claimed here is that man does not normally
hear, experience, tl.e actual physical utterance but a chain of sound seg-
ments s4, Lich correspond to the expectations concerning tl.e utterance. This
is by no means exceptional from the point of view of human perception mecha-
nisms in general. our perceptions are structured by our cultural conditioning,
education, and personal experiences, which result in fallacies concerning our
observations. Irrespective of what really takes place our observations are
affected by preconceived notions about what we will see or hear. Perception
is constrained by expectations and stereotypes. we observe structures which
we have learned to exist and which we cl.00se to observe. It is also important
to remember that there is much inconsistency in the expression of one and the
same mental experience: even if two people experience a stimulus (eg. an
intonation pattern of a sentence) in a same way, they may express their
observations differently (ef. Knapp (1978:381 ff.), see also Oilman 1975).

For the speaker-hearer, language is a psycl.ologically real, abstracted
and idealized structure and, due to its categorizing nature, this structure
'acts in perception like an automatically tuned detector which filters from the
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message all information that is not linguistic (or communicative). In other
words, language forms for man an earphone through which he can hear only
language, and not speech. Each acoustic speech-signal which has been identified
as being speech is "heard" as a representative of a given linguistic structure
and as a consequence, the listener is able to consciously perceive only a few of
the properties of the signal and is deaf to many physical events in it which lie
beyond the conscious auditory experience. Many of the acoustic cue-features
which actually carry the information distinctive for speech perception are
subconscious (notice, for instance, the formant patterns of vowels, conso-
nantal loci and transition, temporal patterns of the strings of speech-sounds,
etc.).

It is possible for the listener to focus on various linguistic structures of
the utterance, such as the meaning of the utterance, the syntactic structure,
or the phonological structure, ie. phonemes and phoneme strings. Similarly,
conscious attention can be paid to certain postures and movements of the
speech organs, but both the way in which they actually operate during speech
and the features in the resulting acoustic speech which enable us to understand
the message are beyond the scope of conscious observation. Thus, there are
features in the speech chain which me outside our capacity to consciously
monitor the processing of 'messages and the differences in the. processing
between two languages.

All this has certain important consequences: the contrastive analyst and
the foreign language teacher must realize that the way they 'see' a certain
pattern of the target language may totally differ from the way the student
perceives the same thing. The problems of the foreign language student can
be understood only if we know how he 'feels': what he attempts to hear,
what he actually hears, and what the structures are he actually perceived,
and how these differ from the target, ie. from the way in which the native
speaker's perception works in similar situations.

Phonetic Transcription and the Reliability of Auditory Observations

The evaluation of the capacity of traditional phonetics and phonology
to describe the phonetic reality must also include a consideration of the phonetic
symbolism which is used in phonetic transcription. In linguistic field-work,
phonetic symbols are easily given the value of an icon, ie. they are regarded
as images of some physically' true articulatory postures or acoustic qualities.
And, accordingly, they aro often used as 'phonetic evidence' for various
phonological mks, for instance. However, the phonetic symbols are nothing
but symbols of given perceptual phonetic categories, ie. symbols of categories
which have been created in the human mind. For the most part the 'narrow'
phonetic transcription is nothing but an allophonic descriptipn of the alleged
phoneme strings of the utterance.
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What phonetic symbols are not, and never can be, is models of the actual
articulatory or acoustic events in speech. Phonetic symbols are not meant
to describe the physical reality of speech; they represent the most peripheral
level of the perceptual categories in the phonic structure of language. Phonetic
transcription could be defined as the lowest level of pure phonological (lin-
guistic) description of language and utterances. The phonetic notions of sound
segments, stress degrees, or rises and falls of intonation are, of course as true
as any sensations and feelings whatsoever. But they are true in the linguist's
subjective reality only. Very often the physical reality differs from his ex-
perience: the tongue is not in the position where he thinks it should be, there
is no physical prominence to the syllable which he hears as being stressed,
and the change in the fundamental frequency of speech may be just the
opposite to what he perceives and describers as an intonation curve.

Though there exist, without dispute, some universal tendencies in the
perception of the phonetic parameters of language, the reception of phonetic
categories is influenced to a great extent by the listener's mother tongue
and by the classificatory principle he applies. .A Finn and a Pole, for instance,
do not 'hear' the same English utterance in an identical way; they perceive
the stimuli in terms of the perceptual categories of their own language. What
is important from the point of view of contrastive analysis and language
teching is, however, the fact that neither hears the message in the same way
as a native listener does.

6. The Speech Chain and Cross-Language Differences

On the level of phonetics the objective of contrastive analysis should be
the establishment of the similarities' and differences in the way in which
ideas (or messages) are conveyed through the chains of communication in
the two languages. The contrastive description of the similarities and differ-
ences between the communication chains of the two languages consists of two
kinds of factors: similarities and differences in the way in which linguistio
information is turned into physical speech, and those in the way in which
the parameters of physical speech are processed in reception.

Before discussing the special problems related to language contact in
foreign language learning which are of interest for contrastive analysis, it is
necessary to sketch, in broad outline, the processing of the speech chain from
the perspective of modern phonetics. The role of articulatory movements in
the transmission of information is that of converting the phonological informa-
tion, ie. the string of symbols of the phonologically coded message into sound
waves. From the point of view of grammar and phonology, this conversation
changes the chain of distinct phonological segments into a blend of various
qualities and pretended or overlapping boundaries between them. The result-
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ing phonetic variation, whether it is due to an intended articulatory move or
some motor constraint, serves as a piece of information for tl.e listener. The
properties of the sound waves of speech which convey tl.e linguistic informa-
tion or which, in other words, are used in perception by tl.e listener to detect a
given category are called either pl.onetic features or acoustic cues of identific-
ation. Each phoneme or phonological feature of a language can be described,
on the physical level of speech, as a set of cues or phonetic features which
bring about the perception of a given phoneme in various contexts. In the
light of recent findings in speech perception research, it seems plausible that
there are special feature detectors tuned to reveal, in the sound wave, the
acoustic features which are used as cues for phonological catcgorics in speech.
Evidence for feature detectors has been gathered in tests with, for instance
voice onset time nand formant transitions. Moreover, the detectors seem
to be tunable, which explains their function in languages with phonetically
different sound patterns.'

Identification cues, similar to those for phonological segments, 5.re also
found in the speech wave for higher-level information bearing structc:,-..a.
The listener has learned to follow some cue-features in tl.e oscillation of voice
which indicate, for instance, a lexical boundary, the pl.onotactic structure of
the word, or some syntactic and semantic structures of a sentence such as
constituent structure, topicalization, or emphasis (in form of pitch patterns,
sentence rhythm, final lengthening and other phenomena in the temporal
organization of the segment strings, etc.).

For speakers of one and the same language the feature detector systems
is, of course, matched to the acoustic patterns which correspond to the habits
of motor implementation of speech in their own language. In foreign language
learning, interference is found between the cue patterns of the motl.er tongue
and those of the target lar.guage. It is likely that the differences in the general
characteristics of tl.e pronunciation of the two languages (sometimes called
the idiomacy of pronunciation or base of articulation) also comprise differences
in the cueing systems and difficulties in the perception of the spoken foreign
language.

Unfortunately, the capacity of tl:o tests available at present to reveal
the 'critical' points in the interlar.gucge speech chars.el is,ratl er limited, partly
because we still lack an integrated picture of tl.e mechanisms functioning

1 Those terms aro often used in modern psycholinguistics in a morn restricted sense
to refer to given experimentally demonstrated phenomena in the porcoption of some
acoustic parameters in speech, such as voice onset, which have parallels both in the visual
feature.detection mechanism of man and in the perceptual mechanibms of animals (cf.
Massaro 1078; Cairns and Cairns 1076.143 ff.). In this paper, the concepts of 'cue' and
'cue detection' aro used in a more figurative way without referring to any pmcisoly located
mechanisms in the process of perception.
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in the transfer of information in a normal language communication. The only
way of testing speech perception, available for CA, are identification tests
based on minimal word pairs and other similar traditional methods of testing
pronounciatron. These methods, are however, so closely related to the taxo-
nomic view of language that they are suitable only for the testing of certain
types of phonological contrasts.

There is, however, and indirect wuy of approaching the problems of the
foreign language speech perception. it is the analysis of the student's speech
production. It can be hypothesized that deviancies from the target in the
production of the features which are known to function as cues L,r syntactic
or semantic processing of utterances reflect corresponding difficulties in per-
ceptual processing. Similarly, if some natise laz.gutge features break through
the pronunciation of tl.e foreign language, tl.e student may be expected to seek
the same cues also when he is try ing to understand messages in the foreign
language.

7. Instrumental Methods

The concept of the speech chain is, again, ugeful for the discussion of the
problems and the existing instrumental methods for tl.e analysis and physical
description of the es (nits in human speech. Analyzir.g the speech chain means
seeking tl.e answer to questions such as how the messages are transmitted
from one person to another, or through what kind of transformat'ons the messa-
ge gets from the brain of the speaker to the brain of the hearer?

The main stages of tl.e speech chain are: tl.e process of speech production,
the sound wave (the acoustic s.gnal), and the process of speech perception. The
methods of ins estigation can also be divided into three major categories accor-
ding to which stage of the speech chain is tl.e object of research. The acoustic
signal is tl e most easily accessible stage; it can be recorded on tape and ana-
lyzed by means of several acoustic research apparata (intensity meters. fun-
damental frequency indicators, duplex processors, sound spectrographs,
digital spectrum analysers, etc.). But w 1.en we move from research centred
on the sound was e to research dealing with speech production or perception,
the task becomes the more difficult the 'higher' tl.e phenomenon which wo
want to study is in tl.e speech chain. There are certain methods for the study
of peripheral phenomena (such as the movements of tl.e organs of speech
or the changes of the air pressure in the cavities of the vocal tract), but wo
still lack methods to study the phenomena in the central nervous system.

Figure 3 illustrates the application of tl.e different metl ods of ins, estiga-
tion to the speech chain. It is not meant to cover all methods of speech research,
nor is it possible to describe here all individual methods and instruments of
speech analysis. Tl.ey can al! 1.,e applied to various analyses with contrastive
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orientation as well. Many of them, however, involve some specialization in
physiology, acoustics, and the technology of speech analysis, as well as access
to a well-equipped speech laboratory, which naturally reduces the contransti-
vist's interest in the application of such methods in his research.

In addition, there are certain methods within the reach of a contrastive
linguist not specializing in phonetics which are rele% ant in the analysis and
testing of 'higher level' linguistic problems such as sentence construction,
conveyance of meaning through grammatical constructions and the speech
chain, and the progress of discourse in real time. As was pointed out above,
it is largely impossible for man to perceive physical speech events objectively.
Therefore, one of t!,e most essential applications of the instrumental methods
for CA is simply the visualization of physical speech events. Two dimensions
in particular are important for the point of view of the analysis and descrip-
tion of linguistic structures larger than sound segments or individual words:
these are the time axis of speech and the fluctuation of the fundamental fre-
quency.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 illustrate three fragments of discourse described in a form
of an on/off a gnal on the real time-axis. (For a detailed description of the
instrumental method, see Sajavaara and Lehtonen 1978.) The advantages
of this kind of description as compared with traditional transcription
are evident: In this method, we have access to the analysis of the distribution
of speech performance in time, which is an integral element in the linguistic
behaviour of man. This information is of special value in the analysis of dis-
course ter.am.c and in all tests in which information about reaction time,
of hes'tafon, beat on of pauses, etc., is needed. The present figures illustrate
tracings from a four channel equipment planned for tl e analysis of discourse
at the Phonetics Laboratory of the University ofily-viiskylii. It makes possible
the recording and analysis of simultaneous speaking turns (eg., simultaneous
starts, feedback moves of the listeners, or completions) as well as the chro-
nemics of tl.e discourse in general, which has so far Leen a parameter neglected
in the analysis. Figures 7 9 illustrate tracings of a fundamental frequency
meter as applied in the analysis of discourse intonation.

One of the methods in speech research whuso possibilities are far from
being exhausted is the testing of tl.e linguistic reactions of the speakers of the
two languages. The stimuli for the tests can bo either natural speech, instrumen-
tally processed natural appeech, or synthetic speech generated by moans of
a speech synthesizer and/or a computer.

Figure 10 illustrates the results of a preliminary test of certain phonetic cue
features 'a hose stimuli were produced by means of a speech synthesizer:There
are, of course, lots of problems involved in the composition, execution, and
interpretation of such tests as well as in the use of synthetic stimuli, but they
can yield results which are unattainable through conventional methodology.
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4 (discourse history:)

7 umntrises 171's opinion on competition between urban and rural. lip-style. S2 points out that

circumstanc es in Finland differ from those in the article they had read; there are not such

areas that people would consider bad or area, of poor people. Then 7 goes on d.'50 that there is

not a problem of, of areas that rice and fall - in torms.of etalthlhert..."),

SI

7
here

not so much as towns

yhym

r--r
yes

S
2

L_.J LJ
I, I, a . not, not so much because they are the same areas that're

5. (discourse history:)

They are talking about' investing programs stating their opinions on the way in which the writer

of the article has outlined the programs. S, goes on " Yes but I, I think he tries to say that

they are, you knoe, they are just making progrzma to show that they are doing something4but..i."

1 they are not studying the fact the real real fact

7

3? ym

S
2

but, but they are not really a getting to the a basis %f the problem

becauce to do that

6, (discourse history:)

They are talking about agriculture. S: says that farmers stop keeping cows. 7 mentions unbalanoe

of resources and thinks that the remaining problem is what the people in the farms do instead.

S2 goes on "Tes,yes it is, because t... on those areas there is, there isn't machlmore to. "

1

Ym right which is not very well paid

2
sore to do than working in the forests t..there wasn't a so much industry no, no, it's not

0 4 1 3
i Se C

Figura:, 4, 5, O. Three fragments of a discourse analysed using a method in which the speaking turns of each particip-
ant are transformed into a binary on/off signal and record on paper by moans of a level recorder. S, and ta, are two

Finnish students of English, T the British teacher,
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Figures 7 9 TlirAo fragments of a fundamental frequency recording of a spontaneous telephonea discourse: of two native
British male speakers. In each fragment the participants speak simultaneously, which is a rather common phenomenon in
natural discourse. Further on, in each case the move of speaker [7] must be interpreted as a yesno:question whore a special
intonation contour, "tune two", should be applied according to textbooks doosulttevriexylEre any rising funda-

mental frequency pattern but a falling pattern of titaaboligta%e"gi 3
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Figure 10. The responses of native speakers of English and Finnish students of English to
cues of the tense lax distinction. The chart on the left shows the effect of the

change of vowel duration on vowel identification. The chart on the right shows the
respective responses to changes in the acoustic structure of the vowel. The diagrams show
that a change in the quality or formant structure was for the native speakers of English
the stronger of the two cues tested. However, the change from a "lax" to a more "tense"
vowel quality hardly affected the identifications of the Finnish students of English. On the
other hand, changes in the duration of the vowel, which affected the identifications of the
native speakers only a little, have a dramatic effect on the identifications by the Finns.
The test thus reveals that a Finn does note apply the correct cues of identification when
discriminating between tense and lax vowels. The diagrams are based on studios with
synthostic speech by Raimo and Sunmi (1979). For further liscussion and test results, see
Lehtonen and Sajo.vaara, eds., (1979).
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PRELIMINARIESTO THE STUDY OF COMPARATIVE WORDS
IN ENGLISH AND POLISH

MICHAL POST

University of iVrodato

1. Introduction

We assume that the term 'comparative' should be used to describe various
structures relating to the process of comparison. The majority of recent works
on comparative structures is concerned with conventional comparative senten-
ces only (cf Bresnan 1973), a marginal treatment, if any, being given to other
than the grammaticalized sentential means of expressing comparison (cf.
Bartsch eammemann 1972, Post 1978). In this paper, we will be concerned
with comparative words, i.e., such lexical items which relate to comparison.
To our knowledge, English and Polish do not have complete and exhaustive
descriptions of such words, although scholars do qualify certain lexical items
as the exponents of comparison (cf. Huddlestone 1971, Anderson 1971).
Consider, for example, the following passage from Anderson (1971:17):

...many simple items (vorbs, propositions, nouns) represent tho same underlying
Malone as 'overt' comparative structums. Consider such different typos as prefer
['like more'), darken ('become darker or dark'), exceed ('become greater than'),
beyond ('furthor than'), after ('later than'), tap ('highest point'). [...] an under
lying configurational representation for such items seems appropriate; [.. ] such
representations have alternative nalizatioxu3, which, in a sense, retain more of
the abstract structuring.

The reason why we have included the pas;sage from Anderson's wcrk is
that it celarly specifies certain characteristics of comparative words. According
to Anderson,
(1) comparative words can be of different grammatical categories;
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(2) comparative words involve the same comparison relations as comparative
sentences do;

(3) comparative words and comparative sentences are alternative realizations
of the same underlying representations;

(4) comparative sentences retain more of this underlying representation than
comparative words do.
With the linguistic material presented below, taken from English and Polish,

we hope to support the observation that comparative words are of different
grammatical cat "gories. The comparative words surveyed in this paper will
be adjectives, adverbs, verbs, and prepositions.

Claim (2) logically follows from the assumption that the constitutive
property of a linguistic expression is its relational meaning (cf. Klemensiewicz
1958). Consequently, expressions of the same semantic type have the same
relational meaning. Since comparative sentences involve various comparison
relations, it is only natural to suggest that comparative words involve the
same semantic relations.

The plausability of claim (3) is evidenced by current linguistic literature,
especially of the generative semantics type. There exists ample evidence that
markedly different surface expressions are alternative realizations of the same
semantic structure. Thus, we think that it is justified to assume that compara-
tive words and comparative sentences are alternative realizations of the same
underlying representation. .

To ascertain whether comparative sentences retain more of the underlying
representation than the comparative words, requires (a) prior specification
of the relevant aspects of the semantic relational structure underlying compa-
rative constructions, and (b) establishing which of these aspects are reflected
in comparative sentences.

As regards fa), it is assumed after Post (1978), that
(1) the basic comparison situation involves two terms, a property shared

by these terms, and a relation of comparison;
(2) one of the compared terms functions as the point of reference (standard

of comparison) for the other term;
(3) comparison relations can be optionally quantified, hence quantitative

and qualitative comparative constructions should be distinguished;
(4) the property with respect to which a relation of comparison is established

between two terms is left unspecified in the semantic structure of qualita-
tive comparative constructions. In such a case, it does not surface but
is rather implied by the standard of comparison.
As far as (b) is concerned, a typical comparative sentence obligatorily

lexicalizes the terms of comparison and the relation, 'bare' or quantified.
Fillmore (1971:537) even says that one of the functions of the comparative
construction is to make the comparison relation and tin .wo terms of this
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relation accesible. Additionally, the shared property is either given explicitly
in the surface structure (in the quantitative constructions), or is implied by the
standard of comparison, i.e., the second term (in the qualitative tape).

The examination of the collected material showed that (a) comparative
words reflect only some of the aspects enumerated above, and that (b) compa-
rative words differ amoi g themselves as to which of those aspects they reflect.
This second finding served us as a basis for grouping the collected material
into the following four groups:
(1) comparative words which denote various comparison relations;
(2) comparative words which involve a quantified relation and a property;
(3) comparative words which involve comparison relation and the second term;
(4) comparative words which additionally involve 'non-comparative' semantic

elements.
We are in a position now to discuss the linguistic material that we have

found in Engl h and Polish grammars. The presentation Nal not be a systen:a-
tic contrastive study, but should rather be viewed as the evidence for the
existence of the same linguistic problem both in English and Polish.

2. Comparative words which denote various comparison relearns

A study of comparative words of this class has to be preceded by a prior
establishing of the set of comparison relations. To our knowledge, there does
not exist any account of this sort in tLe linguistic literature of both languages
involved. Besides, the number of elementary comparison relations recognized
in individual works varies from author to author.' In view of this inadequacy,
it is not staprising that the comparative words reported upon in this section
denote the generally recognized comparison relations, such as superiority,
identity and equality.

In English, we have been able to find two works whose authors treat
certain lexical items as the exponents of the underlying comparison relation-
ship. In Bach (1968120-121), it is suggested that the verb surpass expresses
the same semantic relationship as more... than. This suggestion is supported
by the fact the that more... than sentences can easily be replaced with expre-
ssions conti.ining the verb ,surpass in exactly the same function as the marker
more...than, i.e. a formal exponent of the comparison relation of superiority:

(1) a. Bill is shorter than John.
b. John is taller than Bill.

2 For example, Josporson (1929) assumes that there aro throe basic comparison rela-
tions, Soper (1944) suggests that as many as fifteen d:frPmAnt comparison relations should
bo recognized. In a recent study on compamtio constructions by Jurkowski (1976), ton
distinct comparison relations have boon distinguished.
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(2) a. Bill is surpassed by John in tallness (height).
b. John surpasses Bill in tallness (height).

In Post (1978), the adjectives same, identical and equal have been discussed.
They function as the exponents of tie elementary comparison relation of iden-
tity, and consequently, the constructions containii.g these three lexical items
should be treated as comparative constructions of identity par excellence.

In our interpretation, same lexicalizes tie bare relation of identity.. Identical
is regarded as the marked counterpart of same, which additionally informs
about the commitment of tl.e speaker to the truth of the propos!t'rni involving
the relation of identity. The adjective equal is assumed to stand fo: the derived
relation of equality, i.e., quantified relation of identity.

Our discussion of these three adjectives was confined to their function as
predieatives of the copulative verb be, as in the following:

(3) a. John and Bill are the same
identical
equal

b. John is the same as Bill.
identical to
equal with

(3a) represents the case when both compared terms are topicalized. In the
case represented by (3b), the comparison relation and the standard are made
the comment.

Since the opth.tal lexicalization of the .emantic representation underlying
comparative constructions additionally includes ti e ',memo, in the surface
structure, of the property attributable to the compared terms, we observed
that this is achieved with same, identical and egad by adding the following
complements:

(4) a. in the way (that 1S
1whiehf

b. in NP

The NP of (4b) can be a nominal refining a mode of action, as in (5a), or an
abstract measurable, but not directly observable, property, as in (5b):

(5) a. John and Bill are the same in gestures.
identical
*equal

b. John and Bill are the same in height.
identical
equal
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Except for equal, which occurs only inquantitatis e comparatives, the remain-
ing two adjectives occur both in quantitative and qualitative ccn.parative
constructions. This observation is evidenced by the incompatability of equal
with complements denoting unspecified mode of action (see (5a) above).

In Polish grammars, we did not manage to find a dcscrciption of lexical
items expressing various comparison relations. We have only come accross
with a written suggestion in Karolak (1972) that the words, which are evi-
dently tl.e Polish counterparts of surpass, same, identical, equal and the like,
should be interpreted almg the lines described above. Karolak (1972:136)
explicitly states that lexical items like rOinyldifferent, innylother, roinie sig
/differ, by6 podobnylbe similar, taki samithe same, przewgiszadlexceed are the
exponents of various comparison relationships.

3. Comparative words which involve a quantified comparison relation and a prop-
erty

This group of comparative words includes such adjectives as long-short,
tall-short, high-low, wide-narrow, deep-shallow, large-small etc. Adjectives
of this class exist is pLirs of antonyms such as those quoted above. Each
pair of antonyms is semuntically based on the concept of settle which for each
pair represents tl.e relevant dimension. Thus the pair long-short is based on
the concept 'length', the pair large-enzall on the concept 'size' etc.

One of the antonyms in each pair is the marked member of the opposition,
the other being one unmarked. The unmarked member a presents tl.e under-
lying dimension as a whole. In other words, there is no presupposition such
as John is is tall attached to propositions of the form John is x feet tall. On the
other hand, a proposition such as John is 5 fed short (with the marked member
of the pair tall short) carries with is tl.e presupposition "John is short".

It has been claimed by many grammatians that antonymous adjectives
are implicitly comparative, i.e. the form of the positive degree of these adjec-
tives expresses tl:e relations 'more than' and 'less than' (cf. Sapir 1944, Lyons
1968, Bartsch&Velmemann 1972). According to this approach, a sentence like

(6)

(6) John is tall.

should be interpreted as 'John is taller than the average height of man',
because to say that a person is tall is to place him above the point which in
the speaker's evaluation represents tLe average height of man.

A similar interpretation of the positive degree of antonymous adjectives
cian be found in Polish sources us well (see Wierzbicka 1971, Topolinska 1975,
Jurkowski 1976). Wierzbicka, Topoliaska and Jurkowski assume that the
Polish counterparts of the English antonymous adjectives express internal
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comparison too In the syntactic structures including a positive form of such
adjectives, only one term of comparison is externalized; the second, i.e.,
the average is present only in potentia.

We think that in the group of comparative words which denote compari-
son relations and a property, Geis's analysis of before and after time preposi-
tions should also be included (Geis 1970). Geis has argued that before and after
are alternative lexical realizations of ti e subtree underlyir g earlier than and
later than respectively (Geis 1970:237).For Geis, the following two examples
have the same underlying structures:

(7) a. John went home Jboforel Frank did.
loiter

b. John went home at a time which was { earlier
later

than the time at which Frank went home.

To our knowledge, there does not exist in Polish a study in which time pro-
positions are explicitly interpreted as expressing comparison relationships.

4. Comparative words which involve 'bare' comparison relation and the standard
of comparison

4.1. Comparative adjectives in Polish

From the morphological point of view, the adjectives to be discussed in
this section are derived from nouns through suffixation.2 The adjectives of
this typo define the shared property indirectly. In uttering them, the speaker
assumes that the des'gnatum of the noun stem of the adjective suffices to
specify the property unambiguously.

SmOlkowa&Takiel (1977) distinguish seven different suffixes with which
denominal comparative adjectives are formed.

a. Siffix -ski
e.g. oko snajperskie 'sniper eye'

oportunizm tewacki 'leftist extremist opportunism'

b. Suffix -owski
e.g. zygzaki pic,assowskie 'psoudo- picassian zigzags'

fryzura bitlesowska The Beatles hair style'

The Polish oxampler givon in this section are duo to Smolkowa and Tokio'. (1977).
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e. Suffixes -illy, -czy, -niczy
e.g. cyklopie spojrzenie 'cyclopean look'

uchodicza dola 'refugean fate'

d. Suffix -meaty
e.g. tyczkowaty nilodzieniee 'rod-like youngster'

skrzyniotrate loie `trunk-like bed'

e. Suffix -asty
e.g. kleszczaste Nice 'claws-like fingers'

konopiasta czupryna `towy shag'

f. Suffix -aty
e.g. pyzate dzieci 'doughnut faced children'

gqbczata twarz 'spongy face'

g. Suffix -istylysty
e.g. substancje kleiste 'gluey substances'

jedwabiste rzesy 'silken eyelashes'
Gm% elko (1977) additionally mentiones o other adjective- from -noun form-
ing suffixes:

h. Suffi.x. -ow
e.g. kredowa bladoa6 'chalky pale'

alabastrowa cera 'alabaster-like complexion'

i. Suffix -an
e.g. Wane wlosy 'flaxen hair'

siontiane \vim 'strawy moustache'

Considering the link between comparative adjectives and the nouns they
modify, two distinct cases can be distinguished according to Heinz (1957).
Case (1) is illustrated by the following example:

(8) mina nialiska 'uhlan look'

Heinz says about expressions like (8) that the entity denoted by the surface
noun (mina; uuk) is similar to the same entity (mina ulanaluhlan look) denoted
by the designatum of the nominal stein of the adjective (Want:Wan). The
second term of comparison (mina ulana;uhlanlook) does not occur in the surface
structure but is defined by the nominal stem of the adjective.

Case (2) is illustrated by (9):

(9) dziecipyzate 'doughnut faced children'
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According to kleinz, in expressions like (9), the entity denoted by the surface

noun (dziecilchildren) implies an object which is perceived as similar to the
entity denoted by the nominal :4( ill oft he adjective (pyzyldauguleals).

It seems to us that considering the link between comparative adjectives
and the nouns they modify, still :mother case should be distinguished as well.

Consider the following:

(10) slapowate nogi `pillar-like legs'

In expressions like (10), the entity denoted by the surface noun (nogillegs)

is similar to the entity denoted by the nominal stein of the adjective (slupy/

pillars).
Smolkowa&Tekiel (1977) observed that Polish has comparative adjecti-

ves which, from the morphological point of view, are compounds of the type

N+Adj:
(11) welnopodobny 'wool-like'

ezlekoksztaltny 'man-like'

These compounds have the adjectives podobny/similar and ksztaltnyllike

as the second constituent of the compound. Their function is to denote the
comparison relation. The function of the noun stem is to specify the second
term of comparison, i.e. the standard.

4.2. Comparative adverbs in Polish,

According to Grzegorczykowa (1975) and Smolkowa&Tekiel (1977), there are
in Polish comparative adverbs. They fall into two morphological groups:

(1) suffixal adverbs, formed from denominal adjectives with the suffix -o'
e.g. moralitelowo uproszczony 'simplified in the morality play manner:

(2) prefixo-suffixal adverbs, formed with tl.e prepositional prefixespo-and z-,

and the suffixes -u and -a:
e.g. zachowal siq po prostacku 'behave like a boor'

akcentowad z wilefiska 'speak with tile accent characteristic of
Eastern provinces of the Pre-War Poland'

These comparative words inform about the similarity of the subject and the
entity denoted by the nominal stem of the adverb, in respect of thb action
specified by the verb.

Suffixal adverbs are formed from denominal adjectives eliding in -ow-,

- owat -, -sk -, and -ast-:

(12) albumowo wydana monografia 'album edited monograph'
kolnierzowato rozszerzony 'collar-like extended'
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aktorsko podkreAlie tragizm sytuacji 'to emphasize the seriousness
of the situation theatrically'
drzewiasto rozgalgzione 'tree-like remified veins' and directly

from nouns:

(13) szczeniaczo calowaO 'teenage kissing'
wilczo szczerzye zgby 'wolfish grin'

Considering the morphology of the prefixo-suffixal comparathe zuhcrbs,
three subgroups can be distinguished. The first group includes those adverbs
which are formed from denominal adjectives ending in -sk-:

(14) pc) aktorsku 'like an actor'
po dZentelmensku 'like a gentleman'

Group two oncludes adverbs based on adjectives ending in suffixes other than
-sk-. The adverbs of this group are formed with the prepositional prefix po-
and the dative of the adjective:

(15) po cywilnenm 'in a civilian way'
po wiosennemu 'in a spring f. shion'

Finally, group three comprises ad orbs formed with the prepositional prefix
z- and the suffix -a:

(16) z niemiecka 'like a German'
z wiletiska 'like a resident of Eastern provinces of the Pre-War

Poland'

4.3. Comparative verbs in English

Duszak (1978) observed that in English there are verbs which express
a resemblance of behaviour betnecntuo entities. She has in mind such verbs
as to ape, to dog, to tvolfe etc.

(17) a. John aped his mother.
b. Reporters have dogged him for years.
c. He wolfed the entire salad.

The verbs of this class are of the same general pattern 'X acts like Y', where
X stands for the ageat and Y for the designatum of the verb. The verbs of
this semantic class imply an object which fulfills a comparative function,
it is used to show an analogy that exists between it and some other object.

In the above case, the confrontation of the two terms is performed in terms
of behaviour. But such a confrontation can also be performed in terms of
various physical quaiities such as shape, colour, consistency etc. Duszak
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distinguished two classes of verbs expressing resemblance of physical proper-
ties between tyro entities. The first dais is of the genral pattern `X becomes
Bloc Y':

(18) The bridge arched across the river.

The second class is of the pattern 'X make Y become like Z':

(19) John arched the branch.

These two types of verbs point out to the fact that X/Y acquire some features
which make it shnilar to the idea inherent in the designatum of the implied
object.

5. Comparative words which additionally involve 'non comparative' senumtic
elements

The comparative words of this class invol,.,.; various comparison relations,
alongside with other 'non compurativ e' semantic elements. We suggest that
the verb prefer, mentioned by Anderson, qualifies as such a word. It is irre-
lel, ant whether the analysis of prefer into like and more is detailee. enough.
We think that even a more refined semantic decomposition of this , erb would
rev cal the presence of a semantic element representing the re'ation of su-
periority, indicated in Anderson's interpretation by more.

Postal's discussion of the verb remind (Postal 1970), is a Loner instance
of an analysis postulating a combination of a semantic element representing
comparison relation with another non-comparative semantic element. Actually,
Postal does not say that remind relates to comparison at ill, however, he sti-
pulates that similar be an underlying element in the semantic structure
of this verb. In his analysis, remind involves the predicates STRIKE and
SIMILAR. The entire analysis probably cannot be maintained, but the fact
that the N erb remind involves the comparison rela' 'an of similarity is indis-
putable

In her work, Duszak (1978) discusses verbs 1.ike model, caricature, pattern,
paraphrase etc., to which she assignes the general pattern 'X produce Z in
relation to Y'.

(20) a. John caricatured his aunt.
b. She patterned her dress after her sister.
c. He paraphrased her words in his own way.

Duszak does not specify the relation in which Z stands to Y, i.e. the object
produced to the original. It is plausible that the relation here is that of simi-
larity . If so, then a more accurate pattern should be something like 'X pro-
duce Z similar to Y'. If our interpretation of the verbs model, pattern,,parody
and the like is correct, then they should also be subsumed under the class of
comparative words.
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6. Conclusions

The general conslusions that we want to emphasize are as follows:
(1) English and Polish have lexical items which, in various ways, relate to the

process of comparison;
(2) these lexical items are of different surface category;
(3) they reflect only certain aspects of the semantic relational structure under-

lying comparative constructions;
(4) they differ among themselves as to uhich of these aspects they reflect.
We hope to have sufficiently supported (1) and thus provided justification for
undertaking of a detailed crosslinguisti( study of Iwords relating to comparison.
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DEFINITENESS, PRESUPPOSITION, AND ANAPHORICITY IN THERE-
SENTENCES AND ADJECTIVAL PREDICATE CONSTRUCTIONS

.

ZENON JARANOWSKI

University of 1.4d1

In the paper "Definiteness in there-sentences", Language 2, June 1978,
E. Rando and D. J. Napoli suggested, with strong empirical support, that
such terms most typically used to describe restrictions on there-sentences,
as definiteness and indefiniteness be replaced by anaphoricity and non-anapho-

ricity.
To substantiate this suggestion, they tried to generalize the term `non-

-anaphoric' as "the most accurate and syntactically testable" (309). In the
concluding part of. the paper they "would like to suggest that this type of
analysis can be fruitfully applied to many other syntactic phenomena" (311).

In the present paper, my intention is to analyse the reliability of the above
intuitions on the part of the authors when tl.e chosen grammatical corpus
is the adjectival predicate constructions (Rosenbauxn 1967:100-108).

To start with, let us recall that, up to now, the syntactic classification of the
corpus under discussion has been based on either syntactic (e.g. Rosenbaum
1967:100-108) or semantic (e.g. P. Kiparsky and C. Kiparsky 1971, or
Jackendoff 1972) criteria. Putting aside the syntactic criteria for obvious
reasons' the competing semantic criteria in our case will be anaphoricity/non-
anaphoricity, on the one hand, and factivitylnon-factivity as correlated with'
presupposition placement, on the other.

According to Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1971), syntactic differences among
the variants of complementation are correlated with semantic differences.
Most of the syntactic reality in a given sentential sequence can be explained
and determined by such contrasti% e 'Lotions of semantic value as factivelnon-
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factive. In this way, semantic differences between factiv e and non-factive
complement paradigms can be related to their syntactic differences.

The division into factivelnon-facticc is based on the deep-structure level of
linguistic representation. As far as the grammatical comps chosen for the
present analysis is concerned, closest to the factive deeps filature are con-
structions of the type:

(1) a. John is happy about sthl John is happy (about the fact)
John lives in London 1 that he lives in London

b. I am aware of sth I am aware (of the feet) that.
John lives in London John lives in London

and, closest to the non-factive deep structure, might be, e.g.:

(2) a. Sth is likely It is likely that Tom lives
Tom lives in London in London

b. Tom is eager for sth l 'Torn is eager for Tom to live
Tom to live in Londoni in London =.

,Tom is eager to live in London

It should be stressed, though, that the above mentioned controlling func-
tion of factivit3 inon-factit ity is sti ict13 correlated with presupposition. place-
ment. In sentences (1), with factive complement, the speaker first presupposes
that the embedded clause expresses a true proposition, and then makes some
other assertion (tells something else) about it according to the interpretation.
"I presuppose that John lives in London and assert that he is happy about it".
As the presupposition is the first-step judgement on the truth N duo of a given
proposition on the part of the speaker, the only conclusion that may be drawn
is that factiv it depends on presupposition and not on assertion. In contrast
to the factiv a taint, there is no presupposition on the part of the speaker in
non-factiv e clauses (2) in which the speaker first asserts hi the main clause
that the proposition TOM lives in London is likely. In this way, the 'likeliness'
of the proposition blocks tiny preceding presupposition placement, that is
why the non-fictive clauses are semantically simpler.

In contrast to the above interpretation, Jaekendoff's approach (1972) to
the problem show s a variety of distinctions. First, presupposition placement is
determined directly on the surface, and not in the deep structure, though it
remains a pure semantic notion and retains all its semanto syntactic relations
and controlling potentialities w hich are characteristic of the system of Tact'
Second, according to Jackendoff (1972.241), "a well-formed semantic inter-
pretation of a sentence must be divided into Focus and Presupposition. "If so,
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also non-factiN e variants (2), contrary to the theory of Tact', must have their
presuppositions, hence the diN ision into Focal and Inherent Presupposition in
Jackendoff's system the foinier orrespondiug with the non-factive,
presuppositionar ariant of the Tact' theory, and the latter, with its factiN
counterpart..

According to its term, the focal presupposition and its placement are
strictly related with the notion off as and its assignment. "We use the term
focus of a sentence to denote the information in the sentence that is assumed by
the speaker not to be shared by him and the hearer, and presupposition of a
sentence to denote the information that is assumed by the speaker to be shared
by him and the hearer" (Jackendoff 1972 .230). In this sense, our discourse is
natural if successiN e sentences share presuppositions, that is, if the two speakers
agree on what information they have in common. The 'newness' of the inform a
tion denoted by the focus is formally explicated phonologically by a special
stress placenient, and semantically, L3 the obserN ation of a special Rule of Focus
Assignment (Jackendoff 1972.240). "the semantic material associated with
surface structure nodes dominated by F is the Focus of the sentence. To deriNe
the presupposition (focal), substitute appropriate semantic variables for the
focussed material ".

From what the rule says, then, the appropriate semantic '1 ariables are to
be substituted for the Focus to form a focal presupposition, The variable
must be chosen in such a NS 0.3 that "it defines a coke' ent class of possible con
trasts w ith the focus, pieces of information that could equally well ha\ e taken
the place of the focus in a sentence, within bounds limited by the language, the
discourse, and the external situation- (Jackendoff 1972 .243). The condition on
the choice of a giN en variable, then, is that the '1 ariable have the same semantic
form as the focus. To show how it m orks, let us analyse our non-factive, 'non
presuppositional' examples (2 a, b), in the following discourse:

(3) a. A: Where does Toni live now?
B: It is likely that he lives in London
A: Well, it is possible that he does but I'm not quite certain.

b. A: Say, Tom is eager to live in London
13: Oh, no! He is unwilling to live there.

In the aboN examples, the marker F dominates both likely and possible, on
the one hand, and eager and unwilling, on the other. These are contrastive
variables of the same semantic fwm.What is shared by the speaker and hearer in
these sentences then, and what is presupposed as a result, is 'the sameness' of
the semantic form. The information which is not shared by the speaker and
the hearer, the new icss', is represented by the respective, contrastiN e variables
which are correlated with and dominated by the focal part of the utterance.
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It is characteristic of this type that both presupposition placement (`the
sameness' of the semantic foL in) and contrastive variables assignment, take place
within the main clause.

When under a closer examination, the above semantic relations characte-
ristic of the type under discussion shoo specific resemblance to the paradig-
matic relations appearing on the syntactic leN el of linguistic description, at
least when they refer to the principle of substitution:

(4) a. Syntactic form (`the sameness of'):

It is probable
likely
possible
*probably

n

(that he lives in London)

b. Semantic form (1, le sameness of'):
It is improbable

possible
probable
likely
probably

(that he lives in London)

0

semantic (contrastive) variables
If it is presuppositional placement in this type is based on subjective,

substitutional culicupt of the ()Viet:UN e identity of the semnatic form according
to the ' ert dimension v hit h is characteristic of the paradigmatic relations
in syntax:

(5) a. Concept: Pressupposition

the sameness [ +objective]
of semantic
form

b. Semantic variables:
+subjective on

. the part of
n t he speaker

4

`newness'

Focal substitution "within bounds
limited by the language, the discourse, and
the external situation".
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Tu compare now , the inherent presupposition belongs to quite a different
'dimension' in this sense. First, it is not based on the concept but on observation
and reflection un the part of the speaker and must be supplemented by something
new, is not shared by both the speaker and the hearer. The presupposi-
tion being placed on the embedded clause as a rule, the refeimee between the
presupposition and the neu information (assertion) un the ,,ait of the speaker
resembles, contrary to the previous type, ratite' `syntagmatic', 'horizontal'
relations:

(0) Tom is happy (ab. the filet) that he lives in London

}-subjective r+ objective]
-Pntwness' I - fact

To summarize, here is the formalization of the two presuppositions.

(7) a. Focal Presupposition b. Inherent VPresupposition

+SUBSTITUTION
('paradigmat ic')

+CONCEPT

+OBJECTIVE
(semantic form)

'NEWNESS'
+ 'NEWNESS'

(semantic va-
riables)

+OBSERVATION aml
REFLECTION

+LINEAR
('syntagmat ic')
OBJECTIVE

'NEWNESS'

Ow ing to the fact that these tw u presuppositions belong to tw u different
`dimensions' of linguistic realization, the sentences with inherent presupposi
tion (6) are, in fin t, 'twtio presupposition:LI' because the inherent presupposi-
tion, as resulting from OBSERVATION, triggers the focal presupposition auto-
matically . It depends only on the kind of discourse w het her the focal pre-
supposition involves semantic variables, or not:

(8) a. A: Tom is happy that he lives in London
B: Yes, he really is (happy)

b. A: Tom is happy that he lives in London
B: But he is unhappy that he lives there

The referential relation between the two presuppositions gray be general-
ized, as follows:
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(9) II. Focal Presupposition ..--._
CHOICE 2

I
r IMPLICATION i4- Stimulus I
L +CONCEPTUAL

(semantic Form)
I

CHOICE 3
I

r VARIABLES] -- Stimulus 20-1-31ANTic
1

r+SUBJECTIVE1
L+'NEWNESS'

1. --
2.---
n.

(Alain Clause>

Inversely, the type with focal presupposition, as based on CONCEPT, is a
'one-presuppositional' ty pe:

(10) I . Focal Presupposition
CHOICE 1

I

r IMPLICATION] . Stimulus I
L+CONCEIYTUAL

I. Inherent Presupposition
CHOICE 1

I
+OBSERVATION and

L REFLECTION
<Embedded Clause>

4

II. CHOICE 2
r- SEMANTIC VARIABLES
L}-SUBJECTIVE

I

12:: I:1

(Main Cla se) ). <Embedded Clause>

From that has been presented up to not, it is easy to notice the importance
of temporal reference in the classification of the structures under discussion.
Thus in the typo (9), the placement of inherent presupposition precedes the
placement of focal presupposition. Using other words, we might say that the
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placeincAt of inherent presupposition stimulates the placement of focal pre-
supposition which, in turn, stimulates a subjective and optional placement
of the semantic variables. Contrary to this type, in type (10), the placement
of focal presupposition is a primary conceptual stimulus for the Mc olvement of
above mentioned semantic variables on the part of the speakerihearer.

The second v itul obsen ation is the possibility of correlation between factual
orientation and definiteness, on the one hand, and between conceptual implica-
tion and indefiniteness, on the other. We might simply say that factual orienta-
"on entails definiteness 011 the embedded clause whereas conceptual implica-
tion entails indefiniteness on both clauses. Now, it is enough to correlate the
contrast dcfinitejindefinite with the temporal aference of the two types under
discussion to draw the conclusion that the primary placement in the type (9) is
definite, and the secondary placement is i(lnefinite:

(11) II. Focal Presupposition

[IMPLICATION]
-{- CONCEPTUAL

[ VARIAI3LES1
+sEmANTic

DEP EN LT E]

4- I. Inherent Presupposition

[-I-OBSERVATION]
1-DERNITE

It should be observed here that the focal presupposition has a double
temporal reference depending on which 'dimension' is under discussion.
Strittly, if focal plesuppositimi is 'dominated' by inherent presupposition,
it is secondar); if, Itowvter, it 'dominates' semantic variables ('vertical' di-
mension), it becomes prinutr3 awl defines these variables semantically. As a
result, the focal presupptNition, tontrary to the inherent one, is primary
exclusively in type (10):

(12) 1. Fecal Presupposition: 'the sameness' of semantic
form

'IMPLICATION
LI-CONCEPTUAL

[-FDEFIN[TE]
[I. SEMANTIC VARIABLES F <Embedded Clause)

[DEFINITE]

The above tempral and definite;indefinite conditioning stands for a funda-
mental cIsssifitational,prineiple in a number of English structures. Further, a
number of semantic controlling contrasts are strictly correlated with this very
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pthi(iple. As E. Rand() and I). J. Napoli hulieate "there are strong col awe-
tams, and often onl Nlibtie distinct ions among the members of each of the
(Wu contrast ing sets. on t he one hand, topic, t Leme, presupposition, de-
finiteness, anaphorit it , kid! position, and old information, on the other,
comment, rhenie, fot us, indefiniteness, icon-anaplanicit , final position, and
new information" (I 978.308). Although they refer thi.4 obsert at ion to the
corpus of them sent( nccs, «e ia3 rote mut that the same is characteristic
of the corpus anticr dist ussitn Let us anal se, first, the surface-structure
representations of the sequences:

There are tigers in India
It is likely t hat he lives in London

b. It

1[4- DUMMY
-1-THEME
-) -TOPIC
+ DEFINITE
+INITIAL

are tigers in Ind in,

SITI3STITUT IONA!.
1 CONCEPT
1--'VERTICAL'
- 1- CHOICE
DEFINITE]
[4-

FOCUS
+ RHEME
+
4 NON-INITIAL]
[+ NON-ANAPHORIC
+NEW INFORMATION

is likely

+ SUBSTITUTIONAL
+CONCEPT
+ 'VERTICAL'
i- CHOICE

DEFINITE]
[-I-COMMENT
-1-RHEME
+ FOCUS

[ +NON-INITIAL]
[A-NON-ANAPHORIC ]

+NEW INFORMATION
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The antilop, bets% een t hese two st s nett' res being obs ions now, let us ohs,. rs
additionall3 that both of them belong to t he type irl w Hell the placement of
the initial dunini3 arguments has been higgered b3 syntax and not meaning
(see G. Leeeli 1974.185). In case of (13a). aceurding to E. Rand° and D. J.
Napoli (1978.304 "there insertion, 1 411(11 funetiunallj, is a transformation
designed to pros ide a (tumult theme (a topic definite in form (witness the
1/u in ditii ). iu hatuti position al a miaow(' 11 hick would otherwise have
none. The comment is 'nosed out of initial position so that it may be more
strongly emphasized or focussed Upon.- (me also Thmatization in C. Leech
1974.198). Lu the second sequence, (13b), it duplicates the real theme "he
lit es in Lultd011.. as it result of the applied t ion of extraTosit ion transformation,
for the same reason.

What the read( r should obsel s c now is that though the argument l`he Uses
in London- cultists of separate definitt items, ,end though &finite/m.3A bdongs
to the sanue iontrastise set as pri.iappovition does (Randu and Napoli 1978:
308). no presupposition can be placed on it in t3 pe (10). This happens because
it is not the definiteness of the individual duns in the argument (clause) that
deternsin(s presupposition placement iu t3 pe (10) but the indefiniteness of the
mhoh fu.sio of shun resulting froma',finiarily presupposed conceptual implica-
tion of the semantic form on t he part of t lie speaker (in the main clause), and of
his ehon e June oft he optional semantic riables. In this way, the definiteness
edam isolat( d embedded clause has been Indefinitized' and, in a sense, `neutra-
lized' sthick may be confirmed by the neutrality of the 'dummy' initial.
argument 'it'. In this respect , a put era (lethal chess of t he embedded argument
has been hlud.ed, together w ith its synth( tie positional pros erbal orientation.

(1) *That he lives in London is likely

In this sense, both, there- existential structures and the ones represented
here itZ, t3 pc (10), are semantiett113 or it hted by focal presupposition exelusis ely
and, in feet. belong to the same type.

As a result of the abuse argumentation, am important correlation may be
inferred, muscly, that the argument "that he lives in London" corresponds
strictly to Milsark's hypothesis (1974, 1977) referring to there-existential
sentences that in list there-sentences what is predicated as existing is the
entire li61 so that the quantifiers (a, the) on the individual members arc
irrelevant, us it is in (Rand° and Napoli 1978:301):

(15) a. A. What's worth visiting here?
B. There's the park, a very nice restaurant, and the library. That's

all as far as I'm concerned

and, in our example:

(15) b. It is likely that he lives in London
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The above examples explain a defhtitcs are allow ed in list there sentences
(15a) and in embedded arguments (15b), and why the whole list in existential
sentences, on the one hand, and the whole, embedded argument, on the other,
should be classified as indefinite. In existential sentences, the 'newness' is an
optional potential CHOICE of variables within a previously determined se-
mantic FORM of these variables w ithin a gi en list, in the sentences under
discussion, the CHOICE is the focal part of the main clause imposing its
indefiniteness on the w hole embedded clause (argument) regardless of the
definite/indefinite contrast in the halls idual members of this clause, and its
(actual orientation when in isolation. The above mentioned analogy is sufficient
to generalize that the tatrast of definiteess,Indefiiteness is not a clear cut
and reliable classificational des ice when referred to the structures under
compariso (15a, b). What really counts in this classification is that the speaker,
before uttering his message, is left with a double CHOICE. First, he must
determine whether his message will start with the reflection of a real world or,
conversely , w Rh his conceptual CHOICE of semantic FORM. Once he has
chosen the latter kdternatis e, his subsequent step will be the CHOICE of one
of the optional SEMANTIC VARIABLES limited by the previously chosen
semantic FORM.

Now one may easily notice that this double CHOICE is strictly correlated
w it 11 the sequoice of TIME and the notion of 'NEWNESS'. This correlation, as
the present paper confirms at length, many be best exposed by the contrast
iinphoricinon-aktplau is provided that the notion of anaphorieity is used in
its broader sense (Kano 1972). Traditionally, the anapikoriejnon-anaphoric
contrast is correlated with a `forward' (anaphoric) or 'backward' (non- anapho-
rue) linear orientation in a saitteitee of discourse (though, as in the present paper,
it may also operate in a 'downward' and 'upward' dimension). According to

uno (1972), a giv N P (here. argument) is anaphoric when it refers to some-
thig known ur familiar to both speaker and hearer. What will be anaphoric
in this sense in my comps then will be the embedded argument in type (9)
which has been based here up to now on the principle of definiteness and in-
herent presupposition, and w hich is represented by a considerable number of
structures, .such as. Definite Names, Cleft Sentences, Tempral Subordinate
Clauses, Nuurestrictis e Relatives, Aspectuahs, Iteratis es, Prepositional Quan-
tifiers (E. I. Keenan 1971). If the discourse stimulates the placement of both
Mkt -rent and focal prasuppositions (as in (9)), the embedded clause will have
anaphoric (`forward') reference reflecting the information shared by the
speaker and hearer, then the main clause will be marked kataphorieally as
revealing 'newness'. At the same time, the said main clause starts working
anaphorically in a 'downward' direction when exposing the speaker's choice of
semantic FORM, limited to him by the language, the discourse, and the exter-
nal situation. The type with focal presupposition alone, (10), will, naturally,
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take only vertical dimension into account in which the anaphoric ('downward')
choice of semantic form will precede the kataphoric choice of semnatic varia-
bles (`newness').

Here aro the concluding observations resuititg from the present paper:
a. ace ling to the suggestions of the authors of the paper "Definites in

There sentences", their concept of the superiority of the contrast anapho-
ric/non-anaphoric over that of definite/non-de finite has been supported empiric-
ally in this paper when referred to the adjectival predicate constructions,

b. the definite/indefinite contrast does not work as a reliable classifica-
tional instrument in the comps under analysis,

c. a strong inclination is felt by tht author of this paper that the contrast
anaphoric/non-anaphoric in the sense described in this paper be considered as
overlappir g the contrast focal /inherent presupposition and, maybe, topic/-
/comment, and theme/rheme (see G. Leech 1974:198 Thematization).
Owing to its classificational valours, it might, when formalized as, e.g. ANA-
PHORIC CHOICE/NON-ANAPHORIC CHOICE, even eliminate the above
competing contrasts,

d. what is to be additionally stressed is the superiority of Jackendoff's
interpretation of presupposition (`each sentence must have its presupposi-
tion') to the one presented by Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1971) ,owing to the
fact that the former allows much deeper penetration and description of the
semantic reality of the structures under discussion,

e. as a surface - structure classificational contrast, the anaphoric/non-ana-
phoric device may be confirmed as to its reliability by its corresponding deep
structure Functional/Thematic Relations (the term used by Jackendoff
1972 : 29):

(16) a. Tom is happy Tom lives in London

RESULT ,---- SANAPHORIC}
'CAUSE

b. Something is significant Tom loves Mary

I I

LOCATION,- SANAPHonici
1THEAIE f

c. Tom is eager for something Tory, to go to London

SNON- ANAPHORIC} .________,. GOAL
SOURCE
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THE CATEGORIES OF SLAVIC VERBAL ASPECT.
IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR*

NIDHAT RIDJANOVIO

Unirersity of Sarajevo

1.0 The aspectual categories of perfective and imperfective have always
been considered typical of Slavic languages, while their value in the grammars
of otl.er languages has been aught rather marginal. A number of authors
have found that analcgous categories may be used in formulating a few gram-
matical rules in scme Cc 'manic languages, including English, but their signi-
ficance in those languages has been juiged as quite minor compared to Slavic
languages. This is so these authors claim because the difference between
the two aspectual categories is morphologically marked in Slavic languages,.
but not, as a rule, in Germanic languages. My main point is that, in spite of
the lack of ove.t markers (the lack is indeed not total), the perfective-imper-
fective dichotomy plays a very important role in English grammar: firstly,
many regularities in that groin mar tLat have up to now been completely missed
can be stated by means of these two categories, and, secondly, some regular-
ities that have previously been observed but have been rather awkwardly
formulated and without st.fficieni generality can now be set up succintly
and rigidly, in the manner of full-fledged grammatical rules.

1.1 The results of my work on verbal aspect have appeared in three
publications (Ridjanovid 1972, 1973, and 1976), the most comprehensive being
the hock A synchronic study of verbal aspect in English and Serbo-Croatian,
which contains the material of my doctoral dissertation submitted to the
Department of Linguistics of the University of Michigan in 1960. Most of
what will be said here is to be found in these publications. The present paper

* A somewhat different version of this paper was presented to tho 14th International
Conference on Polish English Contrastive Linguistics (Boszkowo, 7 10 December, 1977).
The revisions made in the present 'torsion are based un critical observations of Conference
participants and, in particular, of my opponent dr. Jan Rusiocki, to whom I owe spacial
gratitude for valuable comments.
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is a report on those results of my work that have special relevance for English
grammar, supplemented with some new insights into the place and function of
aspect in English and in grammar in general.

2.0 Before presenting the rules in which the two Slavic categories of
verbal aspect can be used in the description of English, I would like to sketch
out the main points of my reanalysis of aspect as a general grammatical
category.

2.1 Of the various extant views of aspect, I have adopted as the basis
for my own analysis the one proposed by Hockett in A course in modern
linguistics in the following sentence: "Aspects have to do, not with the location
of an event in time, but with its temporal distribution or contour". (Hockett
1958.237). Another possible qualification of this view of aspect would be to
say that while tense accounts for the grammatical phenomena deriving from the
relative time of the action or state expressed by a verb (that is relative to tha
moment of utterance or mental conception), aspect accounts for the phenomena
stemming from the absolute time of the action or state of the verb, from its
inherent temporal features that represent its "temporal contour", which
does not change with a change of tense and which is present in both the finite
and the non-finite manifestations of the verb, in fact most characteristically
in the most neutral form, the infinitive. I would like to point out that the
notion of temporal contour has been especially procitable in my work.

2.2 Although verbal aspect is usually attributed to verbs in isolation,
especially in Slavic languages where a large majority of verbs carry built-in
morphological markers of aspect, we will consider as aspectual all those
grammatical phenomena that derive from the temporal contour of the pre-
dicate phrase. This means that although the verb generally occupies the central
place in the determination of aspect due to its central position in the predicate
phrase, it is also possible for adjectives and nouns to be aspectually marked
in a grammatically significant way. For example, the English progressive
(which, in my % iew, is only one manifestation of a more comprehensive aspec-
tual category corresponding to the traditional imperfective aspect) is equally
acceptable in all of the following sentences:

(1) He is joking.
(2) He is being funny.
(3) He is being a nuisance.

2.3 In order to establish relevant aspectual categories, I concentrated
mostly on the syntactic constraints traceable to asp ectual features of pre-
dicate phrases. Thus, I eaablished an opposition of two aspectual categories
in Engl.sh corresponding to the Slavic imperfective-perfective opposition
not by studying the meaning of isolated verbs forming such an opposition
(I regard m'nor distinctions in the meaning of verbs, au:4i as those introduced
by prefixes in Slavic languages and particles in English, as properly belonging
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to the study of the phenomena traditionally known by the Lerman term
aktionsart), but on the basis of the following difference in syntactic behaviour of
verbs and VP's in English and Serbo-Croatian:

(4E) While he was coming here,
he met a friend.

(5E) *While he came here,
he met a friend.

(4SC) Dok je dolazio ovamo,
sreo je jednog prijatelja.

(5S0) *Dok je ciao.° ovamo,
sreo je jednog prijatelja.

There are, in fact, a large number of syntactic contexts to which the two aspec-
tual categories 'react' differently; the difference slows either as a difference
in grammaticality (as illustrated by (4) and (5) above) or as a meaning dif-
ference, as in:

(GE) You must know her. (6SC) Morate je poznavati.
(7E) You must meet her. (7SC) Morate se upoznati s njom.

The main verb in (6) is imperfective and the modal meaning of the sentence
(in both langiages) is "logical necessity". The perfective in (7), however,
rules out this meaning and assigns to the sentence the modal meaning of
"obligation". Another difference Lel um (6) and (7) is reflected in the time
reference of the main verb: tl.e imi ericctive ',nib of (6) refers to prestnt time,
the perfective of (7) to a future point of time.

2.4 The points of the foregoing paragraph were brought up only as an
illustration of how syntactic criteria can be used in setting up aspectual
categories in a more rigid and, therefore, I think, more satisfactory way than
can be done by studying semantic differences between individual verbs.
Other grammatical rules of English making use of the 'imperfective' and 'per-
fective' aspects will be set out in sections 5.1.1 and those following it.

3.0 My notion of syntax, especially as regards syntactic categories which
are not overtly marked, owes much to Benjamin L. Whorf and his idea of
covert categories set out in his article "Grammatical Categories" (Whorf
1956:87-101). The central heuristic device that Whorf introduces is the
device of reactance used to designate grammatical manifestations of covert
grammatical categories. Whorf's own example is the English intransitive
whose 'reactance' is the lack of the passive participle and of the passive and
causative voices. Thus, Whorf's reactance is, in fact, the precursor of "trans-
formational potential" used by tmnsformationalists in the establishment of
deep structure (i.e. covert) grammatical categories. I have elaborated on this
device by assigning to the notion of reactance any of the following grammatical
manifestations: the possibility or imposibility of fitting a category into a
specified structure (which I have called positive and negative reactance respect-
ively), and meaning differences between the categories being contrasted in
specified syntactic frames (which I call semantic differential reactance). Thus,
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I say that imperfective and perfective are categories of English grammar
because they 'react' grammatically to the structures of sentences (1)/(5) and
(6)/(7) in paragraph 2.3 above: imperfective shows positive reactance to the
structure (4)1(5), perfective shows negative reactance to the same structure,
and, togetl.er, they show semantic differential reactance to tl.e structure of
(6)/(7). This "reactance theory", in my opinion, can account for what has
been hailed as a major contribution of transformational theory, leaving the
astetisk * (the typographic mark of negative reactance in my terminology)
as, perhaps, its most important claim to fame.

4.0 Here now is the diagram of aspectual categories and subcategories
which I have found it necessary to posit in both English and Serbo-Croatian
to account for the reactance of aspectual nature that I have examined:

NON-TOTIVE

STATIVE

Permanent Non-permanent

CURSIVE

Generic
Stative Stative Cursive

TOTIVE/\
DURATIVE PUNCTUAL/\

Specific Extensive Terminative
Cursive

4.1 Non-totive and totite correspond to traditional imperfective and perfect-
ive aspects respectively. The older terms nere found inadequate because they
imply that 'perfective' verbs designate the completion of the action expressed
by the corresponding 'imperfective', which, apart from being based on an
idea of aspect inconsistent with my own, is hardly true of a large number of
aspectual pairs, such as vidjeti vidjati (*see' 'see occasionally'). I find
that the signaling of the completion or the verbal action, in Slavic languages
usually by means of a prefix, is more in the nature of an aktionsart. I have,
in fact, kept the term 'perfective' for an aktionsart occurring with two sub-
aspects of the totive aspect (see Ridjanovia 1976: 107-111 and diagram on
p. 112). The term totive has been adopted because it represents best what
I find to be the common aspectual denominator of all traditional 'imperfective'
verbs. the indivisibility or totality of the temporal dimension or contour
associated with them, even if the verb implies duration of some time, as with
totive durath es (see section 4.5). The applicability of the two major aspectual
categories in English grammar, illustrated in section 2.4, will be presented
more fully in sections below, after a brief account of the other categories
figuring in the above scheme.

4.2 The aspectual difference between the two subdivisions of non-totive
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aspect, the ones I have called dative and cursive, is reflected in the following
examples:

Stative
(8E) *While the room measured

3 by 4 metres, the picture
fell from the wall.

(8SC) *Dok je soba mjerila 3 x 4
metra, slika je pala sa
zida.

Cursive
(9E) While we were measuring

the room, the picture
fell from the wall.

(9SC) Dok smo mjerili sobu,
slika je pala sa zida.

(10E) What ai.e you doing?
*I know English.

(10SC) 8ta radigq
*Znam engleski.

(11E) `What are you doing?
I am learning English.

(11SC) Sta radig?
Tnim engleski.

These examples flow that the temporal contour of statives is totally devoid of
any progression or development of either tLe state denoted by the verb or the
time occupied by it hence we cannot use any segment of it for a temporal
reference of any kind (since, in fact, there are no segments), as illustrated by
(8), nor can a stative co-occur with a grammatical category showing pro-
gression in time of whatever is expressed by the verb, such as the English
progressive and the Serbo-Croatian pravi prezent ('real present tense'), as
shown by the examples of (l0). None of these restrictions apply to cursive
verbs, as evidenced by the corresponding sentences in the right-hand column.

4.3 While the two sub-categories of stative aspect share the syntactic
reactance set out in the foregoix.g paragraph, they have differences of their
own based on the following reactances:

Permanent
Stative

(12E) *The following day the
highway began to join
Belgrade and Ni5.

(12SC) *Sutradan je autc..spu t
po6eo da spaja
Beograd i Niii.

Non-Permanent
Stative

(13E) The following day he
began to hate her.

(13SC) Sutradan ju je paw
mrziti (or: zamrzio
ju je).

(14E) *He stood up and resembled
his father.

(14SC) *Ustao je i sli5io na
svog oca.

(15E) He stood up and felt
emberra ssed .

(15SC) Ustao je i osje6ao se
. zbunjeno.
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I have given here only two reactances: one, illustrated by the examples of
(12) and (13), showing that a permanent stative cannot, and non-permanent
stative can ,be used in structures designated to cons cy the idea of v, momentary
inception of state 1, the other, illustrated by (14) and (15), showing that a
permanent stative cannot, and a non-permanent static e can, be conjoined to a
preceding totive VP, if the tenses of the conjc d verbs are the same.

4.4 The cursive verbs and/or verb phrases can be subdivided into generic
and specific cursives on the basis of the following reactance:

(16E) While they travelled, she
thought he was ideal for her.

(16SC) Dok su putovali, mislila je da
je on idealan za nju.

(17E) *While they were travelling to
Turkey, she thought he was
ideal for her.

(17SC) *Dok su 1 utovali u Tursku,
mislila je do je on idealan
za nju.

Thus, generic cursives typically verbs and VP's denoting habiatual actions
can be used in an adverbial time clause setting the temporal frame for a

co-extensive non-permanent stative, while specific cursives verbs and VP's
indicating single events of some duration cannot be so used.

4.5 The totive aspectual category can be divided into two major sub-
categories, one consisting of totives which not only can, but must involve
duration of some time, i.e. duration longer than a point of time, the other
subcategory being the punctual aspect of verbs whose actions are conceived of
as taking place at a (mathematical) point of time. Thus, durative totives
can be modified by time adverbials denoting periods of time, while punctual
totives cannot be so modified:

Durative Totive
(18E) He cat (for) about

ten minutes.
(18SC) Pcsjeo Jo desetak

minuta.

Punctual Totive
(19E) *He fell down (for)

about ten minutes.
(19SC) *Pao je desetak minuta.

(20E) She ate it all up in
ten minutes.

(20SC) Pojela je svo za deset
minuta.

(21E) *She coughed in ten
ten minutes.

(21SC) *Naka6ljala so za deset
minuta.

1 This ie also manifested in tho incapacity of Sorbo.Croatian permanent statives, as
contrasted with the capacity of Sorbo Croatian non-pormanont stattves, to form %%hat I
have called the inceptive aktionsart indicating the beginning of a state or action. fre-
quently formed with tho prefix za , o.g. mrziei zamrziti, but etajati ('to cost') *zostaja-
ti. tniriactii zainitislati, but li6iti *zasli6iti.
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4.6 It is also possible to subdivide the durative totive category into two
subcategories on the basis of the fact that we ca..not reverse tl.e adverbials of
(18) and (20) and still have grammatical sentences. This is because tie te-

poral contour of verbs like eat up and pojesli implies, in addition to duration,
a terminating point, absent in verbs laic sit for some time axed posjesli. I have
called the subaspect of the fr- mer group of verbs terminative, that of the
latter group extensive.

5.0 Having thus outlined the scheme of aspeetual categories that I find'
need to be posited in grammar as a result of contrastive inv estigation
in relation to Serbo-Croatian, I will now take up each category, or rather
each pair of binary categories, to show, how, they can be used in formulating,
simpler and more general rules relating to some sectivus of English grammar,,
than has so far been possible.

5.1.0. First, la us see what use we can make of the most general aspectual
dichotomy of non- totive versus totive in tl.e interpretation of the meaning of
English sentences with modal verbs. Before discussing the details of the
co-occurrence of these aspectual categories with individual modal verbs,
I should point out that the non-totive aspect in English is a more compre-
hensive category, which can be manifested by tl.e component of durativeness.
contained in the meaning of the verb itself (as in know), by the progressive
and the perfect occurring with any verb, and by a feature which I have
marked (-F repetitive) and whit."' on be signaled either by a frequency
adverbial in the same sentence or by general context. In connection with the
last feature, I should point out that I have not been Ovule to establish 'itera-
tive' as an independent aspectual category, but only as an aktionsart of
cursive subaspect of non-totive.

5.1.1 A general effect of totive aspect co-occurring with verbs preceded
by modal auxiliaries is to decrease the number of possible interpretations of
the modal. This is partly due to the fact that totive verbs co- occurring with .

modals tend to have only future time reference, which au,omatieally rules
out some possible interpretations of individual modal verbs.

5.1.2 This effect is seen at work in the first modal that we shall look
at, the modal must:

(22) He must drink.
(23) He must drink a glass of milk.

The aspect of the main verb in (22) is non-totive, in (23) it is totive. As a
result of the aspeetual difference, the modal in (22) may mean either 'obliga-
tion' or 'lcgiutl novaTity', while the same modal in (23) can only mean 'ob-
ligation'.

5.1.3 Somewhat similar reactance to the two major aspects is found in
the VP's combined with the negative form of can:
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(24) She can't read Chinese writing.
(25) She can't read the whole book.

In addition to the meaning of 'ability' or 'permission' (which are more pre-
,cisely called in the negative 'lack of ability or permission') shared by both
,sentences, sentence (24) with non-totive aspect may also have the meaning of
'logical necessity', which, when can is negated, is also labeled 'inadmissibility of
supposition'. This last meaning is rendered in Serbo-Croatian as NP mora
da ne. . and is easier to grasp if we expand (24) with something like "...or else
she would have helped me read my Chinese letter".

5.1.4 We will now use could in a pair of sentences different with regard to
the non-totive : : totive opposition in the VP:

(26) They could save 1,000 dinars a month.
(27) They could save her from bankrupcy.

While the conditional meaning of could, paraphrasable as would be able to
and usable both as a 'pure' conditional and as the 'soft' version of can, is
present in both (26) and (27), could in (26) can also be interpreted as the
simple past tense of can, i.e. it can mean were able to, which the could of (27)
cannot. If we want to put (27) in the past, we can make it only into contrary-
-to-fact past, formed by means of the structure could + perfect infinitive.
This usually creates learning problems for Serbo-Croatian speaking, and pre-
sumably also Polish speaking, learners of English, beeituse Serbo-Croatian
and Polish lack correspondents of the English perfect infinitive, though the
totive verb associated with mcdi and moc (can) also denotes only contrary-to-
-fact past. The simple pedagogical rule would now be:

To translate tho past tonso of Sorbo - Croatian moa and Polish moc, uso could + per-
fect infinitive if the main sorb is totivo ,othorwiso uso presont infinitive after could
for factual past and perfect Mfmitivo for contrary.to fact past.

5.1.5 The only difference. which the totiveness feature brings to VP's
used with may and inigha is to limit the time reference of the 'probability'
meaning of these modals to future time; compare the following sentences:

(28) He may know that.
(29) He may find out about that.

The same is true of can and could used with the meaning of 'probability'.
5.1.6 Will exi ress:ng tl.e speaker's supposition about a present state of

affairs is compatible only with non-totive verbs, as shown by the difference
between tl.e following two sentences:

(30) You will know my brother.
(31) You will meet my brother.
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5 '_.7 I will now present in tabular form those characteristics of English
modals which are conditioned by the aspect totive or non-totive of the
verb or verb phrase with which they associate.

l

Modal
Auxiliary

Features of moaning of tho associated VP
shared by totive and non-
-totivo VP's

specific to non-totive

MUST obligation logical necessity
CAN'T lack of ability

or permission
inadmissibility
of supposition

COULD 'would be able to' 'was/wore ablo to'
WILL futurity, volition, dotormina-

tiozi, etc.
supposition about a present
situation

MAY-MIGHT
CANCOULD

permission and
future possibility

prosont possibility

(Note. Only the shared meanings of may might and can -could aro considered. The 'ability'
moaning of ,,an-could is not sonsitivo to change of aspect.)

5.1.8 The pedagogical implications of the foregoing considerations about
the meaning of English modal verbs in relation to the two basic aspects
found in Slavic languages as (generally) morphologically distinct pairs should
now be easily seen. Slavic learners of English can use a readily recognizable
grammatical distinction in their native language for easier mastery of some
fairly complex grammatical phenomena in the English language. Naturally,
the pedagogues still need to work out the details of the methodological plan
for mastering these phenomena.

6.0 Another area of English grammar which can be significantly improved
upon and simplified by means of my scheme of aspectual categories is the use of
tenses in English. These would include the be + -ing forms, which I treat as
one possible overt manifestation of the more fundamental category of non-
-totive aspect.- The same applies to perfect tenses. In fact, since the English
progressive I am writing it means 'I am engaged in the process of writing it'
and the perfect I have written it means It have the property of having written
it', they are both so obviously non-totive that there is no need to argue this
point.

6.1 Before discussing the details of a new approach to the use of tenses
in English, I need to ask you to take another look at my aspect based classific-
ation of English verbs in section 4.0 (which, incidentally, I believe to be
valid in a great number of languages) to observe that it quite clearly embodies
something in the nature of a dine (in Halliday's or she systemic sense of tl.e
term): the left-most category of permanent stativcs is made up of verbs such
as pertain, consist, belong, which, regardless of grammatical context in which
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they are used, imply considerable duration of what they stand for. In fact,
their duration is unlimited in the sense that it is often co-extensive with the
very existence of the subject of which they predicate something. As we go
from one category to the next from left to right in the diagram on page 86,
the intrinsic duration of whateNcr tl.e ells signify bcccmcs more and more
limited until we come to tl.e rightmost cattgory of punctual verbs, which
are conceived of as taking place at a point of time, i.e. whose duration, psycho-
logically speaking, is zero.

6.2 Let us first look at the be + -ing forms. Since the primary semantic
function of the progressiN e is to denote rclathe duration of what is meant
by the verb, there is an intercstirg relationship between tl.e as' eets and sub-
aspects as I km e posited then and tl.e use of tl.e English prcgressive: the
more limited the intrinsic (or 'Ic.xiear) duration} of a N euL bccomcs as happens
w hen we move from left to right in our diagram the more likely it becomes
that the N cub will combine with tl.e prcgressiN c form for expression of relative
duration. Only toth c e founts, beir.g durath e itarlsically, do not share
this tendency. I will take up individual aspectual categories to examine
implication of this gencral relationship for the use of the prcgressive with
each time.

6.3 Permanent statiN es denote, as their name snggests, permanent states of
limited duration and therefore never combine with tl.e prcgre.sive2. The
establishment of this aspectual category helps us make more precise the well-
-known but usually rather loosely formulated rule that 'certain' verbs, which
denote various states, are not used with the prcgressive. We can say that of
the two categories of statives, permanent statiN es are never used with the
progressive, Ns hile non-permanent statives may be so used. Verbs which
belong in the permanent stative category denote a property of the subject
or its relation to another entity, e.g. pertain, contain, belong, deserve, strike
someone as, relate, surround (the last two only with inanimate subjects). Pre-
dicates of permanent static e aspect also include most surface structure ad-
jectives, such as tall, deep, expensive, fats, and tLe overwhelming majority of
surface structure nouns. As to the use of the progressive form, the simple

1 In this sentence 'never' moans 'never except in really outlandish styles of fanta-
sy-writing or ultra mudorn puotry'. In such styles almust anything goes, and the study of
such v. ramp shuuld bo undertaken, in my opinion, only after the grammar of more
dov.n- to- oartli styles is fully understood. In any case, a contrastively based study it;
hardly a place to discuss points of 'outlandish' grammar.

* The permanent state label should not bo taken literally. Ae most othor grammatical
labels, this ono also fits only tlio 'typical' membure of tlio category, its so called 'prime
analogues'. Thus fat, although not a 'permanent' state of individual Hs ing beings, is
aspectolilly a permanent statue because, among other things, it cannot co occur with
the progressive form, as funny can, for example.
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new rule would be:

Never use a progressive form with a permanent stative.

6.4 Non-permanent statives are typically made up of verbs indicating:
(1) a mental state: know, understand, believe, remember, realize, sup pose; (2) an
emotional state: like, love, admire, care, appreciate; (3) passive perception:
smell, taste, feel. Non-permanent statives, normally used, do not combine
with the progressive. However, they are different from the perm.nent statives
in that it is not impossible for them to co-occur with the progressive. This
may happen if the speaker wants to suggest that the state or condition indicated
by a verb is not completely static, that some development of the state or
condition is implied. Usually, it is the intensity of the (emotional or mental)
state that is considered. Someone m ho did not like England at first but began
to like it later might, at one point of her or his stay there, say: I am liking
England more and more. This seems to be more likely to happen with verbs
indicating emotional states than with the other two subgroups of non-perma-
nent statives. But generally speaking, it is possible to use a non-permanent
stative in the progressiv e form whenever the idea of development is compatible
with the meaning of the verb.

6.5 Generic cursive predicates typically denote habitual actions and their
verbs are therefore most fittingly used with simple tenses. However, contrary
to rules usually found in school grammars, thew verbs can be, and indeed
quite often aro, used with tl.e progressive. This happens especially when the
verb is modified by a limiting time adverbial such as at/during that time,
theselthose days, etc., or if it serves as a time frame for a punctual verb:

(33) Those days she was watching TV every night.
(34) He was working in a motor factory at that time.
(35) Tom was playing in a jazz -band when ho bought that trumpet.

Often, a generic cursive is used w ith the progressive without a limiting time
adverbial in the same sentence. Then it serves to emphasize progression of
the (habitual) action rather than to state the mere fact of its having taken
place. The progressive is also used for stylistic reasons, mostly for vividness of
presentation. However, since Slavic languages require the use of 'imperfective'
verbs with habitual actions, learn rs with a Slavic language background who
wrongly identify their imperfectiv e aspect w ith the English progressive tend
to ON cruse the progressiv e, extending it to almost all cases of habitual actions.
They should be warned that, although it is sometimes possible to use the
progressive in such cases, it is definitely thu usual form to be used with a
majority of habitual action verbs.

6.0 As specific cursh e is the aspect of a predicate phrase indicating longer-
-than-a-point single event, the progressive is the usual form with which this
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aspect is realized:

(36) He was working in his garage that day.
(37) She was sewing all day yesterday.
(38) He was playing the trumpet when I came in.

However, the progressive is not the obligatory marker of each occurrence of
specific cursive aspect. In sentences like (36) and (37) the simple tense would
be just as acceptable; indeed the use of the progressive iii such sentences
may add an emotional note, auch as irritation of the speaker at what is being
said. This is another fact that is often misrepresented in school grammars,
which usually make it appear as though the prcgressive is obligatory with
verbs modified by an adverbial specifying that an entire period of time was
occupied by the action of the verb. In fact, the use of such adverbials,makes
the progressive, as an extra signal of duration, somewhat redundant. The
case of (38), however, is different: here the progressive is obligatory. This
happens every time a single event serves as the time-frame for another point-
like event, or, more generally, whenever one of the time points filled by a

"single event of some duration coincides with auother point specified somehow in
the sentence, the immediate discourse, or tl.e general context. This provides
us also with a very useful obligatory rule for tLe use of the present progressive:
this form must be used for single events going on at the moment of utterance,
since one of the time points occupied by the event must coincide with the
moment of utterance.

6.7 The subdivision of totive aspect into durative and punctual has im-
portant consequences for the use of the English progressive. The durative
subaspect may not be used with tl.e progressive to denote an on-going action,
whether past or present, whereas tLe punctual is frequently used with that
function. In fact, only those totive durative VP's which I haye called ex-
tensive (see section 4.6) can at all be used with the prcgressive; the meaning is,
then, that of 'immediate future':

(39) She is stainyg here for two days.

That terminative verbs cannot be used with the progressive is shown by:

(40) *He is building his house in two weeks.

Punctual verbs, however, are freely and frequently used with the progressive:

(41) He is reaching the top.
. (42) I am beginning to learn English.

(43) A rock is falling down.
(94) We are leaving tomorrow.
(45) He is knocking on the door.
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These examples show that a variety of meanings can be conveyed by different
punctual verbs used with the progressive. Since a punctual verb indicates
an event conceived of as taking place at a point of time and since a point
cannot 'last', the progressive form used with a punctual verb never really
means duration of the event itself. Rather, it refers to one of the following:

1. Attendant circumstances prior to, and/or after, the point-event, inclu-
ding the event itself, as in (41) and (42).

2. The temporary event which leads to the point event indicated by the
punctual verb, with both events being of the same basic nature (to be falling
down and to fall down are of the same nature, but to be reaching the top could
mean merely climbing towards) it as in (43),

3. A series of point-events in close temporal proximity, as in (45).
4. A future event. This meaning is not restricted to punctuals).
Which meaning will be conveyed depends on: (a) the lexical meaning

of the verb, and (b) the other elements in tl.e VP and sometimes in the sen-
tence or even a broader context. An isolated sentence may be ambiguous as
to two or more of these meanings. Thus, for example:

(46) He is breaking the box now

is ambiguous as to meanings (1), (2), and possibly (3);

(47) She is hitting him

is ambiguous as to meanings (2) and (3), and every punctual verb with am
element of voluntary action in it may, in the progressive form, also have
blended in it the meaning of a 'planned future event', unless it is deliberately
excluded by context.

7.0 A nu:nber of important points in the use of the English perfect tenses
can be clarified and made more specific by means of the now system of aspect-
ual categories proposed here, as I will try to show now. ..

7.1.0 Starting again from the left-most category of permanent statives
we discover that tl.e perfect very' rarely co-occurs with this category. The
reason is not difficult to find: the perfect inevitably limits the time reference,.
in one way or another, of the verb with which it is used: since permanent
statives typically denote permanent states, it is to be expected that they will
be cresistent' to a form whose basic function clashes with the notion of perma-
nence. Thus, the sentence:

(48) This rock has weighed a hundred pounds
strikes uk. as illogical and for that reason also perhaps ungrammatical.

7.1.1 It seems that there are only two ways in which permanent statives
can be used with the perfect. One is in a sentence with the illocutionary force
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of indirect statement' such as:

(49) Until now this problem has pertained to grammar

taken as an abridgement to something like "You have been saying that this
problem pertains to grammar" with the understatement "... and you will
probably, as usual, change your mind now". The other possible use of per-
manent statives with the perfect is in combination with the past tense resul-
ting from a past simple such as the follcwir g:

(50) The Louse measured 100 by 75 feet.

The understanding is tiat tLe Louse no longer exists, i.e. that the permanent
stative measure is coextensive with the time of tLe existence of the subject
to which it serves as predicate. In indirect speech (50) becomes:

(51) She said that the house had measured 100 by 75 feet.

Another use of perfect with this aspect is found in combination with the word
always:

(52) He has always resembled his father,

especially if this is said in response to a claim like "He now seems to resemble
his father more than his mother."

8.0 In addition to the foregoing reactances which permeate whole sections
of English grammar, tLe new aspectual categories are manifested in a host
of otl.er individual reactances or selectional constraints which, tlovgh indi-
vidual, are not less significant from the point of view of English grammar
taken as a whole. It is to some of these individual reactances that I will now
turn.

8.1. I will first demonstrate a rule of great pedagcgical value which I find
to be a very convincing example of the indispensability of settii g up in English
grammar the two aspects corresponding to. the Slavic 'imperfective' and
`perfective'. Namely, no grammar of English has yet been able to account
systematically for the fact that we can say:

(53) I wish you knew my brother

but not

(54) *I wish you met my brother,

This is one of the illocutionary acts that I have added to Austin's list on page 98
of his book cited in the bibliography. The illocutic .iry force of "indirect statement"
would attach to (nary sentence whose contents are claimed to be true by a person other
than the speaker himself, but without explicit information about the claim (which is
therefore diffelent from closer to surface phenomena of the traditional distinction bet-
ween direct and indirect speech).
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which idea must be expressed by:

(5) I wish you would meet my brother.'

Now, the simple rule is:
After wish expressing present desire use past tense of tht., verb in the com-

plement clause if the verb is non-totive and would + verb stem if it is totive.
8.2.0 A set of reactances of the non-totive/totive dichotomy is related to

what structuralists called concatinative verbs, i.e. verbs which, though not
modal, are followed by the infinitive (with or without to) of another verb
which completes their meaning. They have traditionally been included in the
class of verbs of 'incomplete predication'.,

8.2.1 First, let us look at the verbs begin and stop (the latter in the sense
of cease). It is a long established fact of Slavic grammar that Slavic verbs
corresponding to these two verbs cannot be concatinated with 'perfective'
verbs. This is true of English too, as can be seen from the following positive/
/negative reacatnce:

(56) He began to live/stopped living in China.

(57) *He began to stay/stopped staying in China for 3 weeks.

In the latter example I have deliberately chosen what I have called a totive
durative verb phrase (cf. 4.5) which, unlike a totive punctual, obligatorily
involves duration of a period of time that we might logically suppose to have
a beginning and an end. However, here, as in so many other cases, logic and
grammar do not go hand in hand: the temporal contour to totives
is perfectly 'solid' so that no section of it including. its initial and final
points can be used for any grammatical reference.

8.2.2 The following three reactances with concatinatives involve expre-
ssions frequently used in spoken English; the ensuing rules are therefore
important even on a fairly elementary level of English grammar.

(58) He seems to know the answer.
(59) ,*He seems to learn the answer.
(60) He has yet to learn the answer.
(61) *He has yet to know the answer.

It is a curious fact that, although Many grammarians have established aspectual
categories corresponding to totivo and non totivo, they have not shown what part those
categories play in tho structure of English sentences. Curme, for instance, divides English
verbs on the basis of aspect into four categories (Currne 1931:373), two of which cor-
respond to the traditional aspoctual dichotomy between imperfective and perfective.
In another section of his Syntax (1931: 402 3) ho talks about the subjunctive used after
wish, but doos not relate it to his aspects. With him, as with most other scholarly tradi-
tionalists, aspects soom to bo purely logical categories with little direct relevance to.
syntatio wollformedness.

7 Papers and Studies
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(62) She would/might like to see the old church.
(63) *She likes to see the old church.

These examples show that seem will be linked only to a verb of non- totive
aspect and have yet to to one of totive aspect, while like will take a totive verb
as its complement only if preceded by a modal.

. 9.0 What are the deeper grammatical roots of these and similar constraints
is not quite clear to me at this moment. Certain constraints of an aspectual
nature on verb phrase conjoining (of. Ridjanovie 1976: 60-62) seem to be
related to the constraints involving concatinatives, although I have not been
able to set up a more general rule that would unite the two types of con-
straints. These matters need to be clarified by further research. Besides, the.
aspectual categories that I have posited are relatable also to the category of
transitivity in verbs, the number and the mass/count dichotomies in nouns,
and to some Other grammatical phenomena that, at first blush, seem quite,
unlikely to have anything to do with aspect. They open up new areas of re-
search, which, if undertaken on an abmitious scale, would, in may opinion,
bring about major advances in the description of English.
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COMPLEMENTATION IN MOD GREEK AND ENGLISH

A. KAKOURIOTIS

The Graduate School of Political Sciences, Panteios

1. The complementizers

Modern Greek complement clauses no doubt deserve a whole thesis. The
present article will therefore be rather sketchy since it constitutes only a part
of a whole thesis. We shall be dealing with the following complementiiers:
(a) na, which is also a Mood marker; (b) otti (pos) which corresponds to the English
complementizer `that'; (e) pu, 'that' used mainly with Emotive Faotive
predicates (see sections on "Factives" and particularly on "Assertives"
where all predicates are classified according to their syntactic and semantic
properties).

1.1 Some Facts

Modern Greek has lost its infinitive construction, which English still retains;
it has never had gerundive forms like the English -ing; so, we shall mainly deal
with what Ghomsky (1973) has called 'tensed sentences'.' Since person is
morphologically copied onto the endings of the verb, it is hardly plausible
to talk of Equi-NP deletion, that is, there is no reason to postulate an NP
subject since NP'subjects are optional, as I have shown. in Kakouriotis (1978).
Thus the English sentence: 'I want to come' is translated into Modern Greek
as Belo na erOo, where both the matrix and the complement verb show with
their identical endings -o that they both have as their subject the 1st person
sign personal pronoun eyo 'I'.

1 The only exception being the non-finite adverbial participle when used as a com-
plement of some "emotive" predicates. In such oases the complement-participle is nor-
mally a verb of perception, knowing, learning:

xarika vlepondas se
I was glad 'seeing-you
I was glad to see you
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On the other hand, in in the scae of a complement clause with a non split
subject, such as the English

(1) a I want you to come
its Greek equivaleAt will be

(1) b eels na erDis

where the difference of verb endings between matrix and complement verbs
shows that we have different subjects: 1st person in the matrix and 2nd
(here singular) in the complement. na is the Modern Greek complementizer
corresponding to the English `to'; it is hero followed by what traditional
grammars call the Subjective Mood. Whether there is a Subjunctive in Modern
Greek is, however, debatable. As A. Martinet has pointed out "We could
not speak of a subjunctive in a language which does not possess subjunctive
forms that are distinct from those of the indicative such as le sache' and
le sais"'. (A. Aiartinet (1960:45), English Translation). Modern Greek does
not seem to to have such a distinction and the endings -a), -ars, -et, -ovue, -ere,
-ow, can occur in either Mood. What distinguishes Indicative from Subjunctive
are are the Mood Marlers (MM) na, Oa, and as which cliticize to the verb that
follows.

Actually, as far as na is concerned, it can be used with either Subjunctive
Aorist or Indicative Aorist or Subjunctive Perfect or Perfect Indicative.
Notice that the Aorist Indicative and the Persent Perfect Subjunctive are at
least in one sense synonymous and can be used indiscriminately:

(2) clpizo na eftase sons ke avlavis.
(Ind)

I hope MM he-reached safe and sound
I hope that the arrived safe and sound.

(3) olpizo na exi ftasi sons ke avlavis.
(Subj.)

I-hope MM has reached safe and sound.

But since the Perfect subjective and the na +Aorist Indicative are used
interchangeably and since na +Subjunctive can have the same fun',tion
as na+ Indicitive, is it really necessary to postulate a Subjunctive Mood?
However, I should think that for our description it is convenient to postulate
a periphrastic subjunctive made up of MM (Mood Marker)+Indicative, Which
might enable us to cover also cases like elpizo na Om.

1.2 The for-phrase in Modern Greek

Many linguists have reacted against the spuriousness of the for-to comple-
mentation and have suggested that there has never been a for-to complemen--
tizer at ,%11. Whether this is right or wrong is a matter that does not concern

cs,
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our analysis here, as we are dealing with a language that has no infinitive con-
structions.2 However, a for-phrase does appear in Modern Greek where the
matrix verb is an impersonal expression. Kimball (1971) has discussed the
frequent ambiguity of for-phrases as between datives on adjectives" and as
part of animbedded complement. Jonsider the following sentence:

(4a) It is good for the economy for everyone to have a job.

In the Greek gloss of this sentence, the 'for' of the Dative on adjective must
stay where it is, but the 'for' of the embedded complement is unnecessary,
as instead of a 'for to' clause we have a subordinate "tensed" clause.

(4) ine kalo ja tin ikonomia na exi o kanenas mja dulja.

It-is good for the economy AIM has article everybody a job
In English there is an ambiguity in the sentence:

(5) a It is good for John to stay here.

as to whether it is good for John only:

(5) b It is good for John (to stay here]

or to whether it is good in some absolute, generic sense:

(5) c It is good [for John to stay here]

In Modern Greek, on the other hand, only the first reading is possible:

(5) d ine kalo ja to jani na mini do.

It-is good for Article John AIM stay Aor. Subj. here.
The generic sense requires a construction made up of copula+Adjecth e
with a na complement in which Janis is the nominative case subject:

(5) e ine halo na mini o janis do.

It is good MM Article John here

1.3 The Gerund and Modern Greek

From the semantic point of view there is a relation between factivity
and gerundives in English. It was Jespersen (1924) who first noticed that
the infinitive seems to be more appropriate than the gerund to denote the
imaginative (unreal). This was taken up by D. Bolinger (1967) who observed

In fact, as has boon pointed out by Choinsky, the 'for' to' constructions derive
from Subjunctives, i.e. a) from b):

i it is essential for him to do that
ii it is essential that ho do that
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that there is a properly semantic constrast between nominalizations carried
by -ing and those carried by the infinitive. This contrast is, according to him,
one between two aspects: reification vs hypothesis or potentiality. At about
the same time the Kiparskys wrote what has now become one of the classic,:
in the literature of linguistics: their article entitled `Fact . There they proposed
that infinitival nominalizations derive from the sentential objects of non-
factive predicates, and that gerundive nominalizations derive from the senten-
tial objects of factive predicates: in other words, that the surface contrast
between infiritivals and gerundivas can be explained in terms of factivity.

In Modern Greek the 'Subjunctive' Mood seems to have taken over all
the functions of the English and classical Greek infinitival construction.
Like the infinitive, it can denote the unreal or the hypothetical. Like the
infinitive in English, the Modern Greek Subjunctive does not normally ex-
press a true proposition. Compare:

(6) lizmonisa na ton sinandiso (Aorist-Subj)
I forgot MM him I meet

with:
I forgot to meet him

(7) lizmonisa pos (oti) ton sinandisa (AoritAnd)
I forgot that him I met
I forgot that I had met him. I forgot meeting him.

Only the second sentence allows the noun to yeyo-nos the fact, with a sentential
complement consisting of the `off clause, to replace the simple oti-clause.

(8)a *lizmonisa to xeyonos na ton sinandiso
I forgot the fact to meet him

(8)b Lizmonisa to yeyonos oti ton sinandisa
I forgot the fact that I met him.

The lack of gerunds in Modern Greek is compensated for by the use of
"articled" sentences: to oti ine arostos 'the that lie is sick', or by the use of a
category of nouns expressing action, activity and (possibly) state, which are
normally formed from the stem :,f the Perfective + an -i(s) noun ending and
which correspond to the nouns that have -tion, -al, -ment and -ing endings in
English:

Verb 'attempt', 'operate' Nominal
epixiro 'attempt', 'operate' epixirisi(s) `eopration'

(epixiris)-
lino 'solve', 'loose' lia(8) 'solution'
(lis-)

paraltipo 'omit' par alipsi(8) `omission'
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`arrange'

`drive', lead'

9iefoetig(8) 'arrange-
ment'

ogiaisi(s) 'driving'

Notice that dhemotiki has created another class by extending the -si)
-si(s) ending into -simo.3 This class comes nearer to the action-activity English
gerund. They sometimes differ in meaning from the the -si(s) noun. Thas frOm
the verb strono, 'lay', we derive stroi.t. 'layer' and strosimo, 'the laying (of bed
or table)'

From lino, 'solve', 'loose', we get /i9i8, 'solution' and /i8imo, solution/but
also 'loosening', 'undoing'.

Finally, there is a class of -ma ending nouns that can do the work that the
gerund does in English; the -ma ending is added to the Perfective stem (the
8 is sometimes deleted).

Imperfective Perfective stem

perpato 'walk'
kapnizo, 'smoke'
Ka lo, 'call'
kerno, 'treat'
sfragizo, 'fill'

(a tooth)

erpatis-,
kapnis-,
kales-,
keras-.,
sfragis-,

Nominal

- +perpatima, 'walking'
- kapninna, 'smoking'
- kalesma, 'calling",`call
- kerasma, 'treating'
- cfragisma, 'filling'

yernizo, 'fill' yemis-, -yemisma, 'filling'
perno, 'pass' peras-, -Terasma, 'passing'
ojavazo, 'read' Sjavas., --(5javasma, 'reading'
itnerano, 'tame' imeros-, -imeroma, 'taming'

Let us now see how those potential gerundives can cope with some cons-
tructions analogous to the English -ing forms:

Generic 'activity' constructions

(9) to perpatima ine mitt kali askisis
-... 0 Walking is a good exerciese

(10) to imeroma lendarjon (Gen) ine epikinSino
0 Taming lions is dangerous

There are two things in which the two (Greek and English) constructions

Some of those nominala derive etro:ght from the Perfective without any intermedia-
te ei (e) typo:

Peito
(Pee
slaw
tefaksj

'fall' (v)

'slay'

Nominal -si(a) Nominal eimo
*posis purimo 'fall' (n) .

*deltaic fclIcsime 'slaying'
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differ: the Greek generic sentence needs a definite article (obligatorily') and
also, as far as the second example is concerned, in Modern Greek we have
an objective genitise, whereas ;n English a generic activity gerund takes an
object in the Accusative. Both the Greek and the English can be paraphrased
the Greek into subjunctives, the English into for-to emolive infinitival cons-
tructions with deleted indefinite subjects. (Stockwell et al. 1972):

( 11) ine mja kali askisis na perpatai kanis
It is a good exercise MM Subj. walk Indef. pronoun
It's a good exercise (for one) to walk.

(12) hie epikin6iuo na imeroni kanis leondarja
It is dangerous MM Subj. tame Indef. pronoun lions
It's dangerous (for one) to tame lions.

The Greek indefinite pronoun kanis is not deletable; there is, however,
the alternative of using a generic 2nd pers. sing. which is copied onto the
verb ending.

(13) ine mja kali askisis na perpatas
It is IN good exercise MM Subj. you walk

(14) ine epikin5ino na imeronis leondarja
It is dangerous MM Subj. you tame lions

More problematic is the rendering of Poss-ing into Modern Greek. In fact,
there are two wa3 s to render it: either a nominal (-si, -isimo, -ma ending) or,
with a complement modified by the neuter gender definite article to:

(15)a to Biavasrna tu jani
the reading of John

(15)b to oti o janis 5iavazi
The that John reads

Ii the verb is transitive, the construction will be: Nominal-I-Objective
Genitive+PP (Agent)

to Sivaasma tu vivliu apo ton jani
the reading of the book from John

1.4. On the Syntax of Complement Congructions

There are many reasons which can lead us to adopt an NP analysis for
Modern Greek Complements: .

(a) They can enter into most of the functional relations of ordinary NPs
like their English counterparts: -.
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SUbject:(io) na 'Raids peripato to vraiii ine efxaristo
Article 31141 do walk the evening is pleasant
Going for a walk in the evening is pleasant

Object: nomizo pos exi er.9i
I think that he has come

Obj. Prep: vasizete sto oti aa ton voiaiso
He relies on Article that I will help him

Subj. Cornpl: to xombi tu ine na mazevi petaides
the hobby of him is subj. M. collect butterflies
His hobby is collecting butterflies

Apposition: moni tu apasoxolisi, to na mazevi to enikia apo tis
polikatikies pu exi, tu troi olo tu ton kero.
His only occupation, collecting the rents from the
blocks of flats that he owns, takes up all of his time.

(b) They pronominalize and cliticize like T9Ps
to pistevo apolita oti o petros ine timing.
It I believe absolutely that Peter is honest.
I absolutely believe that Peter is honest.

(c) Interestingly, most complement clauses can take a Definite Article,
which, in cases of verbs followed by prepositions, is obligatory. Classical
Greek made an extensive. use of Articled Infinitives, some of which. were
taken over by "kaaarevusa", the puristic Modem Greek language. Officialese
has still a good stock of them, especially used as complements of the verb
apayorevete, it is forbidden'.

(16)a apayorevete to fonaskin,endos tis eausie
It is forbidden Art. to speak loudly in the room
Speaking loudly in the room is forbidden

(16)b apayorevete to sinerxesee paranomos
It is forbidden Art to assemble illegally
(to asseble) Assembling illegally is forbidden

In colloquial Greek there are no longer any Articled infinitives. Instead,
you can have either a ei(8),i8iM0 or ma nominal (see pages 102 -103) or a na +
subjunctive construction with the optional use of the Definite Article. Note that
the complementizers pu (that) and pee (that) cannot take an article, though
oti and na can:

(17)a (to) oti ine vlokas, oli to kserume
Art. that he is fool all it we know
We all know that he is a fool
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(18)b? to pos ine vlakas oli to kserume'
to na exis aftokinito exi meyali simasia simora
Art. MM Subj. have can has great importance nowadays
It is very important to have a car nowadays

The fact that to is a singular neuter article may suggest that it is the
remnant of the phrase to yeyonoo the fact', after a yeyonoo deletion has taken
place; however, to is used with na complementizers as well, as witnessed
from the last example, which are, as a rule non-factive complementizers.

Note that the use of the article to becomes obligatory if the complement
clause starts with a preposition:

(19) ipoloyizi Prep. Art. oti 8a exi tin plire ipostiriksi mas
He counts on the that will have the full support of us
He counts on the fact that he will have our full support

(20) *ipoloyizi so oti Oa exi tin pliri ipostiriksi mas

Interestingly, the use of the Article can be extended to cover Wh-com-
plements:

(21)a (to) ti 8a kano, Ben afora °sena .

the what I will do, not concerns you
- What I'll do does not concern you

(21)b (to) pjos espaso to vazo, kanis zen to kseri
Art. who broke the vase
nobody not it he knows
Nobody knows who broke the vase

(21)c (to) pu ra, pame, ine alo roma
Art. where wo shall go is another
topic Whore wo shall go is another matter

(21)d (to) an ra erri, eksartato apo ton kero
Art. if ho will come depends
from the weather
Whether he will come (or not), depends on the
weather

(21)e (to) pot© ro pandrefto, ine a nosto ke se mena ton izjo
Art. when I will got married is unknown and to me the same
When I will got married I don't even know myself.

4 As far as pas is concerned it may ba a matter of dialect but pu never doom take an
article:

i lipamo pu ins tow vlakas
I regret that ho is so stupid

ii *to pu ine vlakas, lipamo
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Note that in all the above sentences the complement has been topic-
alized. The Article can also be used with untopicalized complement, though
less frequently.

(22) kanis zen kseri (to) pjos espase to vazo
cliticization of the complement clause:

Also,.topicalization triggers
(23)a oli (to) kserume (to) oti ine vlakas

All it we know Art. that he is stupid.

Here broth the clitic and the article are optional. But if the complement
clause is preposed, the sentence becomes ungrammatical without the clitic,
though the use the Article still remains optional:

(23)b (to) oti ine vlakas, oli to kserume
(23)c *(to) oti ine vlakas, oli kserume
(23)d (to) na Pella mja plusia nifi, to katalaveno

Art. MM Subj. you wont
a rich bride it I understand
I understand you wish to get yourself
a rich bride

(23)e *(to) na relis mja plusia nifi, katalaveno

in connection with the two other test proofs, namely, passiviza-
tion and pseudo-cleft, I have to say the following: the Passive Voice is very
idiosyncratic in Modern Greek and much less used, even in written Greek,
than in English. There is a considerable number of verbs which though trans-
itive do not normally passivize.

On the other hand, pseudo-cleft sentences can obtain. But though there
exists a free relative corresponding to the English 'what', Mod Greek uses a
periphrasis made up of a demonstrative ekinoa 'that' or altos 'this', plus a
relative in pseudoolefts:

ekino pu Sen iwzri kanis ine (to) pjos espase to vazo
that which not he knows nobody is Art. who broke the vase
What nobody knows is who broke the vase.

NP
Thus, the I syntactic analysis of complement clauses, which applies

NP
both to English and to Mod Greek should be modified into / \ to

D S
account for the complements which take the neuter gender definite article
to (of. the English: 'killing rabbits' which derives diachronically from 'the
killing rabbits'),
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2. On the Semantics of Complement Clauses

0. introduction

In a previous article ( Kakouriotis 1977) I had dealt with some Mod Greek
predicates and had observed that when they are heavilly stressed, they can
change from Nonfactive into Factive predicates. In the present article I halve
tried to divide Mod Greek into various semantic classes, following Hooter
(1975).

There are not any striking differences between English and Mod Greek
as far as the semantics of complement clauses is concerned. However, pre-
dicates like fenete it seems' present problems for an analysis which divides
predicates into Factives and Nonfacti' es since its meaning changes from 'it
seems' (Nonfactive) to it is clear', it is self-evident' (Factive).5

As far as the syntax of the predicate clauses is concerned, we notice that
whereas all the glosses of the Mod Greek predicates take a full that-clause,
which is the equivalent of the Mod Greek oti-clause, in Greek the group of
Nonassertive Nonfactives (see next page) do not take an oti- (Indicative)
clause but a na (Subjunctive) clause.

TABLE .1

SEMANTIC CLASSES OF PREDICATES

NONPACTIVE

Assertive

Weak Assertives Strong Assortives

(a) (b)
Sam 'guess' anaynorizo 'acknowledge' ime veveoa be certain'
nomizo 'think' angfero 'mention' itne siyuros 'be positive'
fandazotne 'imagine' oiatinome 'maintain' ine fanero be obvious'
fenome 'seem* Jilono 'state' ipoloyizo 'calculate'
ipo9eto 'suppose' epimeno ipoptevome 'suspect'
pistevo 'believe' epiveveono 'assure' fovame be afraid'

ektiyo 'explain' aimfono 'agree'

' Thus in i and ii
depending on whether

Not surprisingly, i can
as witness:

below the predicate fenete is either Factive (i) or
it is heavily stressed or not.:

i fenete oti ine kurasmenos
It is self-evident that ho is tired

ii fenete oti ine kttrasmenott
It seems that ho is tired

alternatively take the factivo complementizer pu

Nonfactive

%heroes ii can't,

fenete pu ine kurasmenos
*fenete pu ine kuraamenos
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isxirizome 'claim' etimbereno 'conclude'
'maintain'

leo 'say, tell'
paraexome 'admit',

'acknowledge'
paratiro 'remark'
proleyo 'predict'
tonizo 'emphasize'
de leo' 'I don't',

'deny'
elpizo 'hope'
ipo9eto 'hypothesize'

Nonasaertiva

endexete 'be possible'
ine pi9ano 'be probable'
ine &anal° 'be concoivablo
iue (Sinai") 'be possible'

Negative Nonassertives

ins csJianoito 'be inconceivable
ine csJinato 'be ompossible'
ins apiStano 'be improabblo'
amfivalo7 'doubt'
arnume' 'deny'

TABLE 11

SEMANTIC CLASSES OF PREDICATES

FACTIVE

Assortive Nonassertivos
(Somifactivos) (true footives)

anakalipto' 'discover' arki 'it suffices'
apokalipto , 'reveal' exi simasia 'be significant'

The negative of leo 'say', de leo when used paronthotically, it does not moan 'I don't
say' but 'I do not dony'. Comparo:

i de leo oti ise kalos
I don't say that you are good

ii do loo, iso kalos
I don't deny, you are good
you are good, I don't deny. it

7 amfivalo belongs semantically tot his list but it presents the problem that instead of
na complomontizor it normally takes tin, conjunction an 'if' though sentences with na oan
also be hoard i.e.

amfivalo na exi er9i akoma
'I doubt it that ho has come yet'

arnume 'deny' behaves semantically like an assertive verb though semantically is
°lowly Nonassertive. Note that both amfivalo and arnume are strong assortivos when
negated in which case they both the take complomentizor oti.
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oiapietono 'realize' ine perieryo 'be odd'
ynorizo 'know' keexnao 'forget'
exo ipopri mu 'know' lipame 'be.sorry'
Simame 'remember' metrai 'it counts'
katalaveno 'realize' parakeenevome 'be surprised'
keero
maStno

'know'
'learn'

pezi role 'be significait',
'It counts'

paratiro 'notice'
'observe'

etenoxerjeme 'be sorry',
'bother'

pliroforutne 'find out' pirazi 'it matters'

vlepo
'be informed'
'see', 'notice'

2. Semantic Classification of Predicates

2.1 Assertives V8. 1VOlta88ertiVe8

The semantic distinction of predicates into factives and non-factiN cs is a
very useful one but it cannot ascot nt for all the facts that concern complement
clauses in Mod. Greek.

We have already seen problems presented by verbs like fenete, in connec-
tion with the presupposition of their complements; for thie reason I have
adopted another way of classifying the complement clauses, based on an
analysis by Joan Hooper (1975).

This is a classification of verbs based on the ability or inability of the
predicate to undergo certain syntactic operations. But is is defensible on
semantic grounds and has associated with it a semantic explanation for the
syntactic differences among the classes of predicates listed above.

The general conclusion that we shall draw from this section is that syn-
tactic phenomena have semantic explanations, as Hooper has observed. But
we shall also notice on the other hand, that semantic phenomena may have
pragmatic explanations. This supports my own general thesis that there is
an interdependence between ,syntax, semantics and pragmatics in terms of
which one can explain what'we call language function.

The predicates above have been divided into four main classes whose
complements consist of the complementizer oti or na plus a full S. All classes
belonging to the Assertives basically take the coMplernentizer oti unless
there are good "semantic" reasons for their not doing so. Non-factives are the
only class which takes only na complementizers with the exception of arnume
which in Mod. Greek means, (a) 'refuse' in which case they must take a na
complement, (b) 'deny' in which ease they must take an (Ai complement.
Finally, Non-assertives basically take the complementizer pu' unless again
there are semantic reasons which force them to take na. Another exception

Sometimes pu is replaced by oti in this class but in such case it is awlays preceded
by the definite article to.
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here is' k8exno 'forget' which can have any of the three (oti, na, pu) comple-
mentizers.

The assertive predicates form a natural semantic class and share a common
feature; they are affirmative in nature: the speaker or subject of the sentence
has an affirmative opinion regarding the truth value of the complement pro-
position. The strong assertives (list a) describe a verbal act with regard to the
complement proposition and this act is affirmatory, as opposed to the Non-
-assertives.

The strong assertives of list b and the weak assertives describe a mental
act, process or attitude regarding the truth of the complement proposition.
The opinion that the speaker or subject expresses with the second class of
strong assertives and the weak assertives is also positive: a negativ,e opinion
renders the predicate Non-assertive.

The Non-negative Non-assertive (tine ptiSano, tine en8exomeno) express such
weak affirmation regarding the truth value of the complement proposition
that they fall short of being assertive (Hooper 1975: 95).

The most important characteristic of the Assertive predicates is that
they allow complement preposini unlike the Non-assertives which do not.
This means that Assertive predicates can be used parenthetically and occupy
either rear or middle or front position in the sentence separated from their
complement by comma(s).

(1)a Simame, i meri itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio
I remember, Mary was the prettiest girl in school

b' i meri, Stimame, itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio
c i meri itan, Sirname, i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio
d i meri itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio, Stimame

(2)a' *Immo, i uteri itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio
I forget Mary was the prettiest girl in school

b' meri, keexno, itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio
c' meri itan, k8exno, i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio
d' meri itan i omorfoteri kopela, sto skolio, Nano

(3)a nomizo, o janis 9a erSi mazi mas
I think John will-come with'us

b o janis, nomizo, 9a erSi mazi mas
c o janis 9a erSi, nomizo, mazi mas
d o janis 9a erSi mazi mas, nomizo

(4)a' *arnume o janis ire mazi mas (cf. arnume oti o janis irSe mazi mas)
I deny John came with us

b' *o janis, arnume, irSe mazi mas
c' *o janis ir8e, arnume, mazi mas
d' *o janis ir8e mazi mas, arnume
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The difference between parenthetical and non-parenthetical main clauses
are both syntactic and semantic. In the first place, parenthetical predicates
are normally not followed by complementizers. Both aimame and nomizo in
their non-parenthetical reading require the complementizer oti:

(5)a" 3imame oti i meri itan i omorfoteri sto skolio
I remember that Mary was the prettiest in school

a"' nomizo oti o janis 4a er&i Mari mas
I think that John will come with us.

The semantic difference between parenthetical and non-parenthetical
clauses is that in the former the complement clause constitutes the main
assertion ,whereas the main clause is semantically subordinated that is, in the
case of parenthesis, the embeded subordinate clause is given more impo-rtanee
while the parenthetical clause undergoes a kind of semantic reduction.

The assertive quality of the complement proposition can be proved by the
fact that complement preposing is forbidden when the main predicate is
negated. Compare (6a) which is complement preposed with (6b) which is not:

(6)a *i meri itan i omorftoteri kopela sto skolio, Sen isxirizete
Many was the prettiest girl in school, she doesn't claim
(cf. i meri itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio, isxirizete)

b i meri Son isxirizete oti itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio
Mary doesn't claim that she was the prettiest girl in school

In the case of parenthetical predicate the-scope of negation is limited to
the assertive proposition that is, we can negate the proposed complement
clause but we cannot negate the main clause which has been semantically

reduced.
Let us now consider the non-parenthetical (6)b. There, the negative

element car negate words that belong either to the main or the complement
proposition (the negated element in each sentence is underlined).

(7)a i meri Son isxirizete oti itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio, i deli
to isxirizete afto.
Mary doesn't claim that she was the prettiest girl in class, Helen

does (claims that)
b i meri Sen isxirizete oti itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio; apenandias,

to arnite.
Mary doesn't claim that she was the prettiest girl in class; on the
contrary, she denies that.

c i meri Sen isxirizete oti itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio apenandias
isxirizete oti ine t6ra
on the contrary she claims that she is now.
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d i- meri 8en isxirizete oti itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio ala oti itan
i eksipateri
but that she was the cleverest

e i meri Ben isxirizete oti itan i omorfoteri kopela sto skolio ala .se oli
tin perioxi tis notioanatolikis evropis.
but in the whole area of south-eastern Europe.

(7)a and b negate elements belonging to the main proposition; the rest
negate elements of the complement proposition.

This shows then, that in non-parenthetical assertives both main and
complement propositions are assertions since both are affected by negation.

The other diagnostic test (question) can again, show that both main and
complement proposition elements can be affected. Thus, in an interrogative
sentence like (8) below any of the underlined elements is capable of being
questioned provided, of course, that the main clause is not parenthetical.

(8) afros ipe oti Sa pame ston kinimatoyrafo?
Did he say that we were going to the cinema?

On the contrary, a parenthetical reading with the complement clause
proposed, does not affect the main clause assertion at all;

(9) 8a pame ston kinimatayrafo, ipe aftos?
in (9) only the elements of theTreposed complement are affected by question.
Heavy stress can fall on any of the underlined elements in (8); but in (9),
neither of the parenthetical elements (ipe, aftos) can be stressed.

On the other hand, answers can be obtained out of any underlined element
in (8); in (9) you cannot have answers through questioning the parenthetical
clause elements. Compare answers given to (8) with those given to (9):

(8)a aftos ipe oti Oa pame ston kinimatoyrafo?
Did he say we were going to the cinema?

Answer: ne, aftos (yes, ki)
(9)a *Sa pame ston kinimatoyrafo, ipe altos?
Answer: no, aftos
(8)b aftos ipe oti Sa pame stall kinimatoyrafo?
Answer: ne, ipe (yes, he said)
(9)b *8a pame ston kinimatoyrafo, ipe altos?
Answer: *ne, ipe

.

Sentences like: i meri isririzeto oti mite i omorfoteri kopela and altos ipe
oti 9a pame ston kinimatoyrafo contain two claims to truth listed as follows:

''i aftos ipe X;
ii Sa pame ston kinimatoyrafo.
Syntactically i is the main proposition; semantically however either i or

ii can be the main proposition depending on whether the sentence is used
parenthetically or not.

Papers and studies

(
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But clearly this is a case where pragmatics comes in. Contextual consider-
ations determine whether the main or the subordinate clause constitutes the
main proposition. Consider the sentences below:

Speaker A: pjcs ipe oti ea pame ston kinimatayrafol
Who said that we are going to the cinema?

Speaker B (1) *3a pame stun kinimatoyr' afo, ipe aft&
We shall go to the cinema, he said.

(2) altos ipe oti Oa pame ston kinimatoyrafo.
He said that we shall go to the cinema.

An answer like (1) constitutes what we usually call error in language
performance. But it certainly has to do with pragmatics and what we describe
as the thematic structure of the sentence.

What determines here which is the main proposition (semantically) is
the focus of the sentence. It is always the case that parenthetical clauses, that
is, clauses which though syntactically main clauses are semantically sub-
ordinated, because it contains an element (afto8) about which Speaker A re-
quires information. It is by no means insignificant that both assertion and
focus are affected by negation and questioning; this is so because the later
is normally contained in the former: whatever is deliberately prominent by
the speaker, by heavy stress, is bound to be interpreted as of especial signifi-.
cance by its hearer and hence the focus of information.'

In fact, when we said that either the main or the subordinate clause can
be semantically more important than the other in the case of non-parenthetical
clauses, we meant that in that case the focus can be contained in either clause
thereby strengthening it as assertation and rendering it semantically the main
proposition regardless of whether it was syntactically the main clause or not.

Before I go on, I will cite two cases of assertive predicates which, in their
parenthetical status, have been reduced almost to meaninglessne,ss.

The Mod Greek verb Baro 'guess' seems to be so weakly asserted that it
can never be negated itself; sentence (10)b is considered by most speakers of
Nod Greek to be unacceptable:

(10)a 3aro (oti) Oa vrelmi.
I guess that it will rain.

b *fien &aro oti 3a vreksi.
not I guess that it will rain.

It seems that the verb has undergone a diachronic reduction and now it
used only as a parenthetical predicate; thus, it is because (10) is weakly
asserted, that it cannot be negated.

The second case of semantic reduction, very characteristic in both Mod
Greek and English, are the second person Sg. of kseris 'you knows and vlepia
'you see'. Compare (11) with (12) and (13) with.(14):
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(11) vlepis oti ime arostos.
you ve that I am sick.

(12) ime arostos, vlepis.
I am. sick, you see.

(13). kseris oti ime arostos.
you know that I am sick.

(14) ime arostos, kseris.
I am sick, you know.

We can say that those predicates in their parenthetical use, have under-
gone such semantic reduction that they have come to be meaningless. Speakers
constantly use them without ever referring to their addressees knowledge,
sight, awareness or anything.

We can now use this semantic reduction idea of parenthetical assertions
to account for the so-called Extraposition from Object. The case is, then, that
assertive verbs used parenthetically do not undergo this kind of extraposition
as witness:

(15)a to piggy° oti ise of yois tis sinikias.
I believe it that you are the lady-killer of the neighbourhood.

b (*to) pistevo, ise o ?ois tis sinikias.
c ise, (*to) pistovo, a ?ois tis sinikias.
d ise o yois tie sinikias, (*to) pistevo.

Sentences (15)b, c and d are grammatical without the clitic object to
and ungrammatical with it. In all three cases of them the main proposition is
used parenthetically.

Furthermore what we have classified as weak assertives resist Extra-
position from Object even on their non-parenthetical readings.

to pistevo (it I believe)
? to ipo9eto1° (it I suppose) oti 9a t.r3i avrio
* to nomizo (it I think) that he will .come tomorrow
*4^ Dare (it I guess)

The claim I am making then, is that so long as the main proposition is
weakly asserted or parenthetical, Extrapositionll from object cannot obtain.
But it does occur if the main clause is also the main assertion and the comple-

le In some contexts extraposition from object with ipoSeto is possible duo to the fact
that apart from 'suppose', it also has the meaning of 'hypothesize' in whioh case it should
be classified as a strong AssertiVe (see table on pages 108, 109)

11 Extraposition in Mod Greek is not a syntaotio phenomenon as it is in English
that is, there is no "it-Extraposition" in this language. What actually occurs is s reversion
of the ord. r Subject Predicate which can be accounted for in terms of the thematic struc-
ture of the sentence.
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ment clause is semantically subordinated. This means that whenever Extra-
position from object takes place the complement clause normally constitutes
old or background information but it does not necessarily mean that the
complement proposition is also presupposed. Compare the following sentences

(16)a to kseris oti exo tria paja.
it you know that I have three children.
you know it that I have three children.

b Sen to kseris oti exo tria peSja.
you don't know it that I have three children.

(17)a to para8exese oti ise Siyamos.
it you admit that you arc a bigamist.
you admit it that you are a bigamist.

b Sen to pardexese oti ise Siyamos.
you don't admit that you are a bigamist.

In both (16) and (17), the complement propositiori is semantically less
important than the main proposition, yet, in (16)a and b it is presupposed
since it remains constant under negation, whereas in (17)a and b it is not
presupposed.

In the subsections that follow, we shall be dealing with all the semantic
classes of predicates listed on table I (page 108) and on table II page 109) starting
with the Weak Assertives.

Weak Assertives

The common feature of the weak assertives is that their complements
are "weakly" asserted, i.e. the speaker is reserved and does not express a
strong opinion about the truth of the complement clause. But notice that it
is some of these verbs that with the assistance of a heavy stress can acquire
all the characterictics of facti% e predicates, as I have already shown in Kakou-
riotis 1977.

(18)a finete oti ine sarandaris
It is self-evident (lit, it seems) that he is forty

b (to) ipe9esa
I supposed

e (to) fanfristika

I imagined
d (to) perimcna

I expected

oti 0a erxotane/0a er&i

that he would come/will come
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Joan Hooper has noticed that "the predicates classed by their semantic
content, instead of falling neat13 into classes, they form a continuum so that
there may not be clear breaks between one class and the next" ((1975: 93).
The, data from Mod Greek shows that this continuum is somehow circular
since the weak assertives under Ilea% y stress are "factivized" and thus we
have predicates of the first class of list I, sharing a common feature with pre-
dicates Of the last class in list II. they can both have complements which are
true propositions and which are not affected by negation.

With the exception of fenete, however, all other weak asserth es have to
be in a past tense in order to have their complements presupposed. Consider a
somehow similar case with the English verb 'think':

(19)a I thought it was you.
b I thought it was you.

Again stress and the past tense ha\ c factivized a weak assertive. in (19)a
the complement proposition is counterfactual, in (19)b it is factual; in a the
weak assertive means 'I was under the erroneous impression'; in b the same
predicate means something like 'I knew (it)'.

In the case of fenete `seem', heav3, stress alone seems to be able to factivize
the predicate but in all other cases, it combines with a past tense without the
help of which the complement cif those predicates can never be true proposi-
tions:

(20)a to ipo8eto

Present
b to fandazoine oti 8a er3i/oti erxete

Present that he will come/that he comes
c to perimeno

Preseilt

As long as what is expressed by the complement preposition has not
actually ()mired, we can only make hypotheses about it. But when the com-
plement proposition represents something that has occured, the weak assertives
cease to express hypotheses since by now it can be proved Cat their comple-
ment propositions are true propositions. In fact these predicates seem to
have ceased to be assertives at all since (a): negation does not affect their
complements as we have seen, (b). they can no longer be used parenthetically.
In fact hi both the Greek, and the English example (19)b, there is a commit-
ment to the truth of the complement clause.

The predicates listed as "weak assertives" may have Subjunctival com-
plements instead of Indicative ones. When na is used instead of oti, the degree of
likelihood assigned to their complement proposition is further weakened and
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they now express a much weaker opinion about the truth of the complement
to the extent that this complement proposition is no longer an assertion.
It is not surprising then, that in this case their syntax is the same as that of
the Nonassertive predicates, that is, they, too, take na complements. Like
them, they express such weak affirmation regarding the truth value of the
complement proposition that they now fall short of being assertive. Compare
the sentences:

(21)a pistevo na nikisume
I believe ALM win
I believe that we will win

b pistevo oti 3a nikisume.

There are two meaning of believe", one pertaining to conviction and the
other to opinion; sentence (21)b may have either of these meanings. In (21)a,
however, the speaker expresses a stronger degree of uncertainly about the truth
of the complement proposition than in (21)b. An adverb like 'firmly' or 'abso-
lutely' which expresses a strong opinion or conviction can fit in (21)b but
never in (21)a as witness:

(22)a *pistevo akraSanda na nikisume
firmly

b pistevo akrafianda oti 9anda na axikisame

pistevo, fandazome and ipo9eto when followed by a na complement express
wish, possibility or probability. On the other hand, nom. tiro, when it takes
a na complement it is always negative.

(23)a *nomizo na ire
I think M1)1 he came

b Sen nomizo na irk
not think MM he came

Notice that the negation is always in the higher verb:

e *nomizo na min irae.
I think 11M not came.

This fact poses problems for the rule of negative transporti.ttion since `nomizo'
is one of the verbs that they do allow negative rasing that is, (23d) and e are
synonymous on at least one reading:

(23)d nomizo otifien ir0e.
I think that he didn't' come

12 It scorns that thoro exist two 'believes' ono pertaining to conviction, tho othor to
upintun. If followed by Indicati%o tho Mod Crook pistevo can have either moaning. But if it
takes a na Subjunctive complement it may not rofor to tho speakor's convictions.
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e Ben nomizo oti irk
I don't think he came

119

7t might be the case that `na' complements disallow negative raising but
fenete shows that they do not:

(24)a fenete na min kseri tipote.
He seems not to know anything.

b Hen fenete na kseri tipote.
He doesn't seem to know anything.

Sentences (23)b cannot be justified as derived from (23)c through negative
raising since the latter is ungrammatical. The case is then, that nomizo does
not take a na complement unless it is negated itself and not the lower verb
only, since both, nomizo na ir3e and nomizo na min irae are ungrammatical.

It seems then, that, with the exclusion of nomizo the weak assertives when
followed by a na subjunetival complement turn into volitional or wish predi-
cates. Note the peculiraity of (25)b below:

(25)a pistevo
oti mja mera Sa katalikso sti filaki

fandazome
that one day I will end up in prison

ipokto
b? pistevo

? fandazome na katalikso sti filaki mja mera
* ipo9eto

Sentence (25)a is O.K. because the Subject- speaker weakly asserts his own
future in the complement proposition. In (25)b he seems to be wishing his
own doom hence the peculiarity of the sentence. People may wish they were
dead but they normally do not wish they were in prison.

In the vak assertives there seems to be a semantic difference between
the first person singular or present tense and all the other cases. With this
person the speaker expresses a tentative opinion about the truth of the comple-
ment; but notice, the difference in meaning that a difference in persons some-
time involve&

(26)a nomizo, ime eksipnos
I think, I'm clever

b?nomizi, ine eksipnos
He thinks, he's clever

Sentence (23a) is an opinion about one's own self; (26)b, on the other hand,
is an assertion referring to the Subject but expressed by a speaker; nomizi
in (26)b usually means 'be erroneously believes that he is clever', a moaning
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normally not applicable Alien the subject of the sentence happens to be the
speaker himself (cf. 26a).

It seems then that when the weak assertives are used in other than the
first perst-n, as (26)b, the3 do not undergo the semantic reduction characteris-
tic to those verb and thus t parenthetical reading is difficult to obtain:

? nomizi
He thinks

? 9ari
(27) inc eksipnos, He guesses

He ig clever. *ipokti
He supposes

*pistevi
He believes

But notice that in a tense other than the Present, a weak assertive requires
its full semantic content regardless of person, in other words, whereas the two
assertive nomizo (2°,)a and (26)b arc not synonymous, at least on one reading
(28)a and -(28)b are, as witness:

(28)a I thought I was clever
b He thought he was clever

Both (28)a and (28)b ma) mean 'wrongly believe' or 'be under the erroneous
impression': the speaker can admit past mistakes.

The parenthetical, semantically reduced reading of the weak assertives
then, is more or less confined to the Present tense first person singular:

pistcpsa13
I believed

(29) ??imuna eksipnos, ipeocsa
I was clever I supposed

nomisa
I thought

Strong Assertive.,

Contra the Kiparsky's, for some non-factive p«licates extraposition
is not obligatory:

(30)a (to) oti &a nikisume ine veveo
(The) that we will win is certain

" All those predicates, when parenthetically used, become synonymous to Oaro, the
weakest assertive. But it is hard to obtain such a reading in tho Aorist (Perfective).
Note that Saro has no Perfective town: *Scrim, *3ari8o, *exo Sariai. Nor can its English
counterpart 'guess' be used in a Porfoot Tense with a parenthetical moaning, i.o. ho is right,.
I gum vs. *he is right, I have guessed.
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b ine veveo oti 3a nikisume
It is certain that we will wi

'With other non-factives, however, it is obligatory:

(31)a *to oti 3a nikisume, pistevete
The that we will win, it is believed

pistevete oti 3a nikisume
It is believed that we will win

This can, be explained in, terms of strong, and weak assertion. Sentences (30)
has a strong assertive predicate, sentences (31) a weak one.

I have explained extrapositionin terms of focus and thematic structure
in Kakouriotis (1979) where I have claimed that the focus of information is
always contained in the main assertion of a sentence. The difference between
strong and weak assertive preidicates is that whereas in the former either the
main or the subordinate clause can become the main proposition (and also
the focus), in the latter, owing to their reduced semantic content, they give way
to the subordinate clause which becomes the assertion and contains the focus
of the sentence. But extraposition puts at the end of the sentence what is
new or important information. But clearly the end position is not the right
place for the weak assertive which is semantically reduced and cannot receive
a heavy stress. Put it in another way, in (30)a, either nikisume (subordinate)
or veveo (main) can act as foci of information; in (31) on the other hand, only
nikisume can become the focus because the main clause verb pistevete It is
believed' is a weak assertive.

Yet, the end position is not always retained for the focus of information;
sometimes the focus in positioned just before the end of the sentence comes;
what follows, however, is separated from focus by comma intonation; sentence
(31)a can, then, appear with the same order of the elements provides. athat
the last element pistevete is not the main assertion and it is not the focus of the
sentence, that is, provided that the main predicate `pistevete' is parenthetical:"

(32) 3a nikisume, pistevete
We will, in is believed.

Whereas all the predicates listed as weak assertives can also have subjunc-
tival complements, only very few of the strong assertives can be followed by the
subjunctive i.e. epimeno , ipoloyizo 'calculate', simian° 'agree', are aomng
them.

G. Leech discussed the verbs 'wish', 'want' and 'insist' and postulates
an underlying feature "volition" for all three of them (1974: 303). I tend to
think that 'insist' has apart from the feature "volition"' another feature i.e.

la In such a case the oomplemontizer oti is normally deleted.
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`deontic". In fact in either of these cases the Mod Greek epimeno takes a na
subjunctival Complement (cf. the English where there is an alternative

Itween Subjunctive and a should- construction e.e. insist that he be present'
' vs. 'I insist he should be present':

volitional: i aia mu epimeni na vlepi tenies porno
My aunt insists on watching blue movies

deontic: b i aia mu epimeni na meletao perisotero
My aunt insists that I should study harder

Notice that a "volitional" predicate can, in similar cases, in particular when
the verb of the Subjeunctive complement is the Present tense, have this comple-
ment presupposed. Sentence (33)a presupposes i 9ia mu vlepi tenies porno
`my aunt watches blue movies'. On the other_hand, when the predicate is
a strong assertive and it takes an oti Indicative complement, this complement is
never presupposed, as for instance in ((33)c.

(33)c i aa mu epimeni oti vlepi tellies porno.
My aunt insists that she watches blue movies.

Nonssertives

This class of predicates is always followed by Subjunctive,'5 the first type
of the lexical item i.e. apiSano 'unlikely' Of the two non-impersonal predicates
amfivalo 'doubt' and arnume 'deny', the former expresses a very weak opinion
concerning the truth of the complement proposition; the latter is nonassertive

by virtue of its negal iveeness.
Notice that a negated amfivalo turns into a strong assertive: absence of

doubo implies certainty. We have said that complement proposing with sub-
sequent parenthesization of the main clause obtains only in assertive predicates:
amfivalo and arnume and can be parenthetical only when negated:

(34)a arnume
*iso eksipnos, I deny
You are clever, amfivalo

I doubt

le arnume is an exception; but this predicate looks like a negated strong assertive
i.e. it mows to say that something is not true'. It thus complies with tho'syntai of a
strong assortivo which retains tho Indicative whoa negated (c.f. leo `say'):

So leo oti iso oksipnos
not I say that you aro olovor
I do not say that you are clover
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b 'Ben t amume
ise eksipnos, I dont't deny
You are clever, Fen arnfivalo

I don't doubt

Sentifactives

There is a class of predicates which is rather hard to classify. This is so
so because if stands between factives and nonfactives containing characteris-
tics of both. Karttunen (1971) was the first scholar to draw a line between
pure factive and semifactives, the former presuppose their complements under
any condition, the latter do not. Consider the following:

(35)a lipasci pu exase i ornaa su?'
Are you sorry that your (favourite) team lost?

b stenoxorjese pu pandreftike i lusi?
Do you bother that Lucy got married?

Questioning' cannot alter the truth of the complements of (35)a and b
i omaJa au exam and i ittdi pandreftike respectively. If you negate the sentences,
we will witness the same thing again: the complement caluse will remain
constant. Notice that stress cannot affect the truth of the complement clause,
either. No matter which item of (35)b: stenoxorjese, pandreftike or luai is stressed
the 'complement clause is still presupposed.

Consider, however, the verb ksero 'know' which is supposed to be a factive
predicate:

(36)a (to) iksera oti ea erxotone
I knew it that the would come

b iksera oti 3a erxotane
(I thought) he would come

Only in case the main predicate (the semifactive) is heavily stressed is the
complement clause presupposed. The same applies to the interrogative and
the negative of (36). Their complements too, remain constant if and only if
the main predicate is heavily stressed. It seems then, that whereas heavy
stress tend to factivize weak assertives like, perimeno, fandazome, opiSeto, the
absence of a heavy stress, from a factive like hero, has the ipposito effect. This
predicate has now been defactivized and it behaves like a weak assertive,
that is, like perimena, fantastika and iper0e8a.

Other semifactives behave in a similar way:

(37)a to ernacca
I learned oti pandroftikes

(factive)
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b eplilrofori9ika that you got married
I was informed

(38)a emaaa
eplirofori3ika oti pandreftikes (nonfactive)

A sentence that questions the truth of the complement can be added in
(38) but not in (37) as witness:

(37)a' *to entaaa oti pandreftikes, ine ali3ja?
I learnt it that you got married, is it true?

(38)a' ema3a oti pandreftikes, ine ali3ja?

You cannot question what is presupposed (37)a' but you can question
what is asserted (38)a'. Like all assertives, enza94 awl plirofororiSka can have
their complements prcposed:

(39) pandreftikes, ema3a
plirofori3ika

But complement prcposing etuuu.,t obtain in (37)a, hence the unacceptabi-
lity of (37)a".

(37)a" *pandreftikes, to entaSa

The assertive predicate erna9a is also the focus and it cannot be reduced
to a parenthetical status. This complies with the part of theory which maintains
that factive predicates cannot undergo complement prepdsing. In sentence
(37) emact and plirofori9ika are factives and the proposition panddreftikea
'you got married', is presupposed. In (38), on the other hand, they aro asser-
tives and the complement clause is not presupposed.

Another characteristic of semifactives which share with other assertives
but not with any true factives is that their complements are "weakly" pre -
supposed.1° Consider, for instance, the following sentence:

(40)a Ben iBa oti bike i meri
I didn't see (notice) that Mary came in

In the preferred reading what is negated is the main proposition ken. iJa
and the complement remains constant i.e. it is a true proposition. There are'
cases, however, when an element of the complement caluse can be negated too
i.e. either bike or meri, as for instance when I am contradicting someone who
insists that I have seen Mary coming in and I imply that it wasn't Mary but
somebody else that I saw:

As it might be expected (41)a can have a to elitio whereas (41)b cannot; to kaero
oti iparxi Biafora, *to hero na iperxi Biafora, that is with a na complement, k'ero annot
become a focus.
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(40)b Ben i8a oti bike i mere ala i eleni
I didn't see (notice) that Mary came in but that Helen did.

Thus ioa may or may not have its complement presupposed.

The ambiguity of a sentence like (40) casts doubts on the claim that a pro-
position may not be both asserted and presupposed in a single token. A more
thOrough study of discourse may lead to a revision of this theory.

Like all the weak assertives, and some of the strong assertives, the semi-
factives can have a nacomplement too. This happens whenever a weak opinion
about the truth of the complement is expressed:

(41)a ksero oti iparxi mja Biafora anamesa tus
I know that there is a difference between them

b ksero na iparxi mja Biafora namesa tus
I know there to be a difference between them

Sentence (41)a has on one reading its complement presupposed. In sentence
(41)b the speaker never commits himself to the truth of the complementpro-
position.

Pure Factive8

We have seen that the semifactives are weakly presupposed and that there
are cases when a non-factive interpretation may be assigned to them. Stress
and negation can alter their complements as far as comnitment to their
truth is concerned.

What characterizes the pure factives is that their complement proposition
remains constant under any conditions. Thus the negated factives below do
not alter the complement proposition pandreftike i men 'Mary got married'.

(42)a Ben lipame
I am not sorry

b Ben stenoxorjeme
I dont' bother pu pandreftike i

c Ben metrai that Mary got married.
It doesn't count

d Ben exi simasia
It is not important

As fur as their syntax is concerned, we notice that unlike the scmifattive
class, they allow of no complement preposing with subsequent parenthesization
of the main proposition:

ksexno
I forget
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(43) *i meri pandreftike, stenoxorjeme
Mary got married I bother

metrai
It counts

The complementizer for all factives is pu. Some of the predicates of this
class of factives, the so-called emotive, can take a participial complement
(Adverbial Participle) provided that they are not impersonal expressions.

(44)a lipiOika ma9enondas to nea
Participle

I was sorry to hear the news

b stenoxoriOika vlepondas ton
Participle

I felt sorry when I saw him him

The participial complement following such predicates is a verb of percep-
tion. This is a case when the complement clause has a non-finite verb.

Pura factives can be followed by a na complement. A subjunctival comple-
ment does affect the factivity of the complement. Normally the na comple-
ment of factive predicates, when in the 2nd person singular has a gene e mea-
ning and no commitment to the truth of the complement is involved. Compare.

(45)a metrai pu exis 6iploma xoru
It counts (the fact) that your have a diploma in dancing

b metrai na exis &pima xoru

Sentence (45)a refers to the addressee himself and to the fact that he has
got a diploma in dancing. In sentence (45)b on the other hand, the second
singular has a generic meaning though it may include the addressee as well.
A good paraphrase (45)a will have to oti in place of pu; one of (45)b will contain
the conditional conjunction an 'if' instead of na again preceded by an artiole.

(46)a metrai to oti exis 6iploma xoru
b metrai to an exis 6iploma xoru

A pu complement always presupposes the truth of the complement whereas
a na.subjunctival one expresses a hypothesis.

We have discussed the semantics of the complement dames. Our analysis
though based on Hooper's observations has followed another line and has
underlined the importance of focus and' stress in classifying predicates into
assertives and non-assertives. Some of our findings area) Indicative Mood is the
mood of assertive predicates; b) assertive predicates are the only predicates
capable of having a parenthetical reading on which the main proposition of
a sentence is semantically subordinated and the complement proposition
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becomes the main assertion of the sentence. Pace the Kiparskys, however,
there is no clear cut lino between factives and nonfactives since representative
nonfactive predicates (weak asserth es) can have their complement clause pre-
supposed if heavily stressed (fenete) or, heavily stressed and in a past tense
(perimena, ipeSesa, fanclastika). Apart from this fact there is the ease of the
semifactives which are ambiguous between one reading on which their com-
plement is presupposed, and then they function as factives and another reading
on which their complement is not presupposed in which case they function
as assertive- nonfactives.
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0. Abstract

The aim of this paper is to look for the best jay of a unified analysis of
subject complements in English and Polish. In the first section three major

The aim of this paper is to look for the best way of a ).utified analysis of
subject complements in English and Polish. In the first section three major
approaches in transformational grammar are presented. Fti rther sections present
subject complements in English and Polish. In the first section three major
approaches in transformational grammar are presented. Further sections
present an attempt of the analysis of Polish data in terms of the three theories.
The conclusion is that the classical Extraposition is the best of the three
approaches to account for some initial Polish data and that it should be main-
tained fora framework for English-Polish contrastive grammar. In the last
sdction some problematic cases concerning that-clauses are discussed i.e.
sentences beginning with the point is..., the fact is..., etc. It is argued that
they should be analysed in the terms of Extraposition and it- dismount trans-
formation which is formulated in this paper.

1.

Polish subject ie-complement constructions' exhibit a lot of interesting
phenomena when they are confronted with their correspodning English sen-
tences.

. 1. To, ie on tarn peljdzie jest oczywiste.

i In this paper I deal exclusively with English that and Polish .ie complements.
Polish infinitival constructions in subject clauses are rare and they do nut oxhibit tho
interesting phenomenon of retaining to in subject position.

P6P6 tam jest przyjemnio.
Jost Przyjemnio OW tam.
*To, 0,06 tarn jest przyjemilie.

I Papers and studies
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2%. Ze on tam pojdzie jest oczywiste.
3%. To jest oczywiste, ie on tam pojdzie->
4. Jest oczywiste, ie on tam pOjdzie.
5. To, ie on zdobQdzie pierwsza nagrod@ jest oczywiste.
6%. Ze on zdobQdzie pierwszit nagrodQ jest oczywiste.
7%. To wydaje siQ oe/ywiste, NI, on zdobQdzie pierwszit nagrodQ.

Wydaje siQ oczywiste, ie on zdobQdzie pierwszq nagrodQ.
0. Jaime jest, ie on zdobcdzie pierwszq nagrodQ.

10. Jasne, ie on zdobedzie pierwszq nagrodQ.
11. To jasne, ie on zdobedzie pierwszq nagrodQ.2

la*. It that he will go there is obvious.
2a.. That he will go there is obvious.
3a. It obvious that he will go there.
4a*. Is obvious that he will go there.
5a*. It that he will win the first prize seams obvious,.
6a. That he will win the first prize seems obvious.
7a. It seems obvious that he will win the first prize.
8a*. Seems obvious that he will win the first prize.
Oa*. Clear is that he will win the first prize.

10a*. Clear that he will win the first prize.
l la *. It clear that he will win the first prize.

The acceptability of Polish sentences marked with % varies from speaker
to speaker. The distinction between dialect 1 where, those sentences are una-
cceptable and dialect 2 where those sentences are acceptable is made through-
out the paper. This, of course, does not imply that there exists a systematic
divisions into dialects with respect to the above phenomenon or that the above
distinction has anything to do with regional or social varieties of Polish.

It is assumed in this paper that to in the above constructions corresponds
to English it. In many other cases there is no such correspondence. It may be
argued that Polish to has a higher degree of demonstrativeness than the
English it. It is possible to assign focus to Polish to in sentences like 12 whereas
the English congruent structure is unacceptable.

12). TO jest wine.
12a*. IT is important.

where 12b is thi3 proper equivalent of 12.

2 Many sentences relevant to the present discussion, like multiple embedded oom-
plements, psoudooloft, oto., are not discussed hero. A more fair analysis of the entire
phenomenon will be given in Kalisz (in progress). Pseudooleft sentences in Polish ex-
hibit an interesting phenomenon of retaining the double to.

Co jest jasne to to, ie nie manly wyboru.
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12b. THIS is important.

To is an equivalent of this, that and it in different sentences, however,
to seems to perform the same function as the English it in subject complement
clauses serving as the antecedent of a complement sentence. The focus assign-
ment to to in subject complement clauses is impossible as in the case of English
equivalents.

13*. TO jest waine, ie przyszedl.

14*. TO, ie przyszedl jest waine.

13a*. IT is important that he came.

2. The three approaches

There are three major approaches in transformational grammars of English
concerning the presentation of the relation between sentences like 15 and 16.

15. That he went th re seems obvious.

16. It seems obvious that he went there.

The approaches are Extraposition 1, Intraposition and Extraposition 2.

2.1. Extraposition 1

Rosenbaum (1967) has formulated a very well known rule of Etraposi-
tion relating sentences like 17 and 18 or 19 and 20.

17. That he is a genius is obvious.

18. It is obvious that he is a genius.

19. That ho will receive this award seems reasonable.

20. It is reasonable that he will receive this award.

Sentences 17 and 19 are closer to the underlying structure whereas 18 and
20 are derived by Extraposition which has been formalized in the following
way.

21. X Npisi VP
SI 1 2 3 4
SO 1 0 3+2 4

It correferential with S is present immediatel) before S node in the under-
lying structure. It is obligatorily deleted when the Extraposition does not
apply and it is obligatorily retained when the Extraposition does apply.
Complementizers are inserted transformationally by Cumplementizer Place-
ment transformation.
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The majority of linguists accept the above transformation although with
minor changes sometimes, i.e., the transformational introduction of it e.g.
Keyser and Postal (1976) or a different status of complementizers (Bresnan
1972).

2.2. Int raposition

An alternative approach is presented in Emonds (1970), within a broader
hypothesis concerning the division of transformations into root and structure
preserving. Emonds claims in his dissertation that sentences like 17 and 19
are derived from 18 and 20 respectively by Subject Replacement transforma-
tion (the transformation called Iiitraposition in Baker and Brame (1972)).
Subject Replacement transformation is konsidered to be a root transformation
destroying the basic structure of a sentence

22. S T subject replacement

NP, /VP

V Adj P

I I

it is obvious that he is a genius

23. S

-------
S VP

V Adj P

I I

that lie is a genius is obvious

The differences between Edmonds' (1970) analysis and Rosenbaum's
approach do not pertain solely to the directionality of the movements of the
two transforma+ima but also to the nodal categories which dominate comple-
ment sentences. In Ro!lenbaum's approach, that-complements can be domina-
ted exclusively by NP nodes. Rosenbaum justifies his claim on the basis of the
possibility of pseudo-cleft formation with complements and passivization.

24. What is obvious is that he is a genius.

25. That Mary is beautiful is believed by anyone.
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Emonds (1970) argues, that that and for... to complements are never do-
minated by NP. Non-NP behavior is brought by Emonds to justify his claint.3
Other restrictions imposed on Intraposition come from the general characte
ristics of root transformations i.e. root transformations are applied only once
in a given sentence and they cannot be applicable in an embedded clause.

2.3. Extraposition-Interaposition controversy

Higgins (1973) argues at length against Intraposition in favor of Extra-
position on the basis of five types of constructions i.e. pseudoeleft sentences,
topicalization, sentential relath es and two kir,ds of comparative constructions.
Higgins maintains that the analysis of the above sentglee types can be handled
in a better way when Extraposition analysis is retained. The majority of his
arguments pertains to the treatment of it in Emonds' theory although Emonds
himself states that his treatment of it is essentially the sante as in Rosenbaum
(1967). According to Higgins (1973) there is no way of preventing the deriva-
tion of 26 (Higgins' 14) if Emonds' analysis is to be maintained.

26* What is most is likely that Susan said (it) that she would be late.
Higgins (1973:156) presents 27 (his 13) as a derivation made in Emonds'

terms which is supposed to lead to the ungrammatical 26.

1^;

S

NP

PRO

VP

+ PRO .DIP' VP
NP I / 7
+WH it V AP

I I

is likely

is

that Susan said lit/

3 Most recently G. Horn (1977), favoring Extraposition 1, has ologantly shown that
at the initial stage of derivation, complements behave like NPs since thoy aro domin-
ated by NY nodo to tho moment of it Dolotion and the pruning of NP nodo in IniShm,
Ivhere NP no longor branches. After pruning complomonta stop bohaving liko NPa.
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Biggins writes that there is no coreference marking in Emonds (1970)
that would prevent such a derivation. Emonds' analysis, however, can be
maintained since such 4 sonstraint can easily be formulated. Such a principle
o probabl3 be stated as follow s. It dominated by a subject NP is coreferen
tial with an S hic is immediately dominated by VP in the same clause.
This constraint on ((Referent iality is sufficient, at least for cases like 27 which
At ould be rejected uu the basis of the above principle. The coreferential assig-
11111 tilt w wild curry( th mark that Susan said that she would be late as coreferen
tia I with NPi in 27.

Iliggins (1973) dues succeed in demonstrating that Subject Replacement
Las to be tpplic,dbe m embetied tklauses (see e.g. Higgins' discussion of topics-
lized constructions (1973. 159 160). 1.ievertheless, he does not succeed in
showing througlio his paper that the directiunalit3 of inoN ement of comple-
ment clauses should be from left "to right (Extrapcsition) and not vice versa.

In Kalisz 1977, (in progress) I defend Interaposition against Higgins'
ti it itism bringing out some sntactit and semantic arguments. Let me present
mu. of them.

8. That he is a nice person and that he will do it for us is obvious.
29. It is obvious that he is a nice person and that the will do it for us.

Both 28 and 29 are ambiguous haN ing at least two readings. According to
(Inc reading the fact that he is a nice person is obvious and the other fact that
he a ill do it for as is At ions. On the other reading a conjunction of the two
fat is is AI ions. The diffeiciae between the two readings of 28 is syntactically
marked in Polish. 28a and b correspond to the first and the second reading of
28 respectively.

28a .To, ie on jest mily i to, ie on to zrobi dla nas jest oezywiste.

28b. To, ie on jest mily i ze zrohi to dla ruts jest oczywiste.

To account] for the vonjunctise reading Extraposition 1 has to be modified,
otherwise 29a would be generated.

29a*. It is obvious that he is a nice person and it that he will do it for us.

30.

NP

NP and NP

it S it

that he is a nice person that he will do it for us

13

T vxtra 1

VP

1,7/ AP

is obvious



31.=29a

S
,----- ------,

NP VP

V AP
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NPI',_.,
NP and NP

I /-----
S i it...

it is obvious that he is a nice person that he will do it for us

31 is blocked by a more general constraint saying that nonconstitucnts
cannot be moved since that he is a nic e person and it that he will do it for its is not
'a constituent.

If one would claim that both its are affected by Extraposition, then 32
would be produced. , ,

32*. It, it is obvi ous. that he is a nice person and that he will do it for us

Extraposition 1 analysis can be saved by postulating an ad hoc constraint to
the effect that only one it remains in a subject position and all other oceurences
of it as sisters of complements, are deleted. Furthermore, the correct assign-
ment of it in the underlying structure is probably to the NP dominating the
conjunction. I have not met, however, such a formulation and it does not
follow from Rosenbaum 1987 analysis. Intraposition, however, does not need
any additional constraints or modifications in order to account for the con-

........,,junctive readings of 28 and 29.

32.=29.

S "-
NP VII

V AP

T Tatra.

....----------1---------___
S and S

it is obvious that he is a nice person that he will do it
for us
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34=28

VP

S and S V

I

that he is a nice person that he will do it for us is

AP

I

obvious

For the other readings of 28 and 29 Extraposition and Intraposition ana-
ses are almost mirror images of cinh other, disregarding nodal assignements.

2.4. Extraposition 2

&loads (1976) presents still a different analysis of the phenomenon. In his
more recent work he formulates a new rule of extraposition. Ha does not,
!towel er, itrgue against his earlier analysis in terms of Intraposition stating
that both can probably be maintained with equal results. Extraposition as
formulated in Emonds (1976.122) requires empty nodes to which it and the
complement are inserted.

35. X NpiJsi stdiz

36.

SI 1 2 3 4 5 6

SC 1 it 0 4 3 6

S

NP VP

N S bePred S

that Johnlias left is obvious A

The underlying structure possesses an empty node under N which is a
sister constituent of the complement in the subject position. This node is
deleted when Extraposition does not apply.

3. The three approaches in Polish and in English- Polish contrastive grammar

Let us now consider the three approaches in terms of their applicability to
Polish data. The el aluation of the approaches will be based on the 'number and
seriousness of revisions necessary for the derivation of 1-11.
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3.1. Extraposition 1

37=(l)

8

NPtNo

T Extra 1

VP

V AP

ie on tam pOjdzie jest. oczym iste

38 (3)

S

NP VP

V AP

to jest oczywiste ie on tam pojdzie

The existence of to in the underl) ing structure is motivated for Polish
since it may be preserved throughout the operation. The underlying structure
37 (1) is identical with the underlying structure for the English sentence 2a.
The difference between 1 and 2a consists in the apelicat non of the obligatory
Pronoun Deletion transformation as formulated in Rosenbaum 1967 for English
sentences like 2a. Such a transformation is blocked in Polish dialect 1 and is
optional for dialect 2. 38 is identical with the extraposed sentence 3 which is
possible only in dialect. 2. 4 can be derived by Polish to Deletion transformation.

39. to Deletion X NP[toXI by6 Y S Z
(optional) SI 1 2 3 4 5 6

SC 1 0 3 4 5 6

39 is independently motivated for a variety of "subjeetlesa- Polish senten-
ces like Jest ladnie . To Deletion is a different transformation for the English-like
Pronoun Deletion from [to 5] which has to be blocked for dialect 1.

Polish to Deletion has to be applied after bye Dleetionso that 11 can bo
produced.

11. To jasne, ie on zdobcdzie pierwsztl nagrodc,
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40. byd Deletion X Np[to] byd Y S Z
(optional)

SI 1 2 3 4 5 6

SC 1 2 0 4 5 6

By6 Deletion is independently motivated for other sentences or sentence
equivalents like 41.

41. To jasne jak slofice.

It is claimed in this paper that sentences like 9 are derived from structures
like 38 by to Dismount transformation.

9. Jasne,'jest ie on zdobedzie pierwsz% nagrode.
42. to Dismount+ X rip[to] jest Adj S Z

(optional)
SI 1 2 3 4 5 6

SC 1 4 3 0 5 6

42 is prebonted as a, replacement transformation since Adjective Fronting
would produce unacceptable sentences like 43.

43*?. Jasne to jest, ie on zdobedzie pierwszit nagrode.

lt can be claimed that Adjective Fronting would be applicable after to
Deletion. However, to Deletion has to be applied after by6 Deletion because 9
would not be produced. The order of transformationg should be formulated as
follows in order to account for 1-11 in the best way:

44. I. Optional to Deletion from
for dialect 1.

II. Extraposition 1
III. Polish to Dismount
IV. Polish byd Deletion

V. Polish to Deletion

NP to S in dialect 2. Blocked

i

Polish sentences like 10 can be derived by the application of either I, III,
IV or II, V.

III, IV, and V are transformations that are applicable only in Polish,
therefore English sentences 4a, 8a-1 la are ungrammatical. I is applicable only
in Polish dialect 2 and it is optional However, it is obligatory in English when
II is not applied. For that reason English sentences la and 5a, whore I has not

, been applied, without the application of II are unacceptable, and corresponding
Polish sentences 1 and 5 are perfect.

It will be noted in the final section of this paper that III has tobe reformula-
ted to allow the replacement of to by nouns. It will be claimed that III, sub-
stituting nouns for pronouns, has to be postulated for English too.

42 is oallod Dismount in order not to be confused with Emonds' it lloplacomont..
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3.2. Intraposition in Polish

45 (3)

NP

to

46 (2)

e on tam pojdzie

VP

V AP

jest oezywiste

S

139

T !Ora

ie on tam pajdzie

VP

V AP

I
jelst oczylwiste

Intraposition, as it was formulated in Emond4 1970 cannot account for
sentences like 1 or 5. The none (to 8] seems to be absolutely necessary for
Polish in the intraposcd position. Intraposition can no longer be viewed as
Subjeet Replacement transformation if it would claim to account for Polish
data. There is a possibility of saving Intraposition by its reformulation. Intra-
ppsition would not be a root transformation but would have to be structure
preserving. The conclusion is similar to that in Higgins (1973) study on in
Postal (1974), though each arrived at on different grounds.

47 (output of revised Intraposition)

S

NP

to

e ontant pdjdzie

VP

V AP
I I

jest oczywiste

47 is nothing else but an underlying structure in terms of Extraposition 1
analysis. 47 is a base-generated string in terms of Intraposition and the extra..
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posed sentence within the concurrent theory . In such a formulation the tts o
analyses are mirror images of each other and there seems to be no evidence to
give one preference o% er the other. 44 would have to be reformulated if the
revised Intraposition were maintained. III V would be applicable before hi.
traposition only if Intraposition were not applied to a given string

3.4. Extraposition 2 and Polish
Exdatposition as presented in Emonds (1976) does two things. It inserts it

tinder the empty node N and mca es the complement sentence under the empty
S node, which is a constituent of VP. In Polish dialect 1 to would be inserted
under the exactly opposite condition i.e., it would insert to under the empty
node N when Extraposition has not been applied to a given string and the
insertion of to mould be blocked, i.e. the empty N node mould be deleted when
Extraposition is applied. This correctly matches the situation in dialect 1,
which is exactly the opposite from English. For dialed 2, how er, to insertion
makes Ito sense shim to can be present both before and after Extraposition.

3.5. The conclusion is that Extraposition 1 is the best suited operation for
the analysis of Polish subject clauses since it requires no essential modification
aind it can be easily supplemented by a series of transformations necessary for
the derivation of some Polish sentences containing subject clauses. The N irtue
of this approach is that it contains [to S] node in the underlying structure,
which seems to be indispensable for the analysis of Polish subject clauses,
especially in dialed 2.

5. Sonic further eases

I have been puzzled for sonic time by sentences like 48-50.
48. The fact is that we have no choice.
49. The truth is that we have no choice.
50. The point is that the President should lead this country.

(Time)
48-50 have been analysed traditionally as in 51. For the most recent analysis
in these terms see G. Horn (1977).

51.

S

NP VP

V

the fact be

142
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Polish equivalent sentences to 48 and 49 are 48a and 49a.

48a. Faktem jest, le nie marry wyboru.

494. Prawdq jest, le nie marry wyboru.

Polish initial NPs in the above sentences are in the intrumental case and
they have never been viewed as subjects in Polish grammars. The correct,
I believe, analysis of these sentences is as follows:

S

NP

to

ie nie manly wyboru

Extraposition 1 triggers:

53.

bye NP

jest fakteni

NP
171)

bye NP

to jest faktem

2'o Dismount produces:

.54.

NP

faktem

SO
ze nie mainy'wyboru

VP

V S

jest ze nie marry wyboru

It seems that such an analysis can throw some light on English sentences
like 48-50. Since English has almost no surface case marking it is not mini
sing that subjecthood may be perceived in English in a slightly different ma.)
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On the other hand it vi ould be somm hat odd to analyze sentences like 48-50
as complete") different structure:, from 49a and 48a though the absence of the
equivalent construction in Polish of the point is... may partially motivate
such a different treatment.

Some of in3 Berkele3 informants considered sentemcs like 55 and 56 as
acceptable.

55?. That we have no choice is the point.
56. That he went there is a fact.
if the :lbw e sentences are acceptable the question concerning their rela-

tionship a ith sentences like 48 50 arises. My guess is that sentences like
48 So are deli) ed front under) ing strut tares » hich are similar to 55 and 56 by
means of Extrapqsit ion and it Dismount, similar operation to Polish to Dis-
mount.

57.

58.

59.

S

NP

it

t hat we have o choice

S

NP

it

NP

V

VP

NP

I I

is the point

S

V

VP

T Extra 1

VP

V NP

I I

is the point,

it SDismount5

S

that we have no choice

S

the point is that we have Into choice

It ts possible that sueli a transformation has already boon postulated for English,
and a 18 even possible that I ha% e ;wen it but I do not remember %%ilea 1110 O hero.
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THE MONITOR MODEL AND CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

KARI SAJAVAARA.

Unicersity of Jyrdskyla

Introduction

After three decades of contrastive linguisticswe must admit that traditional
contrastive analysis has failed to meet the objectives which were initially set
to it. The bulk of books and papers on language contrasts is quite impressive
but the number of applications remains insignificant. It is no wonder that there
are more and niore people who accept the criticism directed against the appli-
cability of contrastive analysis. Such a viewpoint has moreover been streng-
thened under the influence of recent, particularly American, rIsearch on
second language acquisition.

The reasons for the apparent failure of traditional contrastive linguistics
to serve the needs of language teachir.g are many. Most of the reasons can be
grouped under the following categories:

(1) Theoretical linguistic analysis cannot solve problems which are not
linguistic alone but require multidisciplinary approaches. Several writers, e.g.
Fisiak in several papers (eg., 1973) in making the distinction between theoreti-
cal and applied contrastive studies, have pointed out that theoretical contras-
tive linguistics is a branch of theoretical linguistics. The theoretical starting-
point has resulted in what has been termed 'parasitic' contrastive studies by
Sharwood Smith (1974). This state of affairs is partly connected with the rather
obscure state of applied linguistics in general: applied linguistics is seen as a
field which is subservient to the development of theory, and very little atten
Lion is paid to the problems that applied linguistics is expected to solve.
The 'best' linguistic model, which cannot be ignored for purposes of theoretical
analysis, need not necessarily be the most appropriate basis for the purposes of
applied linguistics.

(2) Theoretical linguistics has undergone a hectic period of upheaval

10, papers and Studies
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during the past twenty years. Traditional and early structuralist views gave

way to various generative approaches but today, instead of having a fairly
universal frame of reference, we are in a situation in which it is impossible to
tell what the next stage will be and, what is more problematic, in which it is

difficult to fuld a common ground for decsriptions. What is beneficial in recent
developments fhim the viewpoint of CA is the fact that, in many theories and
models, what is labelled as linguistics has widened beyond the traditional
code-centred dichotomy. In many cases, the previous narrow emphasis on
grammatical competence has been givenup, and it is now widely seen that man's
communicative and social competence requires research far beyond the mere
vide (see Sajavaara 1977). Recent approaches are also more open to seeing
language and the use of language as a dynamic process in which everything is

present all the time and in which the sum total of the parts is not exactly the
result of putting the parts together. Shuy (1977) has fittingly likened the gram-
matical elements to the visible top of an iceberg, which has been the focus of
everybody's attention despite the fact that it is the mass under the sea level

that sinks the ship.
(3) The theory and methodology of CA have remained undeveloped. In

most cases CA has had a purely linguistic starting-point, and the interrela-
tionship between CA and the theories of language acquisition and language
learning has been rather vague. Only occasionally has a serious attempt been
made to connect the two (the work by the Kiel project (see Wodo 1978) and
the Copenhagen PIF project, to mention a couple of outstanding exceptions).
Initially. CA was generally associated with behaviourist learning theories,
mainly through its closeness to early structuralism but, beyond that, the link
has been negligible. If CA is to serve the needs of foreign language teaching,
greater attention should be paid to research on second language acquisition/lear-

ning, -
In this paper, an attempt will be made to discuss the link between the

theory of second language acquisition and contrastive analysis from a rather
narrow viewpoint, that of Stephen Krashen's Monitor Model (see, eg., Krashen

197S).

The Monitor Model

In collaboration with several other researchers, Stephen D. Kraen of the
University of Southern California has syntl.etizcd his work on Law children and

adults come to control languages. He has labelled his synthesis the Monitor
Model. It is a theoretical framework to describe the 'internalizaticn) of target -

language rules by the adult second-largurige learner. Aceordirg to Krashen,
this is possible in two ways, which are distinct from one another, acquisition
and learning: language acquisition, which involves 'creative construction',
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refers to an unconscious process, unaffected by overt teaching, which is also
the way in which children acquire their Li or L2, whereas language learning
results from explicit presentation and memorization of rules (whether it is
deductive or inductive makes no difference). Krashen emphasizes the inde-
pendent nature of the two processes: Lcquisition is possible without learning,
and learning does not necessary lead to aequisition.1

The Monitor Model derives its name from the role of the learned language
system in the processing of language data: according to Krashen, speech
performance is always initiated.by means of the acquired system, and what has
been learned is available as a monitor only which is used to alter, to 'edit', the
output of the acquired system. Krashen seems to imply that self-correction by
native speakers after slips of tongue is due to another 'mechanism',
because native speakers need not have any meta-awareness of rules.

Krashen's Monitor has two major constraints: availability of time and
focussing on form. One more powerful restriction is the insufficiency of certain
rules for ntrtive-like performance; the rules are either too complex or defective
to make it possible for a second-language speaker to 'monitor' correctly.
Krashen also points to individual differences in the use of the Monitor (Krashen
1978), i.e. t here are overusers or underusers. Foreign language teaching has tra-
ditionally produced ovcrusers arm. gh its emphasis on error-correction as
feedback. In the light of Krashen's acquisition/learning dichotomy, there are
phenomena in L2 that can only be acquiredthey are not available through
explicit presentation of 'rules', ie. teaching in the traditional sense.

The main point in Krashen's model is the statement that also adults can
acquire languages. This means that, instead of only acquisition, which is
available for children, adults can rely on two processes, one conscious and the
other unconscious. What was assumed until quite recently was that language
acquisition is no longer possible after the 'critical age'. Adults develop, however,
native-like intuitions about the second language and a feel for correctness, a
`Sprael gefilhP, becomes apparent in their speech performance.

For acquisition, 'intake' based on the right kind of input is the most essen-
tial thing. Language acquirers should be exposed to input w hick. is more com-
plex than the stage which they have reached, and it should consist of communi-
cation which is meaningful to them and understood by them. Another require-
ment for ideal intake conditions is the 'lowering' of the sucio-affective filter (see
Delay and Burt 1977). Caretaker speech, such as mothereso (Snow and Fer-
guson (ecls.) 1977) or foreigner talk (Hatch et al. 1978), mostly meets these
criteria even without any conscious effort from the part of the caretakers.

The 'critical age' (late childhood/puberty ) was earlier considered the boun-

Krashon's view of the word 'learning' differs from the moaning that is generally
given to this word. It implies that teaching is for him a target-butuld process whose
objectives aro known both to tho teacher and the loamor.

10*
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dary bt- tween 'natural' processes of acquisition and a period when the child
becomes capable of analyzing experiences and conceptualizing the world
around him, when he develops a competence to 'learn' in Krashen's sense, ie. he
has a conscious knowledge of the abstractions he is dealing with and is able to
memorize them for future use. People without any formal language training
have no meta-awareness of the rules which make up the basis of their lin-

guistic competence.

Expansion of the Monitor Model

The fundamental ideas in Krashen's Monitor Model are easily acceptable
on the basis of the intuitive knowledge that every foreign-language learner has
in his possession. The basic dichotomy, the distinction between the two sys-
tems of 'rules' (reflecting the double meaning of 'grammar' as the native
speaker's competence and linguists' attempts to describe that competence), is
not new; it is found well before Krashen (see, eg., Corder 1967, Lawler and
Se linker 1971). Similar ideas have also been put forth simultaneously by Wid-
dowson (1977). Leontev (1973) has developed a system which comprises four
levels along similar lines. Krashen, however, makes the first consistent effort to
explain a variety of well-known phenomena around post-critical-period
second-language performance, including the conflicting findings about language
aptitude and attitude.

Krashen seems to have received his original idea from Labov, who writes
that "the must consistent and regular linguistic system of a speech community
is that of the basic vernacular learned before puberty" (Labov 1970:35).
Labov's argumerits are based on material which he worked upon in connection
with delay ed- feedback and white-noise experiments carried out by Mehl (1972).

Labov points out that when native speakers stop monitoring their speech, the
pattern superimposed on the vernacular begins to disintegrate, and ho con-
cludes that the "overt social correction supplied in the schoolroom can never
be as regular and far-reaching as the unconscious effects of 'change from below'

within the system".
The true nature of monitoring in speech performance remains to be studied.

Restricting it to the functioning of the 'learned' system in second-latgurge
speech performance the way in which Krashen does it may have been
necessary as a working hypothesis and as an initial model, but there are a
multitude of factors that seem to imply that a speaker's second-language per-
formance should not be considered as something distinct from his overall
capacity for speech perception and production and from processes that trans-
form communicative intentions into utterances. Labov's audiomonitoring can
be defined as 'attention paid to speech", and this is roughly what is meant by
Krashen's Monitor. This kind of monitoring is not restricted to second langua-
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ges; people monitor, consciously and unconsciously, their own and other
people's speech whatever language, LI or L2, it is in (see Laver 1973, Cazden
1972, Levelt 1971). -Cazden (1972) seems to be willing to equate monitoring
with metalinguistic awareness, which implies that the nature of monitoring is
dependent on the existence or non-existence of superimposed systems. It may
be difficult to restrict the monitor to the last stage of the output system in the
speech production programme, and the data speak for several levels which are
closely interrelated and linked with the discourse history and the speaker's
state of mind (Yngve 1970) and whose scope depends on the nature and pre-
sence of various internal and external constraints. Figure 1 is a highly tentative
attempt to synthetize the information about the speech production processing.
(fora more detailed account, see Sajavaara 1978). It is important to remember
that the mechanism there is for editing the output is not concerned with
grammatical processing alone but var'ous features of the semantic and prag-
matic information may even be a more important object. In this context it
is not possible to elaborate the problem of the constraints on monitoring.
Figure 1 includes a few references to constraints whichmay be present. The idea
of performance capacity is extremely important, because the total capacity
that a° person has at his disposal cannot be easily increased under normal cir-

PERFORMANCE

CAPACITY
STATE
OF
MIND

PROBLEM

SOLVER

EXTERNAL
CONSTRAINTS
eg. time,
situation, task
demands, inter-
act ion

INTERNAL
CONSTRAINTS
eg. task complex-
ity, arousal,
attentional
capacity, drugs,
situation,
intentions

MONITOR

INTEN-
TIONS

PLANNING PROCESS-
ING

EXECU-
TION

PRODUCT

SPEECH PRODUCTION

Figure 1. A tentative representation of the various parameters present in the speech
production programme. It is also to be assumed that there is a direct link between tho
stages of speech production ,on tho ono hand, and performance capaoity and state of
mind, on the other.
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cumstances and, if more capacity is needed, for instance, for problem-solving,
the capacity available for monitoring is greatly reduced.

One of the major problems is one which is present in most studies dealing
with human sciences. the external, observable, physical phenomena, in this
case speech performance, may have no direct one-to-one relationship with
mental phenomena; thinking and intentions may not be reflected in actual
utterances, or are reflected only indirectly.

Krashen's Monitor provides a good starting-point for research on speech
performance in which a more extensive model for communication and language
acquisition /learning is developed. It does not seem necessary to make a distinc-
tion between first-language or second-language acquisition and foreign language
learning and performance. Initially, a restriction to adult second-language
performance may have been rewarding, but an extension of the model seems
necessary. Questions to be answered for it include the following:

(1) What is the interrelationship between Krashen's model and the overall
theory of language behaviour?

(2) What is actually monitored and at what stage of speech production?
(3) Is monitoring different for Ll, L2, or foreign languages and, if there is a

distinction, what is its nature?
(4) Can learning and acquisition be kept as distinct and independent sys-

tems and is such a distinction necessary? When does learning become acquisi-
tion, ie. how much input/intake is needed through learning before acquisition is
possible? To what extent is the difference between what is acquired and what is
learned due to the deficiencies in linguistic theory and the theory of language
behaviour (the 'rules' do not describe a native speaker's competence)?

(5) What is the relationship between the skills involved and the automa-
tion processes, on the one hand, and the acquisition/learning dichotomy, on
the other? Are there language phenomena that can only be acquired?

k6) What is the nature of the constraints on the potential uses of the
.monitoring system from the viewpoint of the entire co.mmunition process?

Li influence on L2

Labov (1970.36) takes interaction between the rule systems of the variants
of one and the same language for granted. "The knowledge of one system
inevitably affects the other. The rules of standard English and its non-stan-
dard relatives are so similar that they are bound to interact." It may be easier
for language learners or bilinguals to keep two different languages aptrt, parti-
cularly if the languages are genetically far removed from each other (which is
actually a statement quite contradictory to the initial contrastive hyTothesis)
but, even, if the codes, ie. the grammatical systems, can be kept distinct, tl.ere
is a lot of overlap through various functions and communicative and other
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intentions. The existence of a multitude of foreign accents in English and va-
rious types of pidginization and creolization processes implies cross-language
influences. The picture is further complicated by the fact that these influences
are not unidirectional: L2 may also affect LI, or there may be several L2s
which interact and are imrcsed upon LL.

Plenty of evidence has been gathered in the last few years of the consistency
of the patterns representing the processes through which children acquire
control of LI and L2. Moreover, the evidence for the rough similarity of the
acquisition sequences of English irrespective of the acquirers' starting-point is
quite convincing. The research mainly deals with the acquisition of English in
natural settings, and only morpheme acquisition sequences are normally
studied. It is open to question, however, whether the results of such studies are
generalizable outside the sphere of morphemes and to more formal situations,
in the classroom for instance.

The morpheme sequence studies give a uniform picture of the acquisition
sequence (see, eg., Krashen 1977). These results can be used to deny the LI
influence on L2, because the sequences are the same for speakers of various
L1s (see Dulay and Burt 1977), Tl.ere is evidence, however, of individual
variation (Hakuta 1974, Andersen 1977) and, to a certain extent at least,
the uniformity may be due to the statistical methods used (see Rosansky
1976). The morpheme sequence technique must be extended to wider entities
(see Hakuta and Cancino 1977), various syntactico-semantic functions of
morphemes must be observed, and individual variation needs to be investig-
ated in detail using various techniques (see also Dulay and Burt 1975). Second-
language studies must be replicated with foreign-language learners and with
learners from different age groups.

According to Rrashen (1078), speech performance is always initiated by
means of the acquired s3stem and tl.e learned system is available as a monitor
for editing the output. We must assume that in acquisition-poor environments
a non-native speaker would have to rely, accordingly, on his LI competence as
a performance initiator (the grammar-translation method used in the class-
room provides an example). The initial LI string is then processed, ie. 'trans-
lated', into an L2 string, whose grammaticality and acceptability depends on
the availability of 'rulet,' and on the nature of the constraints present. As a
result of optimal acquisition tLe L2 string is initiated and processed on the
basis of the acquired L2 system without the interference of "Krgshen's Monitor.
In this way we have two extremes: at one end we have total hz..f.11::.-,::,;un,
which results in native like performance without a trace of LI influence and
at the other end we have a language system in L2 which is based entirely on.
explicit memorization of rules (this is highly hypaetical, because it seems
rather impossible to figure a full-settle learned s3stem without any trace of
acquisition), which is sufficient for the production of acceptable L2 strings
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under favourable circumstances. In between there are a variety of combina-
tions of acquired and learned partial systems. With the exception of a few
'I.,2 acquirers in ideal surroundings, most L2 speakers are located somewhere
betm cen the two extremes, which implies that at least occasionally they have
to rely on the LI systems for speech reception and production. This is the case
when the L2 unit has not been acquired and the monitor fails to give the right
answer. Non-acquisition is due to insufficient or non-existent input, while
the failure in the functioning of the monitor may be due to either insufficient
performance capacity or unavailability of a sufficient number of correct
rules. There may be no rules, the rules have not been 'taught', the rules may
be wrong, or the speaker may apply 'wrong' rules belonging to either Ll
ur L2 (ur a third language). If the acquisitionilearnir.g dichotomy proposed
by Krashen is correct, LI influence on L2 surface strings may be due to the
fact that (1) the string has been initiated by the acquired LI system and the
monitor has not been able to correct the string, for reasons such as those
mentioned above, (2) the monitor lacks the correct 'rule' and an LI rule is
used as a repair, or (3) strings originally initiated with corrcct L2 acquired
systems are, for some reason, mutilated by the learned system. In any case
Ll 'interference' in L2 means in Krashen's model that acquisition has not
taken place. The process referred to in (3) above may be an exception, and we
may safely assume that the LI and L2 acquired and learned systems ar©
closely interlinked and that the acquired and learned systems are referred
to several times during speech production, which may result in highly variable
performance by the 8itnie speakers in different situations. What all this ' mplies
is that what has been called interference from Ll is a complex system of
interrelationships and that the research on language transfer has had a far
too simple starting-point.

In most cases we have only the final product, the surface string, and the
processes that have led to it rcmain obscure. We need methods to study the
stages before the actual utterance. For instance, we can start by replicating
Maid's experiments with pre' ented audiomonitoring and delayed feedback.
On the basis of Labov's findings it could be hypothetized that prevented
audiomonituring would result in the increase of LI influence in the speech of
non-native speakers whose acquisition level is low. Other methods are needed
in which the functioning of the 'monitor' could be observed (intuitive know-
ledge from situations in which L2 speakers experience high states of arousal
(fear, anger, etc.) speaks for the hypothesis of increased LI influence). The
preliminary experiments' with Finnish speakers of English using delayed
feedback and prevented audiomonitoring which were carried out by the
Finnish-English Contrusth e Project gaN e conflicting results and more material
is needed before any conclusions can be drawn.

Theoretically at least, it is possible to delimit certain environmental
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and other parameters which either maximize or minimize the amount of
intake necessary for acquisition. There are at least four levels:

(1) type of exposure to 144:: acquisition is at its lowest in formal teaching
that is based on explicit memorization of rules and at its highest in situations of
natural language use;

(2) age of acquirer/learner: children beforethe 'critical age' mostly acquire;
older people can both acquire and learn, but explicit memorization of rules
and their application to practice becomes more difficult with age; the same
may be true for acquisition, .1though we lack consistent evidence (the apparent
inability to acquire may be due to defective enculturation or other similar
factors);

(3) type of rule system: the further away we go from purely gr4mmatical
competence in the traditional sense, to semantics, notional categories, prag-
matics, and sociolinguistic rules, the more relative importance must be at-
tached to acquisition; and

(4) level of enculturation (Schumann 1978). optimal acquisition requires a,
high level of enculturation or integrative motivation, while a total lack of
them may block acquisiticn entirely.

These four criteria may occur in different combinations. It is to be ex-
pected, on the basis of what has been said above, ti,a+ reliance on LI systems.
is at its maximum when the level of acquisition is low (mo,i.ily because not
all mks can be taught), ie. one, or all, of the above criteria works against
acquisition. Therefore, errors due to LI can be expected in greater numbers
in formal classroom situations, with older acquirersficamrs, in tl.e application
of pragmatic and sociolir_guistic rules Lich may I.ave their impact on other
rules), and under circumstances of a low level of enculturation. This may
partially explain tl.e fact that traditional contrastive analysis has not been
able to predict errors consistently and that errors that have been predicted.
have not occurred at all.

Conclusion

If all speech is initiated by means of the acquired system, what is important
for native-like speech performance is input in natural and meankgful com-
municative situations. Everythirg cannot be tatght explicitly, because we
lack the 'rules'.

What is then the value of contrastive linguistics? Traditional contrastive
analysis contrasting of rule systems of two or more languages is needed
for providing us with better descriptions which can be used for building up
better explicit rules to be memorized by the learner, which is a way to a better
startingpoint as regards acquisition. CA is also necessary in the work to esta-
blish the language systems which cannot be 'learned' in the second language.
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It is obvious that traditional CA must be extended to the observation of
L2 speakers in speech communication with native speakers to study the
parameters that affect the success or failure of communication. Their L2
speech must be compared with tl.eir speech performance in tl.cir Ll and with
that of the native speakers of L2 in similar situations. Particular attention
should be paid to the processes involved in speech production and perception.
The interrelationship between production and reception also requires greater
attention.

The value of CA is small or nil in environments of optimal acquisition,
but it grows in correlation with the distance to such a situation along the
parameters sketched above.
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SYNTACTIC INTERFERENCE GERMANENGLISH

BERNHARD KETTEHANN

University of Graz

The present papers is intended to challenge the view that native language
interference is of very little importance as a source of error in second language
learning. It might seem unnecessary to defend a theory of interference, a
theory that became well established over thirty years ago. Interference came
under severe attack, though, several years ago and recently it has become
fashionable to advocate its neglect as a source of error in second language
acquisition. This view has, for example, been put forward by Burt/Kiparsky
(1972) who do not consider foreign syntax to be a major factor in the.learning of
English as a second language; or by Du lay/Burt (1973) who note that only
3% of the errors analyzed are caused by interference, while 85% are develop-
mental; or by Du lay/Burt (1974) who report that only 4.7% of their subjects'
morpho-syntactic errors can be traced to native language interference, while
87.1% are developmental, caused by learning strategies that are also used in
first language acquisition. Studies like these (see the bibliography in Bausch/
Kasper 1979) have proposed some form of the identity hypothesis (i.e. the
processes of first and second language acquisition are the same) and suggest
that second language acquisition involves processes of hypothesis testing
and creative construction, comparable to those in first language acquisition.
As long as we cannot agree on what is meant by the similarity (Ervin-Tripp
1974) or identity (Du lay/Burt 1976) of first and second language acquisition
processes, and as long as it is not clear whether this hypothesis is at all applic-
able to second language learning in jits major form, i.e. in formal instructional
settings, I see no reason to give up the transfer hypothesis. Even though
I stress the importance of interference in second language learning in in-
structional settings, this does not imply that I adhere to any strong con-

1 My thanks are duo to W. Nemsor, Klagenfurt and A. Fill, Graz, for valuablo
comments on an earlier version of this paper, as well as Ilso Kettomann who collected
and prepared tho data.
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traz.tive hypothesis. I.concede that the importance of interference as one of
the possible sources of error in second language learning was probably over-
ruted in the sixties, but it is precisely this fact that should prevent us from
underrating it now. Instead, I claim, following Taylor (.975), Felix (1976)
,,tid Flick (1980) that the importance of interference as a possible source of
error varies according to various approximative systems (Nemser 1971), or
learner languages. Learners will produce more interference-caused-errors at
the beginning of the learning process and in the early stages, than in the
later stages. The amount of developmental errors will increase with the pro-
gress made in second language acquisition and interference will be reduced.
It seems reasonable to suppose that the importance of interference also varies
with the formality of the setting (from informal to formal, from natural to
instructional), subjective and objectiv e learner variables, the teaching material
and many other factors. Furthermore, the role of interference is quite different
with various structures and at different linguistic levels. It might be less im-
portant in the lexicon (Steinbach 1981, but is the source of many possible and Per-
sistent errors in phonology. Kettemann/Viereck (1978) and Kalt/Kettcmann
(1980) have shown that native language interference is an important source of
error in second language phonology acquisition, when the native language used
in the error anal3sis represents a real, spoken language end not some hypothe-
tical standard. An analysis based on the actual language variant used has
mere to offer in terms of descriptive adequacy and possible explanation than
an analy sis based on an ideal language. Indeed it seems probable that there
is very little interference from a language the learner does not actually use
very often.

This study will not investigate tl ese variables, which influence interference
quantitatively, but an attempt will be made to show that interference is a
clear descriptiv e possibility in error analysis and a sound ysycholinguistic
hypothesis. I will present a few examples of syntactic errors in various learner
languages. I hypothesize that tl ese errors are due to source language inter-
ference. I substantiate that claim by relating the actual source language,
functioning as a filter, with the target language as input and the learner
language production as output. I define syntactic interference-caused-errors
as those structural elements in the learner language that are inacceptable
in the target language and can be related to tl.e target language input by
source language syntactic structures, rules and fek.,turcs. The descriptivo
apparatus is derived from standard generative transformational style.
I only use shallow or surface structures, because I doubt tl.e value of deep
structures in contrastiv c analysis (cf. Felix 1977) and consider interference to
be a performance phenomenon (Bellinger 1980) actively inflt,encir g the
building and char.grg of transitional cc/meter-Ices. Tl.e target language is
Standard English us aimed at in the textbooks and as used in a classroom
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context, and as defined in grammars such as Quirk et al. (1972). The mau,c
language is a geographical variant of Standard Austrian German, Rm!! .%

variant of Standard High German. Where the source language deviates S\
tactically from the standard defined in e.g. Grebe et al. (1973), the exaunplc
is identified as dialectal. The learner language is an approximative system,
in certain ways deviant from the target language. It is a system because its
elements enter into rule-governed structural illations. It is approximat i\ e,
because at its successive stages it comes to resemble the target language
more closely. It is characterized by its permeability (it allows rules etc. of
other languages to operate within it), instability (rules etc. are added etc.
as learning and use increase; i.e. it is dynamic), and variability (the order.
form, domain etc. of rules etc. is not fixed yet). Although I ain working within
Selinker's concept of interhulguage (1972), I will only use one of his five
processes, language transfer, in the following arguments. This language trans-
fer surfaces in the learner language as target language constituent reorder
restructuring, reclassification, and resubeategurizationfrespecification in al
cordanee with source language rules, coristraints, classes, subeategorizations
and feature specifications. The data was obtained from free production of
source and learner languages of forty first through fourth y ear students of
English, aged ten to sixteen, from Carinthia, Austria.

1. Cqnstituent reordering

The target language constituents are reordered in the learner language
according to the syntactic surface constraints of the source language. ('on
cider the structures in (1).
(1) The father see that the cake black is

Target language S

NP VP

NP

S

father sees that Npsi. VP

Det V 1A( j

.1 NI I

the cake is black2

2 black = burnt, note that the target language sentenco already is an niterforence,
product.
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Source language

(use of article
dialectal

Learner language

S

NP VP

Det N V NP

der Va er sieht daB NP VP

I

Pet N Adj V

I I I
'm

I
der Kuchen schm % is t

fv_3. -13

Ps.Sg. j

the father see that the cake black is

This is an exanple of V-postposing in an embedded sentence. The cause of
this common word order error is .the source language, word order, where V
is the final constituent of the embedded sentence. The source language post-
posing rule alters the target language sentence in the leaner language output.
V-postposing and raising interacts in the next example.

(2) When you me let go

Target language

Con)

if

S

NPVPN

N

you

1NP 2

I

let N go

me

This error is days to intralingual ovorgonoralization, thus a dovolopmontal orror
and will thoroforo not bo troated
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Conj S

NP VVP .

N NP V2 173,

I I

I

wenn ciu N gehen lasst
(dialect)

mich4

Learner language

Conj

(+time)

when you me

Vi

Igolet

The subject NP of the embedded sentence is raised to object in the matrix
sentence of the learner language in the position of the source language, but the
target language ordering of V1 before V= is preserved. The source language
postposing rule moves the finite Verb behind the direct object, but is too
weak additionally to move it behind the infinitive.

The source language V-postposing rule r.iso operates on simple sentences,
as (3) shows.

(3) He cannot the cake cat

Target language

NP VP

N M Neg V NP
I

I I

../ \,N
he caIn not eat Det N

I I

the cake

4 Note the typical mixture of dialect and standard in this sontoneo. The form of
tho last verb is dialectal, while the form of the pronoun is standard, resulting in something
that could bo called "vernacular standard".
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Source language

S

.-------------v,p
NI,

,--------
iIT

NP

/ N
V

I

er kiln nicht Det N essen

I I

den Kuchen

Learner language . 1

. , he can not the cake eat
4

Again the word order rule of the source language prevails in the learner
language. The verb carrying Teti() is in second position and the infinitive is
moved into sentence-final position. The position of the Neg-particle is scopus-

dependent and (in this sentence) does not cause any interference.
The opposite rule, source language V-preposing in imperatives without

subject deletion for example, may lead to interference, too, as in (4).

(4) Go you back!

Target language

Source language

.,..,.../ 8\..
NP VP

1

.,,.../ ------,....
N V Adv

I I I

you go back

S

I ----
VP NP Adv

1 I I

V N zurfick

1

geh
I

du

I 1

Learner language go you bac:
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A target language syntactic surface structure constraint prohibits the
separation of copula and adjective in adjective phrase complements. In the
source language this constraint does not exist. In the learner language the
constraint seems also to be missing as is shown by (5).

(5) The house is outside green

Target language

V

VP

Adj Adv

the house is green outside

Source language VP

V Adv Adj

das Haus ist aussen grim

Learner language

the house is outside green

The different status of transformational rules in source and target langu-
ages, i.e. whether they are obligatory or optional, may lead to interference,
as in (5) above or in (6).

(6) In the sky are many clouds

Target language

AdvP

PP

NP

in Det N

the sky

11

VP

there

are

NP

Quant

many clouds
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Source language

AdvP

PNP
,./...-."

Prep N
Det

am Himmel

Learner Language

S
I

VP NP

V Quant N

I I
I

sind viele Wolken

in the sky are many clouds

In the source language the subject -NP and the AdvP may be exchanged

and an Existential insertion transformation is not obligatory. In the target
language AdvP-preposing is only allowed after there-insertion and must be
followed obligatorily by subject-NP and Verb inversion. In the learner language
the rule for there-insertion is either blocked or considered optional due to
source language interference. But even with all the target language rules
applied, than is still room for interference, as (7) shows.

(7) There are everywhere clouds

Target language -............

NP VP

I /". I
there V NP Adv

I
I I

are N everywhere

I e
clouds

Source language S

NP
I

da

Learner language

there

VP
I

V Adv
I

sind iiberall

NP
I

N
1

Wolken

are everywhere clouds
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I

In (7) the VP-final position of the deep structure subject in the source language
prevails in the learner language production, resulting in an improper structural
change after the application of the subject-verb inversion rule of the target
language.

Constituent reordering, then, seems to be a viable process in the learner
language. This reordering of target language structures is achieved by,applying
source language rules and constraints in the learner language. -

2. Constituent restructuring

The target language constituents are restructured in the learner language
on the basis of source language mudela. Rebtruauring differs from reordering
in that it alters, expands, contracts, inserts, deletes constituents or parts of
constituents, while reordering moves constituents. Consider (8).

(8) I can go walk

Target language

S

NP VP

/1
N M V

I

PP

I c
I
n go Prep NP

I N
for. Det N

I

a wilk

Source language

Learner language

s
NP VP

I /-
VN M

I I I

ich kann spazierengehen

I can go walk
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166 B. Kettemann

In this example the source language VP structure is preserved intact in the
learner language output. The target language PP-constituent is completely
lost. The order of the ultimate constituents is identical to their order in the
target language. This shows that reordering and restructuring are two
separate processes in the learner language.

In (8) we saw that restructuring may result in deletion, in the following
example a reflexive pronoun is added in the learner language:

-(9) I Olean me my teeth

Target language

Souroe language

S

NP VP

N V NP

I clean Poss

my teeth

S

NP VP

N V NP NP

I I I /
ich putze Refi Det

mir die Ziihne

Learner language I clean me my teeth

In the source language the indirect object-NP functions as the indicator of
possession in this sentence. In the target language the same function is carried
by the Possessive Pronoun determining the direct object-NP. The learner
language output is an additive compromise of both structural possibilities,
The target language structure was preserved and expanded in order to ae
comodate the source language structure, too.

In (10) on the other hand, the target language structure is not preserved:

(10) I like swim
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Target language

Source language

Learner language
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VP

V S

I like to V

NP VP

N V Adv V

I I I I

ich tu gern schwimmen (dialect)

I like swim

In the learner language the infinitive is not properly embedded. The source
language V Adv construction is collapsed into the semantically equivalent
target language verb.

(11) For one hour snow failed

S

AdvP NP VP

I I

NP Adv N V

1

Card N ago snow fell

one hour
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Source language

Learner
Language

S

Ad IP VP NP
I iv'

PP Perfect

Prep NP hat es geschneit

vor card N

einer Stunde

[-FregV.pastT

for one hour ago snow failed

In this example the learner language overexpands the AdvP constituent.
It includes the target language adverb as well as the source language pre-
position. This restructuring might have been facilitated by the existence of
the PP construction for one hour in the learner language, but it is clearly
caused by interlinguaol interference. The classification as interference caused
error is the only one compatible with the data, which abounds in learner
language sentences of the type Sunday for two weeks; Since for two days -- con-
texts, where the assumption of intralingual interference is implausible. In
(11) learner language restructuring altered the target language structure only
slightly, but restructuring may also be almost total, as in (12) where the target
language structure cannot be retrieved anymore:

(12) The sun is not to see

Restructuring has erased all traces of the target language structure by taking
the source language structure in toto as a model to structure the learner
language output. Compare (12) with the source language die Bonne ist nicht
zu sehen. This is no longer a case of restructuring the target language but of
structure copying from the source language.

Constituent restructuring has been shown to be an active process in the
learner language. By applying certain syntactic surface constraints of the
source language in the learner language, the target language input is restruc-
tured.

$ Of. note 3.
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3. Constituent reclassification

The target language constituents are reclassified in the learner language
so that they belong to the source language word classes. This is achieved
e.g. by conversion from verb to noun or by putting a verb not so classified
into the class of verbs with separable particles. Consider (13).

(13) I breakfast

Target language

Source language

Learner language

S

NP VP

NN NP
I

I have N

breakfast

....,.../Ss--,
NP

I .

VP

I.

V

I
ich friihstiicke

I breakfast

In the learner language the noun of the target languago object-NP constituent
has been reclassified as a verb on the basis of the classification of the source
language. The learner language output structure becomes identical with that of
the source language. The next example shows that not only the major word
classes may be affected by reclassification, but, subclassification may be
changed, too. Consider (14).

(14) She will home

, :169
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Target language

Source language

Learner language

S

NP VP

DIT V S

1 I / \
she wants to VP"V \

V Adv

I

go home

S

NP VP
I

N

I
sie

she

\
M Part (V)

will

will

heim (gehen)

home

(dialect deletes verb)

In the learner language output home has been reclassified from the target
language adverb into a verbless verb111 particle following the source language
classification, and additionally, the source language volitional modal verb

is introduced into the learner language structure.

(15) You must hanging up till morning

Target language S---------------

NP VP/' \------------..
N M V AdvP AdvP

I I I / \ / \
you must hang Prep Adv Prep A.dvi

I I 1 I

up ,there till tomorrow

The structural fpnotion of those verbs is noun-equivalent (of. Onions 1971).
. ..
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Source language

Learner language
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S

NP VP

N M AdvP Adv
I I

du muBt Prep Adv oben hiingan
I

Ms morgen

7

[-FVProgr
be

you must hanging up till morning

This learner language output shows that up is reclassified from target lan-
guage preposition to adverb according to the source language classification.
In the source language the Adv morgen and the N der Morgen are identical
in form. The learner assumes that thc same fact holds true for the target
language, producing the Adv morning instead of tomorrow. This is a lexical
mistake, though, and will not be treated here.

(16) The children go to a pet-show and they take his animals with

Target language

NP VP

N V NP PP
I i 1\ /\. they take Poss N Prep NP

I I I I

their animals with N
I

them

' Whether this is the proper learner language specification is not quite clear, but
plausible, ef. /le is go whore go is V

+ Progr ]
ing

A weaker claim would assume a specification like e.g. IV 1.
ffnitej
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Source language

Leainer language

NP
1

N V

...sie nehmen

...they take

VP

NP

Poss N
I I

ihre Tiere

(--PI]
1

his animals

Part'

mit

with

In this example to take s. th. with s. o. is reclassified in the learner language
as belonging to the class of verbs with separable particles like to call s. o. up.
This way the target language prepositional phrase becomes reduced to the
mere particle in the learner language output following the source language
verb classification. The preposition is reclassified as a particle.

The next example Mows that reclassification need not change the consti-

tuent structure of the target language sentence drastically. In (17) only V is

expanded by the particle.

17) A sailor cut up the rope

Target language

NP

S

VP

Det
,

N V NP
I

I I ..". \
a sailor cut Det N

I I

the rope

Source language S
..-----

NP VP/ .,,.." ""s----......

Det N Perfect NP V (use of Perfect

D

/ \ is dialectal)

ein Seemann hat et N
I I I

I I

das Soil abgeschnitten

Learner Language

a sailor cut up the rope
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Source language

Learner language

Ich sage ihm:...

I say hin...

In the target language the Dative-Movement transformation is not applicable
with say. say can only be followed by a PP. In the source language, on the
other hand, sagen can be followed by a dative object directly. The soured
language subcategorization of the verb prevails in the learner language:
The verb has been resub categorized.

(20) I can see a traffic

Target language N
+common I can see the traffic
+Det--'' -
+def

Source language N
cdialectal) +common Ich seh /an fakea/10

[+Det--- (einen Verkehr)
def

Learner language N
+common.' I can see a traffics

[+Det---
def

The target language direct object-N is resubcategorized to be preceded by a
[-def]article. This process is triggered by the source language dialectal subcate-
gorization. In standard German, as well as in the target language, this sub
categorization is not grammatical in this context.
In the following example the syntactic/semantic feature [direetionalify] is
respectivicified in the learner language.

(21) The stranger pushed him in the water

10 Note tho difference to Tyrolian (on] which derives from a definite article. Garin
thians use tho indefinite article.
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In this example the verb-particle construction is taken over from the source
language into the learner language output. The target language simple verb
is reclassified as V+Part to fit the source language frame. Yet, the learner
language VP-structure preserved the target language order of constituents.

These few examples should have been sufficient to she w that constituent
reclassification is another productive process in the learner language. It changes
the target language word class or subclass into that of the, source language.

4. Resubcategorization and Respecification

Resubcategorization is a learner language process that alters the subca-
tegorization of target language elements according to their subcategorization
in the source language. I also include here the change of syntactic features
or their specifications. Consider (18).

(18) The Pat bake a cake

Target language
[+proper Pat bakes a cake
1 Det

Source language N Der Patrick backt einen Kuehen.
+proper (dialect)
+Det

Learner language N (-3.Ps. Sg.)8
+proper The Pat bake a cake
+Det

In the source language dialect proper nouns are subeategozized to be preceded
by the definite article. In the target language proper nouns are not preceded
by Det. The source language subcatcgorization is carried over into the learner
language. In German Det is optional in this context. See also (1).
Or consider (l9).

(19) I say him:...

Target language

NPI I say to him:..."

Cf. note 3.
Assuming the target say, I exclude other possible interpretations, e.g. as intra-

lingual lexical error v itli tho target tell, because thoy Boolu to bo loss plausible in this
context.
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Target language The stranger pushed him into the water

rPrep" rDDet 1
L+direction j

1
L+defi

Source language Der Fremde stieB Dm in das Wasser

rPrep
L±direction] +def

+direction

Learner language The stranger pushed him in the water

rPrep 1 rDet 1
L ± direction j L-Fdefi

The target language specifies the feature [directionality] in the preposi-
tions in. and into with opposite villues: into as H- direction) and in as [-direc-
tion] (except in combination with certain words of motion, e.g. put it). In the
source lanuage this contrast is neutralized in tl,e preposition in. Directionality
is specified by the following Det in the source language in (21). doe is specified
as [-I-direction] and dem is specified as [-direction]. The targerei, language
determiner remains unspecified for directionality. In our example the twosource
target language equivalents would be:

source language : into
in the

em : in

target language

For his learner language output the student selects source language in because
of its phonological and semantic similarity, but fails to reccgnize the syntactic
difference in the interaction of preposition and determiner in source and target
languages. He combines tte directionally neutralized source langui ge prepo-
sition with the directionally unspecified target larguEge determiner in his
learner language. In the learner language, tLen, directionality remains un-
specified. If it is analyzed according to target languege rules, then (21) must
be interpreted as nondirectional. Resubeatrgorization and respec ifica-
tion have been shown to be productive processes in the learner language, al-
tering the subcategorization and the feature specification of target language
constituents according to their source language subeatcgorization or feature
specification.

I have presented these examples to show that source language rules,
constraints, classes, subcategorizations and syntactic feature specifications.
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178 B. Kettemann

can be used to relate the learner language to the target language. I now claim
that this descriptive devicp also reflects what actually happens. At the
beginning of the process of second language learning, tl e learner uses the full
grammatical knowledge etc. available to him to analyze and produce novel
(=target language) sentences. The greater part of that "knowledge" consists
of source language rules etc. The insecurity in the analyzability of tl.e target
language and the uncertainty in the applicability of target language rules may
lead to the activation of source language knowledge. This strategy can be help-
ful (transfer) or a hindrance (interference) in target language analysis or
production via the learner language. Learner language monitoring will increase
with the progress made in target language acquisition as more new rules are
learned and old ones become automatized. The learner language will become
more and more independent of the bu u rce language and will become more and

more dependent on the target language.
The examples, taken from data of the early stages of second language

-acquisition, were chosen to show the activation of source language knowledge
in the learner language that results in target language inacceptability. The
description and the interpretation are compatible with the data. Interference,
then, may trigger a variety of learner language syntactic processes in a consi-
derable number of instances in a wide variety of learner languages over a pro-
longed period of the acquisition process.
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